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Resumen en Español
(Thesis outline in Spanish)

Sinopsis
Entre las múltiples definiciones que pueden encontrarse en la literatura, el peligro

de incendios, desde una perspectiva puramente climática, éste puede definirse como
el descriptor resultante de la integración de las diferentes variables atmosféricas que
afectan de forma directa al inicio, propagación y dificultad de control de un incendio
forestal en un momento y lugar determinados.

A la luz del actual cambio climático, la presente Tesis Doctoral tiene como prin-
cipal objetivo el desarrollo de escenarios futuros de peligro climático de incendios,
considerando para ello diversas escalas de análisis, desde la planetaria hasta la local.
En particular, se ha utilizado como referente el sistema canadiense de evaluación
del riesgo climático de incendios (FWI, acrónimo del inglés Fire Weather Index ),
debido a su amplia utilización a nivel internacional y el buen comportamiento que ha
demostrado este ı́ndice en diversas regiones del planeta para caracterizar las condi-
ciones meteorológicas conducentes a una mayor actividad de incendios. Se estudian
los aspectos metodológicos involucrados en la obtención de proyecciones de cambio
climático para este ı́ndice en particular –un aspecto insuficientemente analizado en
estudios previos–, relacionados tanto con la obtención de escenarios globales (a partir
de las salidas de los modelos globales del clima), como escenarios regionales (a partir
de salidas de modelos numéricos regionales del clima) y locales (obtenidos mediante
métodos estad́ısticos de regionalización). Como resultado de la aplicación de las
metodoloǵıas descritas, se han realizado proyecciones futuras, tanto a escala global,
como regionalizadas dentro del dominio Euro-Mediterráneo , teniendo presentes las
cautelas que se han identificado en los análisis previos, y considerando las simula-
ciones más recientes proporcionadas por los modelos climáticos más avanzados del
momento.

En la primera parte (Caṕıtulo 4), se realiza una evaluación global de la sensi-
bilidad de la actividad de fuegos a los condicionantes climáticos, haciéndose una

ix
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valoración de los resultados desde una perspectiva pyrogeográfica, que permite iden-
tificar aquellas regiones del planeta donde las condiciones meteorológicas reinantes
durante la estación de incendios, determinan en gran medida el área quemada total.
Estas zonas, por lo tanto, se identifican como las más sensibles al cambio climático.
Entre ellas, cabe mencionar la región Euro-Mediterránea, sobre la que se realizarán
gran parte de los análisis presentados en los subsecuentes caṕıtulos.

Tras este primer balance global de la relación clima–incendios observada en el
pasado reciente, se analiza la idoneidad de diversos productos climáticos procedentes
de modelos numéricos de simulación que asimilan observaciones (reanálisis), para la
reconstrucción de series históricas de FWI (Caṕıtulo 5). Posteriormente, se desar-
rollan escenarios de cambio climático regionales para la region Euro-Mediterránea,
utilizando el estado del arte en cuanto a simulaciones regionales de clima futuro para
esta zona del planeta (Caṕıtulo 7), y se realizan proyecciones a escala local (pun-
tual) para diversas localizaciones en España y Grecia (Caṕıtulo 8). Previamente, se
abordan diversos aspectos metodológicos para el cálculo del ı́ndice que afectan en
gran medida a la incertidumbre de las proyecciones, tales como el nivel de agregación
temporal de las variables de entrada (Caṕıtulo 6) o aspectos referentes al método
estad́ıstico utilizado para la regionalización a escala local. Los factores analizados
han recibido poca o ninguna atención en trabajos cient́ıficos previos en la materia,
lo que ha dado lugar a cierta “confusión” con respecto a las proyecciones futuras en
el Mediterráneo, que el presente trabajo clarifica, sentando una base metodológica
que sirva de referencia para futuros trabajos en ĺıneas similares.

De forma más concreta, los principales resultados pueden resumirse en los si-
guientes hitos, que constituyen aportaciones novedosas al estado del arte en el campo
de las interacciones clima–incendios, tanto en clima presente como bajo distintos es-
cenarios futuros de cambio climático.

1. Se presenta un análisis a escala global de la sensibilidad de los diferentes
reǵımenes de incendios a fluctuaciones climáticas, identificando las regiones
del planeta más vulnerables al cambio climático en este sentido (Caṕıtulo 4).

2. Se presentan escenarios globales futuros de FWI constrúıdos con las más re-
cientes proyecciones de cambio climático producidas en el marco del Proyecto
CMIP5 (Coupled Model Intercomparison Project - Phase 5, Caṕıtulo 4).

3. Se comparan diversos productos climáticos generados a partir de la asimilación
de observaciones mediante modelos numéricos (reanálisis), evaluándose su ap-
titud para la reconstrucción de series históricas de riesgo climático de incendios
(Caṕıtulo 5).

4. Se analizan en profuncidad diversos problemas relacionados con la resolución
temporal de las variables de entrada para el cálculo del FWI obtenidas a partir
de modelos numéricos, considerando las implicaciones para la extrapolación del
riesgo de incendios en el futuro a través de diversos ı́ndices de impacto basados
en FWI (Caṕıtulo 6).
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5. Se presentan escenarios regionales de peligro de incendios para la Europa
Mediterránea, basados en las más recientes simulaciones de modelos regionales
climáticos disponibles públicamente para Europa, generadas en el Proyecto
Europeo ENSEMBLES (Caṕıtulo 7).

6. Se desarrollan escenarios a escala local para un conjunto amplio de estaciones
meteorológicas en España y Grecia, generados mediante técnicas de regional-
ización estad́ıstica, haciendo especial énfasis en los aspectos metodológicos que
permitan la generalización del método en otros contextos, y en las ventajas
y limitaciones de dichos escenarios en relación con los escenarios dinámicos
previamente desarrollados en el Caṕıtulo 7 (Caṕıtulo 8).

Principales conclusiones
Caṕıtulo 4: Análisis global de la relación clima–incendios: impactos presentes y futuros

1. Se investigan los patrones globales de la sensibilidad del área quemada a la
variabilidad del riesgo climático de incendios (FWI), encontrándose relaciones
significativas entre ambos en regiones extensas del planeta, aunque con difer-
entes grados de sensibilidad.

2. Las áreas más sensibles a fluctuaciones interanuales en el riesgo climático son
aquellas caracterizadas por un FWI climatológico relativamente bajo durante
la estación de incendios. Más concretamente, se identifican de forma emṕırica
las regiones más sensibles, es decir, aquellas con un FWI climatológico durante
la estación de fuegos por debajo de 17.

3. Tanto la extensión geográfica como la intensidad del v́ınculo clima–área que-
mada se ven reforzados al descartar otros factores indirectos que podŕıan afec-
tar igualmente al área quemada total.

4. Otras regiones del globo resultan insensibles a fluctuaciones climáticas en su
actividad de incendios, por motivos que son discutidos a la luz de la teoŕıa
pyrogeográfica actual. En estas regiones, las proyecciones de FWI futuro son
menos relevantes, ya que se demuestra que el clima no juega un papel deter-
minante sobre la actividad de incendios.

5. Las proyecciones futuras de FWI calculadas anticipan impactos directos del
cambio climático en las próximas décadas como consecuencia de una mayor
actividad de incendios. Estos impactos podŕıan resultar localmente drásticos
en extensas áreas de los bosques boreales de Canadá y Siberia, particularmente
al Este de los Urales, y en los bosques húmedos de planifolias de la franja ecu-
atorial del Amazonas y Sur de Indonesia. Todas ellas son zonas muy sensibles
dada su importancia para la conservación de la biodiversidad mundial y como
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sumideros de carbono. Del mismo modo, la cuenca Mediterránea, particular-
mente su franja oriental, es también muy sensible a los cambios proyectados.
En todas estas regiones del globo, el uso de ı́ndices de riesgo climático de in-
cendios como el FWI se revelan como herramientas adecuadas para evaluar el
peligro de incendios en las próximas décadas.

Caṕıtulo 5: Reconstrucción de series históricas de FWI a partir de datos de reanálisis

1. Tras analizar para la Peńınsula Ibérica tres reanálisis ampliamente utiliza-
dos internacionalmente, se muestra la idoneidad de ERA-Interim para la re-
construcción de series históricas de FWI. No obstante, es importante tener
precaución en su aplicación en estudios de impacto, debido a los sesgos que
presenta la magnitud del FWI, si se compara con las series obtenidas a partir
de series observadas de diferentes estaciones meteorológicas.

2. Pese a ello, ERA-Interim demostró un menor sesgo y mejor pericia que los otros
productos de reanálisis comparados a la hora de detectar eventos extremos y
a la hora de poder definir niveles o categoŕıas de riesgo climático de incendios,
por lo que ha sido el reanálisis de referencia utilizado en los diferentes caṕıtulos
de este trabajo.

Caṕıtulo 6: Resolución temporal de las variables de entrada

1. Los resultados de la primera parte de este caṕıtulo demuestran que el uso
de medias diarias (en lugar del dato instantáneo registrado a mediod́ıa) es
desaconsejable para el cálculo del FWI, pese a ser a menudo la única resolución
temporal disponible en los repositorios que almacenan simulaciones de modelos
numéricos.

2. El sesgo negativo que el uso de medias diarias produce en los valores medios
del FWI puede ser subsanable mediante un rescalado (dada una referencia
adecuada para ello). No obstante, existen otros problemas más importantes,
ignorados hasta la fecha en diversas publicaciones, y que afectan no sólo a la
magnitud sino también al signo de las anomalás proyectadas por los escenarios
futuros. Además, cualquier indicador de riesgo climático basado en umbrales
(p. ej. el número de d́ıas por encima de un determinado umbral de FWI)
resulta negativamente afectado y no debe ser utilizado cuando se emplean
valores medios diarios para el cálculo del FWI. Este tipo de indicadores basados
en umbrales son de amplia utilización para la evaluación del riesgo de incendios.

3. En consecuencia, se explora la posibilidad de utilizar diversos “sustitutos” a
escala diaria (o proxys) que puedan aproximarse lo más posible a los valores
instantáneos a mediod́ıa y que estén normalmente disponibles en las princi-
pales bases de datos de cambio climático, y en particular en el repositorio de
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ENSEMBLES, utilizado para la construcción de escenarios regionales futuros
de FWI en el Caṕıtulo 7.

4. En este sentido, las diferentes combinaciones de proxys analizadas muestran
que la combinación de humedad relativa mı́nima con el resto de valores medios
diarios (temperatura, velocidad del viento y precipitación acumulada) produce
la mejor aproximación al FWI de referencia, dando buenas estimaciones del
riesgo climático de incendios en clima presente, aśı como una representación
fidedigna del patrón de las anomaĺıas respecto al clima futuro.

Caṕıtulo 7: Escenarios futuros de riesgo climático de incendios para la región Eu-
ro-Mediterránea

1. Considerando un ensemble de 5 RCMs del proyecto ENSEMBLES, se describe
una señal positiva ineqúıvoca del FWI sobre gran parte del arco Mediterráneo,
que se acentúa durante las últimas décadas del S. XXI.

2. El grado de incertidumbre multi-modelo fue particularmente bajo en el caso
del FWI, comparado con otros indicadores de riesgo derivados de éste y comun-
mente utilizados para evaluar el riesgo climático de incendios, lo que remarca
la utilidad del FWI para la evaluación de escenarios futuros de riesgo.

3. El uso de ı́ndices basados en umbrales absolutos de FWI, frecuentemente uti-
lizados en estudios de impacto, se desaconseja a la hora de realizar proyec-
ciones de cambio climático, debido a la incertidumbre particularmente alta del
multimodelo en estos casos.

4. La relación existente entre FWI y el área quemada desvelada para una sub-
región del área de estudio, confirma la utilidad de las proyecciones presen-
tadas para la toma de decisiones de cara a la prevención y mitigación de los
impactos esperados en las próximas décadas, como consecuencia directa del
cambio climático en la región Euro-Mediterránea.

5. Dicha relación, descrita a escala regional, es espacialmente consistente con las
relaciones a escala global previamente descritas en el Caṕıtulo 4.

Caṕıtulo 8: Escenarios estad́ısticos locales de riesgo climático futuro

1. En este caṕıtulo se evalúa el comportamiento de una técnica de regionalización
estad́ıstica de amplio espectro de aplicación, como es el método de análogos,
para la generación de escenarios futuros de FWI a escala local, en diferentes
localidades de Grecia y España. La principal ventaja de esta técnica es su
aplicabilidad a variables de distintas caracteŕısticas en cuanto a su distribución
estad́ıstica (tales como las que integran el FWI) preservando su consistencia
f́ısica y espacial.
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2. La metodoloǵıa aplicada produjo buenos ajustes para las series predichas de
temperatura y humedad relativa, y algo peores en el caso de la precipitación
y sobretodo de la velocidad del viento, quedando reflejado en las diferentes
componentes del FWI dependiendo de qué variables componen cada una de
ellas.

3. Además, el método de análogos es capaz de reproducir adecuadamente el ci-
clo estacional del FWI y reproducir fielmente las series climáticas de riesgo
climático de incendios del periodo histórico de 25 años analizado, tanto en su
valor medio como en la detección de los eventos extremos.

4. No obstante, debido a las propias caracteŕısticas del método de análogos, las
series regionalizadas no preservan la secuencia diaria de los diferentes com-
ponentes del FWI que modelan la seqúıa y el contenido de humedad de los
combustibles, y por lo tanto no se recomienda su utilización en aplicaciones
en las que la secuencia diaria sea importante.

5. El método de análogos es muy recomendable a fin de preservar la consistencia
f́ısica entre las diferentes variables que integran el FWI, aunque su aplicabilidad
a las proyecciones de cambio climático para últimas décadas del S. XXI, donde
se proyectan valores extremadamente altos de temperatura –sin precedentes
en el registro histórico utilizado para la calibración del método– podŕıa ser
limitada, debido a la inherente incapacidad del método para la extrapolación
más allá del espacio de aprendizaje del modelo. Esto queda reflejado cuando
se comparan los resultados del método estad́ıstico con las proyecciones de
FWI para el mismo periodo futuro de uno de los modelo dinámicos empleados
en caṕıtulos anteriores. En este sentido, la aplicabilidad de la metodoloǵıa
descrita quedaŕıa circunscrita a la primera mitad del siglo XXI.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Fire is an integral earth system process: It plays an important role in shaping the

composition and functioning of terrestrial ecosystems (Scott and Glasspool, 2006),

constituting an important agent of atmospheric disturbance (Andreae and Merlet,

2001) and a major factor of disruption in the global carbon cycles (van der Werf

et al., 2004; Bowman et al., 2009). It has been argued that several of the world’s

major biomes owe their distribution and ecological properties to fire regimes (Bond

et al., 2005; Bond and Keeley, 2005). However, the causes of fire are complex, often

difficult to disentangle, and largely dependent on the scale of analysis. Fire is the

result of a complex interplay between different drivers operating at varied spatial

and temporal scales (Krawchuk et al., 2009; Archibald et al., 2013), which is reflected

by an heterogeneous global distribution of fire activity (Chuvieco et al., 2008).

A conceptual framework is therefore needed in order to better understand the

underlying factors determining fire activity globally. With this regard, four hierar-

chical processes have been proposed to control fire (Archibald et al., 2009), namely:

1. Biomass production. It directly affects the fuel availability for fire through

plant growth.

2. Availability to burn. Large fuel loads are a necessary, but not sufficient

condition for large fires to develop. For instance the moisture status of different

compartments of the fuel layers may impede fire propagation.

3
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3. Fire-weather. This is related to the ambient conditions amenable for fires

to spread. For instance, high temperatures combined with high wind speed

and low moisture content will favour fire spread, provided that the previous

conditions are also fulfilled.

4. Ignition. Ignition sources may come from natural phenomena (e.g. lightning)

and also from human action, direct or indirect. With this regard, anthro-

pogenic ignitions have a pervasive effect of fire regimes worldwide (Archibald

et al., 2013), varying as a function of population density and peaking near

urban developments. The ignition patterns are often tightly coupled to many

aspects of human societies such as their ancestral management practices and

traditions (Pereira et al., 2015).

The underlying biophysical factors influencing these processes can be regarded

as “switches” (sensu Bradstock, 2010) that need to be simultaneously activated for

fire to occur. As a result, the limits of fire vary spatially across regions depending

on what hypothetical switches are activated at each moment. Knowledge on the

relative frequency with which these switches are activated is the key to identify the

processes driving/limiting fire at any particular ecosystem.

In light of the ongoing climate change, important alterations of fire regimes are

anticipated worldwide (Power et al., 2008; Pechony and Shindell, 2010; Westerling

et al., 2011; Moritz et al., 2012; Batllori et al., 2013; Sousa et al., 2015). Climate

is one of the most important factors affecting fire regimes globally, since it exerts a

direct influence on all the fire ‘switches’ (Fig. 1.1). Thus, understanding the current

fire-climate relationships is of utmost importance in order to assess the potential

impacts that projected climate may exert in the near future. Once this relationship

is known, the provision of future climate scenarios is of paramount importance in

order to anticipate the likely consequences that climate change may have on future

fire regimes.

It is well known that the fire-climate relationship is mediated by fuels. Ecosys-

tems can be arranged in an aridity-productivity gradient along which fire is con-

strained either by fuel availability on one extreme (fuel-driven fires), and potential

for fire spread on the other (drought-driven fires). This is known as the ‘intermediate

fire-productivity hypothesis’ (Krawchuk and Moritz, 2010; Bradstock, 2010; Moritz

et al., 2012; Pausas and Ribeiro, 2013). In arid ecosystems the prevailing meteoro-

logical conditions are generally favourable for fire to spread, but productivity is low

due to the perpetual water deficit. Thus, the low and fragmented fuel loads con-

strain fire occurrence. On the opposite side of the gradient (productive ecosystems)
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Figure 1.1: Influences of the different biogeographic factors (black) on fire regimes via
the ‘four-switch’ hypothesis (switches in blue). Climate and fire-weather, the scope of this
PhD thesis, are highlighted in boldface. The potential effects of climate change on fire
activity are indicated by the red lines. After Bradstock (2010).

fuels are abundant, but fire propagation is limited by the adverse humid conditions.

Thus, fire activity peaks at intermediate levels of this gradient, describing a humped

response (Fig. 1.2). As a result, in many ecosystems the bulk of burned area is due

to relatively infrequent large fire events that can take place only when particular

conditions prevail so that fire can spread (Pereira et al., 2005; Meyn et al., 2007).

These conditions are governed by fire-weather and mediated by fuel availability and

connectivity (Krawchuk and Moritz, 2010; Pausas and Paula, 2012).

Air temperature, humidity and wind speed (referred to as fire-weather variables)

directly influence the rate of spread of fires and the degree to which fires can bridge

fuel discontinuities (Rothermel and Anderson, 1966). By integrating these variables

in a single numerical value, fire-weather indices provide a synthetic measure of the

state of the fire-weather “switch” in a particular place at a given time. They allow

for a more realistic representation of the climatic conditions conducive to fires, as

they respond simultaneously to the different meteorological variables affecting fire.

For instance, while a steady warming trend may occur over an extensive region, local

differences in air moisture or precipitation patterns may yield a varying response of

the fire-weather index (e.g., as described at both sides of the Urals by Groisman
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Figure 1.2: Changes in fire activity along the aridity/productivity gradient, according
to the intermediate fire-productivity hypothesis. The position along the gradient of the
Mediterranean ecosystems, for which a great part of this PhD thesis is devoted, is indicated
by the dashed vertical lines. After Pausas and Paula (2012).

et al., 2007). Furthermore, fire-weather indices also provide an indirect measure of

antecedent conditions and not strictly a snapshot of the current meteorological state.

As a result, high values of fire-weather indices, indicating an extreme fire danger

potential, are highly improbable without a concurring severe drought (Bradstock,

2010). For this reason, the usefulness of fire-weather indices for the assessment of fire

danger potential is widely recognised, having been integrated into more complex fire

danger rating systems used for decades by different protection agencies throughout

the world. Beyond the daily scale for what they are conceived, fire-weather indices

have been also proposed as a useful tool for the provision of current and future fire

danger climatological maps, as an easily interpretable and meaningful information

for fire managers (e.g. Williams et al., 2001; Hennessy et al., 2005; Flannigan et al.,

2000, 2013).

This PhD thesis is focused on the use of different climate model data and their

application for the calculation of fire-weather indices. In particular, it is focused

on the Canadian Fire Weather Index System (FWI hereafter) due to its worldwide

application, constituting one of the better-known fire-weather indices of the world.
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The analyses performed span from the entire globe to point spatial scales, fo-

cusing on several aspects not yet explored in the literature, regarding the recon-

struction of historical FWI, the impacts of projected climate change on fire-weather

variability and the regionalization options for the specific case of FWI. In order

to illustrate the downscaling of global climate scenarios, a special focus is done on

the Mediterranean Basin. Mediterranean-type ecosystems constitute a paradigmatic

example of fire-prone vegetation induced by seasonality, where occurrence of cool

wet winters promotes biomass growth, while extended summer drought favours the

regular occurrence of wildfire (Turco et al., 2013; Batllori et al., 2013). Fires are the

most important natural hazard in this area, with about 50000 fires burning every

year about 400000 hectares on average (San-Miguel-Ayanz et al., 2013). Further-

more, the Mediterranean region has been identified as one of the “hot-spots” of

climate change. Here, the future climate projections anticipate a notable warming

and drying of mean conditions, and also an increased frequency of extremely high

temperature events (Giorgi and Lionello, 2008).

As a result, estimating future fire risk in the Mediterranean area constitutes

a priority issue of strategic importance for the Euro-Mediterranean countries, as

reflected by the recent emergence of several transboundary coordinated actions,

notably the EU-funded Project FUME (2010-2014, www.fumeproject.eu), on which

this PhD is framed.

1.1 Objectives

The main objectives of this PhD are next summarized:

• A global analysis of the sensitivity of fire activity to fire-weather, allowing the

identification of most sensitive areas to climate change (Chapter 4).

• Generation of fire-weather climatological maps at different scales of analysis,

from global to regional, with an emphasis in the methodological aspects to be

addressed when using numerical model data for FWI system calculations. In

particular, we analyse:

– The performance of different reanalysis products for the representation

of historical FWI records (Chapter 5).

– The effect of temporal resolution of input variables on resulting FWI

estimates, and the implications on the derived impact indices and on the

future projections (Chapter 6).
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– The intercomparison of different proxy alternatives when the required

time resolution is not available (Chapter 6).

• Generation of future fire-weather climatological maps, at various spatial scales,

from global (Chapter 4) to regional (Chapter 7) and local (Chapter 8). Again,

important methodological aspects are addressed, regarding:

– The assessment of various numerical model predictions, from global to

regional scale, with regard to observational databases for historical peri-

ods of reference, and analysis of the multi-model agreement (Chapters 4

and 7).

– The application of statistical downscaling techniques well suited for future

FWI estimation at a local scale (Chapter 8).



CHAPTER 2

The Climate Data Sources

2.1 Global Climate Models (GCMs)

The primary source of information for projecting future climate are the simula-

tions of Global Climate Models (GCMs), which simulate the global dynamics of the

components of the climate system (i.e. the atmosphere, the oceans, the land surface,

and the cryosphere, as well as the interactions between them) for different future

forcing/emission scenarios (Räisänen, 2007). GCMs are primarily based on the at-

mospheric motions, governed by three fundamental physical principles: conservation

of mass, conservation of momentum and conservation of energy, represented by a

system of equations. These equations are solved on different types of discretized

grids, of varying resolution, that divide the whole globe and the atmosphere in

different compartments (Fig. 2.1). Their resolution may vary also depending on

the ocean - atmospheric components, the latter usually being modelled at a higher

resolution, ranging in general from 1 to 3.7◦ (see e.g. Table 2.2).

Besides the dynamical equations which are numerically solved, other terms need

to be approximated from the system’s variables (or parametrized), in order to keep

the system stable and balanced. These parametrizations are most often empirically

calibrated and therefore, they constitute one of the major sources of uncertainty of

GCM simulations (see Sec. 2.1.2).

There has been a continuing increase in horizontal and vertical resolution at

which GCMs are solved in the last decades. This is especially seen in how the

ocean grids have been refined, and sophisticated grids are now used in the ocean

9
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Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of a typical grid used to numerically
solve a GCM and of the processes represented in each particular gridbox.
Source: NOAA, http://celebrating200years.noaa.gov/breakthroughs/climate_

model/AtmosphericModelSchematic.png

and atmosphere models making optimal use of parallel computer architectures (Fig.

2.2). In the most recent experiments, for the long-term simulations, some GCMs

are now starting to run coupled to biogeochemical components that account for the

important fluxes of carbon between the ocean, atmosphere, and terrestrial biosphere

carbon reservoirs, thereby “closing” the carbon cycle in the model (Taylor et al.,

2011). These models are called Earth system models (ESMs). In this work both

GCM and ESM simulations are used to investigate future climate conditions. For

the sake of simplicity, we will often use the GCM acronym when referring to GCMs

or ESMs indistinctly throughout the text.

In this PhD Thesis GCM outputs are directly used and statistically downscaled

(Sec. 2.4) or indirectly applied through their coupling to different regional climate

models, as explained in Sec. 2.3 (see also Table 2.5). In addition, we also use an

ensemble of last generation ESMs for a global analysis of the fire-climate relationship
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(Table 2.2).

Figure 2.2: The development of climate models over the last 35 years showing how the
different components were coupled into comprehensive climate models over time. In each
aspect (e.g., the atmosphere, which comprises a wide range of atmospheric processes)
the complexity and range of processes has increased over time (illustrated by growing
cylinders). Note that during the same time the horizontal and vertical resolution has
increased considerably. For instance, for spectral models from T21L9 (roughly 500 km
horizontal resolution and 9 vertical levels) in the 1970s to T95L95 (roughly 100 km hori-
zontal resolution and 95 vertical levels) at present, and that now ensembles with at least
three independent experiments can be considered as standard. Source: IPCC wiki, http:
//ipcc.wikia.com/wiki/151.5.2_Capabilities_in_Global_Climate_Modelling

2.1.1 Climate change scenarios

Climate change scenarios are plausible representations of future climate conditions (Moss

et al., 2010). They can be produced using a variety of approaches, although in this

PhD the focus is on physical climate models (GCMs) and ESMs, including nested

RCM simulations. Scenarios are regarded as alternative pictures, or storylines of
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the key future characteristics such as demographic change, economic development,

and technological change (IPCC, 2000; Moss et al., 2010). However, the question

of which scenarios should be considered most realistic is currently uncertain, as the

projections of future greenhouse gas emission are themselves uncertain.

The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) is the leading interna-

tional body for the assessment of climate change. It was established by the United

Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) and the World Meteorological Organi-

zation (WMO) in 1988 to provide the world with a clear scientific view on the

current state of knowledge in climate change and its potential environmental and

socio-economic impacts1. The IPCC SRES (Special Report on Emissions Scenarios)

scenarios were constructed to explore future developments in the global environment

with special reference to the production of greenhouse gases (GHG) and aerosol pre-

cursor emissions (IPCC, 2000, Fig. 2.3). In particular, future GHG emissions are

the product of very complex dynamic systems, determined by driving forces such as

demographic development, socio-economic development, and technological change

whose future evolution is highly uncertain. These scenarios are used by the GCMs

(and their respective RCM couplings) used in this study (Table 2.4).

In particular, in Chapters 6, 7 and 8 we focus on the A1B scenario, a ‘moder-

ate’ one from the wide range of possible emissions paths of greenhouse gases. The

A1 storyline and scenario family describe a future world of very rapid economic

growth, low population growth, and rapid introduction of new and more efficient

technology. Major underlying themes are economic and cultural convergence and

capacity building, with a substantial reduction in regional differences in per capital

income. In this world, people pursue personal wealth rather than environmental

quality (Nakićenović, 2000). The three A1 groups are distinguished by their tech-

nological emphasis: fossil intensive (A1FI), non-fossil energy sources (A1T), or a

balance across all sources (A1B). For the latter, balanced is defined as not relying

too heavily on one particular energy source, on the assumption that similar improve-

ment rates apply to all energy supply and end use technologies (IPCC, 2000).

The previous SRES-IPCC scenarios (phase3; CMIP3), dating around year 2000

(Fig. 2.2), included 24 models from 17 groups in 12 countries (Meehl et al., 2007).

Some of these models drive the RCMs used in this Thesis, (see e.g. the GCM/RCM

couplings in Table 2.5). These have been recently updated with new information

regarding the evolution of economy, emerging technologies and observations of en-

vironmental factors such as land use and land cover (Moss et al., 2010). This new

1http://www.ipcc.ch/organization/organization.shtml
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Figure 2.3: Multi-model means of surface warming (relative to 1980–1999) for the sce-
narios A2, A1B and B1, shown as continuations of the 20th-century simulation. Values
beyond 2100 are. Lines show the multi-model means, shading denotes the ± 1 standard
deviation range of individual model annual means. The number of models that have run
a given scenario is indicated by the coloured numbers below. Source: Meehl et al. (2007).

information is contained in the Representative Concentration Pathways (RCPs, Ta-

ble 2.1). As a result, the new ESMs from the 5th Climate Model Intercomparison

Project (phase5, CMIP5 Taylor et al., 2011) are using these RCPs. In particu-

lar, ESM projections are analysed in Chapter 4, considering the RCPs 4.5 and 8.5

(Table 2.2), allowing for an estimation of the uncertainty in projections of climate

change according to different scenarios. CMIP5 multi-model ensemble (MME) is

not yet fully populated but promises to include an even greater number of more

recent models (see Table 2.2 for a list of CMIP5 models used in this study).
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Description
RCP8.5 Rising radiative forcing pathway leading to 8.5 W/m2

in 2100
RCP6 Stabilization without overshoot pathway to 6 W/m2 at

stabilization after 2100
RCP4.5 Stabilization without overshoot pathway to 4.5 W/m2

at stabilization after 2100
RCP2.6 Peak in radiative forcing at 3̃ W/m2 before 2100 and

decline

Table 2.1: Description of RCPs. Highlighted in grey, the RCPs considered in this study.
Source: IPPC, http://sedac.ipcc-data.org/ddc/ar5_scenario_process/RCPs.html.

2.1.2 Multi-Model Ensembles and the ‘uncertainty cascade’

The Multi-Model Ensembles (MMEs) described previously (Sec. 2.1.1) represent a

rich source of data for climate scientists, not without important sources of uncer-

tainty that need to be acknowledged. The models, scenarios, and runs that make

up an MME explore the three primary sources of uncertainty in climate projec-

tions (Sansom et al., 2013):

• Structural (model) uncertainty arises from the fact that not all relevant pro-

cesses are well represented in models.

• Different scenarios represent uncertainty about changes in radiative forcing

due to future emissions (as explained in Sec. 2.1.1).

• Ideally, several perturbed initial condition runs of each scenario should also

be available from each model, in order to sample internal variability that

constitutes another source of uncertainty.

As later illustrated in the following chapters, different downscaling techniques

have been developed to reconcile the scale mismatch between coarse-resolution

GCMs and location-specific information needs of adaptation planners. The resulting

regional/local scenarios (see Sec. 2.1.1 for more detailed information) are regarded

as plausible descriptions of the future climate that reflect the influence of local topog-

raphy and/or land-sea effects, and their interactions with changing synoptic-scale

weather patterns under rising concentrations of greenhouse gases (Wilby and Dessai,

2010). Thus, in climate impact studies, the uncertainty propagates as a cascade due

to the different socio-economic and demographic pathways, their translation into
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concentrations of atmospheric greenhouse gas (GHG) concentrations, expressed cli-

mate outcomes in global and regional models, translation into local impacts on

human and natural systems, and implied adaptation responses (Wilby and Dessai,

2010). This is graphically illustrated in Fig. 2.4.

Figure 2.4: Schematic representation of the ‘uncertainty cascade’. The increasing number
of triangles at each level symbolize the growing number of permutations and hence ex-
panding envelope of uncertainty. For example, even relatively reliable hydrological models
can yield very different results depending on the methods (and observed data) used for
calibration. Taken from Wilby and Dessai (2010).

As a result, MMEs (see e.g. Collins et al., 2006) and model intercomparison

projects (MIPs) are used to assess all these uncertainties in future climate. This

involves taking a selection of models which often differ in their representation of

system processes, and evaluating their outputs for a range of scenarios (Falloon

et al., 2014). This approach is followed in this PhD Thesis (see e.g. Table 2.2 of

ESMs and Table 2.5 of GCM/RCM couplings, and the different scenarios considered

in Table 2.1 for Chapter 4). Nevertheless, model diversity has been often constrained

by the availability of the adequate variables at an appropriate time resolution, an

issue that is explicitly addressed in Chapter 6.

2.1.3 Extracting the climate change signal: the ‘ delta’ method

The outputs of the GCMs (and/or coupled RCMs) cannot be used directly for impact

studies. Also, the performance of downscaled climate scenarios is constrained by
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Id ESM Name Reference Modeling Center Hor. Res. Hist. RCPs
1 ACCESS-1.0 Bi et al. (2012) Bureau of Meteorology and Com-

monwealth Scientific and Indus-
trial Research Organisation

1.875◦ × 1.25◦ yes yes

2 GFDL-ESM2G Dunne et al. (2012) NOAA Geophysical Fluid Dy-
namics Laboratory

1.5◦ × 2◦ yes yes

3 IPSL-CM5A-MR Dufresne et al. (2013) Institut Pierre-Simon Laplace 1.5◦ × 1.27◦ yes yes
4 MIROC-ESM Watanabe et al. (2011) Japan Agency for Marine-Earth

Science and Technology, Atmo-
sphere and Ocean Research Insti-
tute (The University of Tokyo),
and National Institute for Envi-
ronmental Studies

2.8◦ × 2.8◦ yes yes

5 MRI-CGCM3 Yukimoto et al. (2011) Meteorological Research Institute 1.125◦ × 1.125◦ yes yes
6 CNRM-CM5.1 Voldoire et al. (2013) Centre National de Recherches

Météorologiques - Groupe
d’études de l’ Atmosphère
Météorologique and Centre
Européen de Recherche et de
Formation Avancée

1.4◦ × 1.4◦ yes no

7 GISS-E2-R Schmidt et al. (2014) NASA Goddard Institute for
Space Studies

1◦ × 1.25◦ yes no

Table 2.2: Summary of the Earth System Models (ESMs) used in this work. The avail-
ability of historical scenario (Hist., used for ESM validation) and RCPs 4.5 and 8.5 (RCPs,
used for future FWI scenarios) is also indicated. The Id number is used in the Taylor di-
agrams displayed in Fig. 4.8. Note that only those GCMs bearing both RCPs have been
used for the future FWI projections.

the simulation skills of the driving GCMs (e.g. Brands et al., 2011), and they may

contain important biases, as compared to observations or to reanalysis (Christensen

et al., 2008), the latter usually considered as quasi-observations for RCM validation

(see Sec. 2.2). These biases can result from different physics and parameterizations

involved in the formulation of the models. Thus, a validation/calibration process is

needed before using this data in real applications. This process usually requires the

availability of historical data (or high-resolution reanalysis) to calibrate the model

outputs in a particular region of interest.

Alternatively, the “delta method” is often applied in climate research (e.g., Win-

kler et al., 1997; Zahn and von Storch, 2010) in order to extract the climate change

signal from model simulations while alleviating the problems linked to model bi-

ases (e.g., Räisänen, 2007). The delta method operates by calculating the difference

of the GCM/RCM values for a variable of interest in a future period (such as 2071-

2100, given by the transient emission scenario runs) and in a control period (such as

1971-2000, given by the control runs), working at a grid-box level (Sec. 2.1.1). Thus,

as far as all values are relative to the same GCM (or GCM/RCM coupling), the ef-

fect of these biases is cancelled to a great extent. The main objections against this

method lie in the assumption of model bias stationarity, which cannot be guaran-
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teed, particularly in the latest decades of the transient period, when model outputs

need to be considered with caution (Maraun, 2012). Furthermore, this method can

only be applied to relatively large time periods for which climatological features are

averaged, and therefore it is not possible to generate daily time series, for instance.

The delta method is applied several times in this PhD Thesis as a convenient

approach to climate change projections of fire danger conditions, in order to con-

struct future fire danger scenarios, either global (applied to GCMs like in Chaper 4)

or regional (applied to different GCM/RCM couplings, like in Chapter 7 for exam-

ple). With this regard, the term delta will be used in the sense of anomaly of the

future time slices with regard to the historical one (for instance the 30–year period

1971-2000).

2.2 Reanalysis

A reanalysis project consists of the assimilation of observational data through

numerical simulation models in order to produce a dataset that reproduces the state

of the atmosphere over large areas of the Earth (possibly the whole planet) with vari-

able vertical and horizontal spatial resolution and spanning an extended historical

period that covers several decades or more. Reanalysis outputs can be used for me-

teorological and climatological studies, including the study of past climate variations

and change, future climate projections . . . , and so their applications are manyfold in

different scientific and technical fields such as agriculture, water resources, energy,

natural hazards . . . . However, reanalysis data may present spatial and temporal

inconsistencies and deviations from observed climate. In some regions, these can

be very pronounced due to model inaccuracies, changes in the observing systems,

or simply because their relatively coarse spatial resolution is not able to properly

capture local climate variability (Sterl, 2004; Brands et al., 2012). In Table 2.3 a

summary table of all reanalysis products currently available is presented. From all

of them, in this study we selected three of varying time span and spatial resolution:

NCEP, ERA–40 and ERA–Interim. The first one is widely applied throughout the

world in numerous studies, and can be freely accessed. The other two are produced

in Europe and also have a wide international application.

ERA–40 is a second-generation reanalysis of meteorological observations since

September 1957 to August 2002 produced by the European Centre for Medium-

Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) in collaboration with many institutions (Up-

pala et al., 2005). Data quality improved notably over this period, with the incor-

poration from the first time in reanalysis history of assimilable data provided by
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a succession of satellite–borne instruments from the 1970s onwards, supplemented

by increasing numbers of observations from aircraft and other sources since the

late 1980s (Sterl, 2004). Cloud motion winds are also used, resulting in a better

circulation over the tropics and southern hemisphere2.

Using a much improved atmospheric model and assimilation system from those

used in ERA–40, ERA–Interim represents a third generation reanalysis (Dee et al.,

2011). Several of the inaccuracies exhibited by ERA–40 such as too strong precipita-

tion over oceans from the early 1990’s onwards and a too strong Brewer-Dobson cir-

culation in the stratosphere, were eliminated or significantly reduced. ERA-Interim

now extends back to 1979 and the analysis continues to be extended forward in near

real time.

The NCEP reanalysis is a joint product from the National Centers for Envi-

ronmental Prediction (NCEP) and the National Center for Atmospheric Research

(NCAR). NCEP output dates back to 1948 and is continually update until present

(Kalnay et al., 1996; Kistler et al., 2001). The main strong points of the NCEP

reanalysis is its global coverage, constituting the longest running reanalysis that

uses rawindsonde data. NCEP used the same climate model that were initialized

with a wide variety of weather observations: ships, planes, radiosonde, station data,

satellite observations and many more. By using the same model, it is possible to ex-

amine climate/weather statistics and dynamic processes without the complication

that model changes can cause. As a result, NCEP data are used in many publi-

cations of various disciplines, so it can be used as a baseline reference for many

computations (National Center for Atmospheric Research Staff (Eds.), 2013).

A summary of the main characteristics of each reanalysis product is presented

in Table 2.3.

Reanalysis data for the four required variables at 12 UTC was gathered consid-

ering 24 hour accumulated values for precipitation, and instantaneous values for 2

meter temperature, 10 meter wind speed and surface relative humidity. In the case

of precipitation, it is important to note that this is a forecast variable in all reanal-

ysis products (i.e., it is forecasted forward in time from the analysis); on the one

hand, NCEP provides precipitation directly as 6–hourly data, and we have calcu-

lated present day precipitation as the accumulated values from 12:00 of the previous

day to 12:00 of the present day. On the other hand, ECMWF reanalysis products

provide accumulated precipitation data at a 3–hourly forecast-time basis from the

analysis time. In this case, we calculated the accumulated precipitation from 12:00

2NCAR Climate Data Guide http://climatedataguide.ucar.edu/reanalysis/era40
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Figure 2.5: Climatologies (1980-2001) of the main primary surface variables used in this
PhD thesis, as represented by the three reanalysis products tested in Chapter 5. The native
resolution of each reanalysis (Table 2.3) has been preserved for illustrative purposes.

to 12:00 considering the difference between the accumulated values of forecast times

36 and 12, using the analysis of 00 UTC, thus avoiding the spin–up period of the

forecast precipitation that may produce unreliable values.

Moreover, for spatial comparability the three datasets were interpolated to a

common grid of 0.5◦ resolution centred on the Iberian Peninsula using bilinear inter-

polation —only grid points within the land-mask were considered to avoid artefacts

due to the transition between sea and land climatic conditions in coastal areas.—

For temporal consistency of comparisons, we only considered the common 12–year

period for the three reanalysis datasets (i.e. from the start of the most recent ERA–

Interim, 1 Jan 1989, to the end of ERA–40, 31 Dec 2001). However, for trend

analysis we computed the longest available time series in each case.
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Name Source Time
Range

AssimilationModel
Resolu-
tion

Model Output
Resolution

Publicly
Available
Dataset Reso-
lution

Dataset Output Times and Time
Averaging

Arctic Sys-
tem Reanalysis
(ASR)

Byrd Polar
Research
Center /
Polar Me-
teorology
Group

2000–2010
(30km) /
2000-2011
(10km)

WRFDA-
3DVAR

10 and
30km 71
sigma
levels

10 and 30km 10 and 30km 3–hourly WRF outputs; selected vari-
ables for surface and upper–air fields.
Monthly averages of selected fields.

ECMWF
Interim Re-
analysis (ERA
Interim)

ECMWF 1979–
present

4D–VAR TL255 L60
and N128
reduced
Gaussian

TL255 L60 and
N128 reduced
Gaussian ('
79km globally)

User defined,
down to 0.75 ×
0.75

3–hourly for most surface fields; 6-
hourly for upper-air fields. Monthly av-
erages of daily means, and of 6-hourly
fields

ECMWF 40
year Reanaly-
sis (ERA-40)

ECMWF 1958-2001 3D-VAR TL159 L60
and N80
reduced
Gaussian

TL159 L60
and N80 re-
duced Gaussian
('125km glob-
ally)

2.5 ×2.5 / 1.125
× 1.125

3–hourly for most surface fields; 6–
hourly for upper–air fields. Monthly
averages of daily means, and of 6–
hourly fields

Japanese Re-
analysis (JRA–
25)

JMA Cli-
mate Data
Assim-
ilation
System
(JCDAS)

Japan
Meteo-
rological
Agency

1979–2004
/ 2005–
present

3D–VAR T106L40
T106L40 Gaus-
sian

1.25×1.25
2.5×2.5

6-hourly / daily / monthly

NASA MERRA NASA 1979-
present

3D-VAR,
with in-
cremental
update

2/3 lon
× 1/2
lat deg;
72 sigma
levels

2/3 lon×1/2 lat
deg 3d Analy-
sis and 2d vari-
ables; 1.25 deg
3d Diagnostics;
72 model levels
and 42 pressure
levels

2/3 lon×1/2 lat
deg 3d Analy-
sis and 2d vari-
ables; 1.25 deg
3d Diagnostics;
72 model levels
and 42 pressure
levels

2d Diagnostics - 1 hourly avg, cen-
tered at half hour; 3d Diagnostics -
3 hourly avg, centered at 0130, 0430
. . . 2230; 3d Analysis - Instantaneous 6
hourly; 2d Diagnostics, Monthly mean
diurnal average; Monthly means for all
collections; daily averages processed at
servers on-the-fly

NCEP Climate
Forecast Sys-
tem Reanalysis
(CFSR)

NCEP 1979-2010 3D-VAR T382 L64 0.5×0.5 and
2.5×2.5

0.5×0.5 and
2.5×2.5

Hourly, 4 times daily

NCEP/DOE
Reanalysis
AMIP-II (R2)

NCEP/DOE 1979-
present

3D-VAR T62 L28 2.5×2.5 2.5×2.5 4 times daily/daily/monthly, also
LTMs

NCEP/NCAR
Reanalysis I
(R1)

NCEP/NCAR1948-
present

3D-VAR T62 L28 2.5×2.5 and 2×2
gaussian

2.5×2.5 and 2×2
gaussian

4 times daily/daily/monthly also LTMs

NCEP North
American Re-
gional Reanaly-
sis (NARR)

NCEP 1979-
present

RDAS 32km 32km 32km 4/8 times daily/daily/monthly also
LTMs

NOAA-CIRES
20th Century
Reanalysis
(20CR)

NOAA/ESRL
PSD

1871-2010 Ensemble
Kalman
Filter

T62 L28 2×2 2×2 4/8 times daily, daily,monthly, also
LTMs

Table 2.3: Summary of reanalysis data. This table is taken from the summary table
available at http://reanalyses.org/atmosphere/comparison-table (Accessed on 24
Aug 2013). The names of the three reanalysis used in this study for the generation of fire
danger scenarios over the Iberian Peninsula are highlighted.

2.3 From global to regional climate projections: Regional Cli-

mate Models

In spite of the paramount importance of GCMs to represent the climatic sys-

tem globally, several factors prevent from their direct application to local climate

studies; in particular, their coarse horizontal resolution (hundreds of kilometers) is

unable to represent local climate features. In order to bridge the gap between the
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large-scale variables provided by the GCMs and the local surface variables of inter-

est, for instance the fire-weather variables (Chapter 1), different downscaling (also

known as regionalization) techniques have been developed in the last decades. With

this regard, dynamical downscaling methods are based on Regional Climate Mod-

els (RCMs), which simulate regional features of the climate at a higher resolution

over a limited area, driven at the boundaries by the GCM outputs (Fig. 2.6. See

e.g., Giorgi and Mearns, 1999). RCMs are physically consistent and provide a large

number of variables describing the state of the atmosphere. However, the resulting

regional biases need to be carefully considered, and to date there is no completely

satisfactory bias-correction method for this task (Christensen et al., 2008; Maraun,

2012).

Figure 2.6: Schematic representation of the the Regional Climate Model nesting approach.
Source: WMO, https://www.wmo.int/pages/themes/climate/climate_models.php

As previously stated in Section 2.3, RCM projections cannot be directly used

in impact studies, since they may contain significant biases (Christensen et al.,

2008) inherited from the driving GCMs and also resulting from different physics

and parametrizations involved in the formulation of the models. Thus, a valida-

tion/calibration process is necessary before using these data in real applications.

This process requires the availability of historical data (or high-resolution reanaly-

sis) to calibrate the model outputs in a particular region of interest. However, as

opposite to statistical downscaling, which requires daily (or monthly) time series,

the calibration process requires simple aggregated statistics at gridbox level, such

as the climatic mean for bias removal, which is the basic calibration operation for

RCMs (Déqué, 2007).
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2.3.1 The ENSEMBLES RCM dataset

Most of the regional climate change projections used in this PhD were obtained

from the ENSEMBLES project (van der Linden and Mitchell, 2009; Déqué et al.,

2011) (additional RCM simulations are detailed in Sec. 2.3.2). As stated in van der

Linden and Mitchell (2009):

. . . the European Comission initiated the ENSEMBLES project to help

inform researchers, decision makers, businesses and the public by pro-

viding them with climate information obtained through the use of the

latest climate modelling and analysis tools

ENSEMBLES is the latest in a series of EU-funded projects dealing with re-

gional projection (dynamical downscaling) of large-scale climate simulations over

Europe: REGIONALIZATION (1993–1994), RACCS (1995–1996; see Machenhauer

et al., 1998), MERCURE (1997–2000), and PRUDENCE (2001–2004; see Chris-

tensen et al., 2007). These projects paved the way for ENSEMBLES, where an

ensemble of state-of-the-art European Regional Climate Models (RCMs) was ap-

plied to produce regional projections from global climate change scenarios over Eu-

rope at 25km resolution (see Christensen et al., for an overview of regional climate

projections). To this aim, three different experiments were performed driving the

RCMs with different boundary conditions (a detailed description of the experiments

and results achieved in this project is published in a special issue of Climate Re-

search (Christensen et al., 2010):

1. The ERA–40 reanalysis (see Sec. 2.2) data was used to drive the RCMs in

“present climate” conditions (or perfect lateral boundary conditions), during

the period 1961-2000.

2. The RCMs were driven by different GCMs from the phase 3 of the Coupled

Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP3, see Meehl et al., 2007) during the

same period (1961-2000), but considering the control 20 Century greenhouse

gas (GHG) emission scenario (20C3M hereafter). In this scenario the GCMs

perform a continuous run encompassing a historical period (approx. 1900-

2001), considering the observed GHG concentrations.

3. The RCMs were driven by the same GCMs in the transient period 2011-2050

(some models were ran until 2099), considering future climate conditions from

the A1B2 SRES scenario.
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The results from (1) allow analysing the performance (the errors, e.g. the bias)

of the different RCMs in optimal conditions, using “perfect” boundary conditions,

for a particular region of interest. Thus, each user may decide discarding those

RCMs with poor performance (see, e.g. Herrera et al., 2010, for a comparison of

RCMs in Iberia), or using the errors to weight the projections (see, e.g. Christensen

et al., 2010). The simulations (2) allow estimating the performance of each particular

GCM-RCM coupling to reproduce the observed trends in present climate conditions.

Note that, as opposite to the previous case, there is no day-to-day correspondence in

these simulations and, hence, they are only expected to reproduce average climate

conditions in climatic periods (typically 30 years) and inter-annual trends. Finally,

the simulations (3) provide the basis to obtain regional projections for a particular

region of interest, after filtering the available data according to the validation results

obtained in (1)-(2).

Acronym Institution Model Reference
C4I Community Climate Consortium

for Ireland
RCA3.0 Kjellström et al. (2005)

CNRM Centre National de Recherches
Meteorologiques

RM4.5 Radu et al. (2008)

DMI Danish Meteorological Institute HIRHAM5 Christensen et al. (2006)
ETHZ Swiss Institute of Technology CLM Jaeger et al. (2008)
KNMI Koninklijk Nederlands Meteoro-

logisch Instituut
RACMO2 van Meijgaard et al. (2008)

MetoHC Hadley Center/UK Met Office HadRM31 Collins et al. (2006)
ICTP Abdus Salam International Cen-

tre for Theoretical Physics
RegCM3 Pal et al. (2007)

Met.NO The Norwegian Meteorological
Institute

HIRHAM Haugen and Haakenstad (2005)

MPI-M Max Planck Institute for Meteo-
rology

REMO Jacob et al. (2001)

SMHI Swedish Meteorological and Hy-
drological Institute

RCA3.0 Kjellström et al. (2005)

UCLM Universidad de Castilla la Man-
cha

PROMES Sanchez et al. (2004)

Table 2.4: Summary of the ENSEMBLES RCMs. Highlighted in grey, the RCMs finally
considered for analysis. All ENSEMBLES simulations are publicly available through the
DMI repository, in http://ensemblesrt3.dmi.dk.

The subset of six ENSEMBLES RCM-GCM couplings highlighted in Table 2.4

are driven by two different GCMs (HadCM3 and ECHAM5) and a single control

(20C3M) and transient (SRES-A1B) scenarios (Sec. 2.1.1): C4I - RCA3.0, ETHZ

- CLM, HC - HadRM3, KNMI - RACMO2, MPI - REMO and SMHI - RCA.3.0
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GCM HadCM3Q16 HadCM3Q0 ECHAM5-r3 ARPEGE BCM
RCM
MetoHC X X
MPI-M X
CNRM X
DMI X X X
ETHZ X*
KNMI X
ICTP X
SMHI X X
UCLM X*
Met.No X* X*
C4I X X*

Table 2.5: The ENSEMBLES GCM/RCM combination matrix with four different GCMs
in columns and ten ENSEMBLES RCMs aranged by rows (denoted with acronyms pre-
sented in Table 2.4). For each RCM, the red color indicates the “default” GCM. The
asterisk indicates those runs ending in 2050; the remaining combinations run until 2100.

(Nomenclature follows the structure Modelling Centre - Name of the model). In the

following (Chapters 6, 7 and 8), models will be termed using the modelling centre

acronyms. Note that two different physics schemes, Q0 and Q16, are considered

for the HadCM3 model (Collins et al., 2006), the latter leading to more extreme

scenarios in terms of high temperatures and dryness than the standard unperturbed

physics scheme (Q0).

The selection of these models was based on two criteria: 1) They have demon-

strated a good overall performance in previous studies (see e.g. Herrera et al., 2010;

Coppola et al., 2010). 2) In addition, all of them fulfil the condition of bearing

all the required variables for the proxy analysis (see Sec. 6.4), and in particular

daily minimum relative humidity, which is not common to all ENSEMBLES RCMs.

It is important to remark that each RCM is treated separately throughout all the

process of fire danger scenario generation, and only the resulting final values are

aggregated/summarised in terms of the multi-model mean and standard deviation.

The selection of the models highlighted in Table 2.4 was based on two criteria:

1) They have demonstrated a good overall performance in previous studies (see e.g.

Herrera et al., 2010; Coppola et al., 2010). 2) In addition, all of them fulfil the con-

dition of bearing all the required variables for the proxy analysis (see Sec. 6.4), and

in particular minimum relative humidity, which is not common to all ENSEMBLES

RCMs.
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2.3.2 Additional RCM simulations

In addition, we used additional data from the RACMO2 RCM simulations (van Mei-

jgaard et al., 2008), not publicly available through the ENSEMBLES database, but

directly obtained from the modelling centre (the Royal Netherlands Meteorological

Institute). This RCM was deemed the most appropriate in this study for several

reasons: First of all, the driving GCM is the same as the one used for the statistical

downscaling (ECHAM5 run 3, Chapter 8), and thus the uncertainty linked to the

GCM projections in the final results can be ruled-out for this particular analysis.

Secondly, instantaneous noon data from this RCM are available in this case, needed

for the proxy analysis performed in Chapter 6, enabling the development of the

scenarios presented in Chapter 7.

In addition to ENSEMBLES, we also used simulations performed within the

ESCENA project (Jiménez-Guerrero et al., 2013; Domı́nguez et al., 2013) for those

analyses focused on the Iberian Peninsula. This project contributes to the Spanish

national scenarios programme Escenarios-PNACC 2012. In particular, we used the

WRF model (Weather Research and Forecasting; Skamarock et al., 2008) nested into

the ERA–Interim reanalysis (often termed as “perfect” lateral boundary conditions).

The simulation covers the period 1989-2008 and the spatial domain is centered over

the Iberian Peninsula with a horizontal resolution of 25 kilometers. The reanalysis-

driven (Sec. 2.2) simulation of the RCM provides a physically consistent realization

of the regional climate, as indicated in Sec. 2.3.1 and provides 3-hourly instantaneous

data and also daily mean values.
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2.4 From global to local projections: Statistical Downscaling

On the other hand, statistical downscaling techniques are based on empirical sta-

tistical models linking the large-scale variables, used as predictors, to the measured

variables at the local scale, which become the dependent variable of the model (see

e.g., Benestad et al., 2008). Statistical downscaling is computationally cheap and it

is directly applicable to the local sites of interest, without need for further calibration

or bias correction of the resulting outputs as opposed to dynamically downscaled

scenarios using RCMs. However, this approach is limited to the variables and sites

with available historical records of sufficient length and quality. Thus, dynamical

and statistical downscaling should be regarded as complementary tools whose effec-

tiveness and applicability depend on the particular problem at hand. For this reason,

in this PhD Thesis both methodologies are applied for the generation of regional

future fire danger scenarios. In the following sections we describe both dynamical

and statistical downscaling approaches from a general perspective, including a more

specific description of the different methodologies and datasets used.

Figure 2.7: Schematic representation of the statistical downscaling process according to
the perfect-prog approach. Large-scale predictors (i.e., the explanatory variables of the
model, Xn), usually taken from a reanalysis product, are empirically related with the
observations for a particular variable of interest to be downscaled (Yn). Source: Gutiérrez
et al. (2011).

Statistical downscaling involves developing empirical-statistical relationships be-

tween large–scale atmospheric variables (predictors) and local surface variables (pre-

dictands). The most common form has the predictand as a function of the predic-

tor(s), the latter typically derived from sea level pressure, geopotential height, wind

fields, absolute or relative humidity, and temperature variables (Wilby et al., 2004).
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In the “perfect–prog” approach, the statistical model is calibrated using obser-

vational (or quasi-observations) data for both the predictors and the predictands

(Fig. 2.7). These variables are archived at the grid resolution of operational and

re-analysis climate models, with an horizontal resolution typically in the range 300–

500 km. However, the grid spacing of the observed climate fields and GCM climate

change projection output often differ, and therefore prior to the downscaling some

form of interpolation procedure is needed to match their scales.

A brief overview of the available statistical downscaling techniques is next pro-

vided, that are broadly classified into three different types of techniques: Weather

typing, weather generators and regression methods (Giorgi et al., 2001). Their main

characteristics are summarized in Table 2.6.

Weather generators They consist of random number generators of realistic look-

ing sequences of local climate variables, and may be conditioned upon the

large-scale atmospheric state. Most of them focus on the daily time-scale, as

required by many impact models, but sub-daily models are also available.

Transfer functions A direct quantitative relationship is derived through, for ex-

ample, regression, principal components, canonical correlation analysis, artifi-

cial neural networks . . .

Weather typing This synoptic downscaling approach relates weather classes to

local and regional climate variations. One of the most popular weather typing

methods, the analog method, has been chosen to undertake statistical down-

scaling of GCM outputs aiming the generation of local fire danger scenarios in

this PhD thesis. Thus, a more detailed explanation of this method is provided

in Section 2.4.1

In the framework of wildfire research, historical records of the driving meteoro-

logical variables are usually available at particular locations, representative of the

fire regimes within the region of interest, often exhibiting complex topography and

fire behaviours (e.g., Meyn et al., 2010) or intricate coastlines in the case of islands

and coastal areas. Under these circumstances, the particular local climatic condi-

tions may be poorly represented by RCM simulations. With this regard, statistical

downscaling methods offer an a priori convenient alternative in order to locally

project fire danger conditions. This approach is potentially useful in the Mediter-

ranean, a fire-prone region of the world where most models predict warmer and drier

conditions in the coming decades (Giorgi and Lionello, 2008).
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2.4.1 The Analog Downscaling Method

The analog method was introduced in the field of atmospheric science by Lorenz

(1969). It is a simple and powerful downscaling technique which assumes that

similar (or analog) atmospheric patterns X over a given region lead to similar

local meteorological outcomes Y s for a particular location or set of locations s

(Y = {temperature, humidity, wind, precipitation} in this study; note that bold-

face is used for vectors). This assumption provides a simple algorithm to downscale

the local occurrence of the variables of interest Y s i from a given atmospheric pat-

tern X i (e.g. from the i-th daily projection of a GCM). The local occurrence is

estimated from the historical daily occurrences Y sa(i) in a set of “analog dates”

a(i) within a historical calibration period (1979-2003 in this study). Under the per-

fect prognosis approach (hereafter referred to as “perfect model” conditions), the

atmospheric patterns in the calibration period are built using a reanalysis dataset

and, hence, the analog dates correspond to those historical days with atmospheric

reanalysis patterns closer to X i. In particular, we applied the deterministic near-

est neighbour method (Zorita et al., 1995; Cubasch et al., 1996; Gutiérrez et al.,

2013), by which only the closest analog (in the sense of the Euclidean distance) is

considered. Then, Y s i = Y s a(i) and, hence, both the spatial and inter-variable (or

physical) dependence structure of the observational data is preserved in the down-

scaled series. Thus, apart from its simplicity, the main advantage of the analog

method is that it can be jointly applied to all the local variables in all the local sites

needed for the FWI calculation.

In general, it has been shown that the analog method performs as well as other

more sophisticated downscaling techniques (Zorita and von Storch, 1999), indicat-

ing that this poor-man method is an efficient alternative for many downscaling

problems. In particular, a complex variant of the analog method, the so-called

multivariate adapted constructed analogs, has been successfully applied to wildfire

research (Abatzoglou and Brown, 2012), outperforming the skill of advanced bias

correction techniques to reproduce local observations.

However, this methodology suffers from several problems which may limit its ap-

plication in non-stationary future climate change conditions (Benestad et al., 2008),

particularly in the medium to extreme warming conditions predicted for the second

half of the 21st century (Gutiérrez et al., 2013). This issue is of special relevance in

fire research, given that the fire danger season corresponds to summer, when new

temperature maxima are predicted to occur in the future, being extreme FWI events

linked to exceptionally warm periods (see, e.g. Fig. 5.2 in Chapter 5). In Chapter
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8 we focus in this challenging problem, and analyse the suitability of the simple

analog method for downscaling FWI values under future climate change scenarios.
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Figure 2.8: Daily time series of instantaneous temperature (◦C), recorded at 12:00 UTC
for the three-year period 2008-2010 for six locations with different climatic conditions
chosen as example across Spain.

2.5 Observed weather data

2.5.1 The AEMET station dataset

As indicated in Sec. 2.4, statistical downscaling applications require long historical

records (at least 20 years) of high-quality data. Here, observation data were obtained

from 45 meteorological stations of the Spanish Meteorological Agency (AEMET),

recording the required fire-weather variables. The stations of the AEMET net-

work used in this study are automated, recording meteorological variables every 10

minutes. From all the data available, we have extracted instantaneous values of

temperature, relative humidity and wind speed at 13 UTC, and accumulated values

of precipitation in the previous 24 hours, recorded at 07 UTC. Regarding precip-

itation, daily accumulated values in this case correspond to the 24 h period from
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07:00 of the previous day to 07:00 of the current day (local time; for instance, in

the Iberian Peninsula this corresponds to CEST in the case of the main summer

fire season and CET in wintertime). This is the standard defined by AEMET for

daily observation gathering protocols, with the exception that usually this value is

assigned to the previous day precipitation, as opposite to the particular case of FWI

calculation, where this accumulated value is assigned to current day.
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Figure 2.9: Daily time series of instantaneous relative humidity (%), recorded at 12:00
UTC for the three-year period 2008-2010 for six locations with different climatic conditions
chosen as example across Spain.

Thus, for the computation of FWI the precipitation accumulated before noon

is considered (see Sec. 3.3 for details on FWI input data). Thus, we adjusted the

AEMET precipitation by shifting one day ahead the whole precipitation series to

match the dates of the rest of variables. As a result, it must be noted that, in

the case of precipitation, there is a 5-hour lag between GCM/RCM/Reanalysis (12

UTC) and AEMET observations, whereas this lag is only 1 hour for the rest of

variables. In summer local time (the season of elevated fire danger), these mea-

surements correspond to 15:00 (temperature, relative humidity and wind) and 09:00

(precipitation).
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Figure 2.10: Daily time series of the wind speed (km/h) for the three-year period 2008-
2010 for six locations with different climatic conditions chosen as example across Spain.

In Figures 2.8 to 2.11 we show representative time series of input weather data.

The six locations chosen as example encompass a range of climatic conditions rep-

resentative of the climatic variability in the Iberian Peninsula. These stations (plus

the Navacerrada Station, not shown in the examples) have been chosen for the com-

parison fire danger indices using of observational and reanalysis data, presented in

Chapter 5. Furthermore, in Chapter 3, several fire danger indices built upon these

time series will be shown as examples.

2.5.2 The HNMS station dataset

For Greece, high-quality observations have been retrieved for the southern part of

the country (Peloponnese and Attica regions), on which Chapter 8 on statistical

downscaling is focused. The weather observations for Greece correspond to eight

meteorological stations from the Hellenic National Meteorological Service (HNMS).

The HNMS data have similar characteristics to the AEMET dataset, with the par-

ticularity that in this case instantaneous observations correspond to 09 UTC instead
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Figure 2.11: Daily time series of 24 h accumulated precipitation for the three-year period
2008-2010 for six locations with different climatic conditions chosen as example across
Spain.

of 12 UTC, in order to better approximate UTC time with noon local standard time,

provided that in Greece local time is one hour ahead than Spain (CET/CEST+1,

see Sec. 2.5.1). A summary of the stations used for Greece is provided in Table 2.8.

2.5.3 Gridded Observations

The Water and Global Change EU-funded project WATCH (2007-2011, www.eu-watch.

org) provided a gridded observational dataset based on the ERA-40 reanalysis (Sec.

2.2) and observational data, known as the WATCH Forcing Dataset (WFD), and

encompassing the period 1901-2001. Following the same methodology (described

in Weedon et al., 2011) and building upon the more recent ERA-Interim reanalysis

(Sec 2.2), the WFDEI dataset was recently released for public use.

The WATCH Forcing ERA-Interim dataset (WFDEI hereafter) consists of eight

meteorological variables both at 3-hourly time steps and as daily averages, for the

global land surface at 0.5◦ resolution, encompassing the period 1979-2012. It has

been chosen for application in this study because it allows the calculation of FWI
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according either to its original definition, and also to the different proxy versions

tested in Chapter 6. Surface air temperature, near-surface wind speed and precip-

itation are directly provided by WFDEI, while relative humidity can be computed

from temperature, mean sea level pressure and specific humidity, using the Clausius-

Clapeyron equation.
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Figure 2.12: Comparison of the WATCH Forcing Dataset based on ERA-40 (WFD) and
the WATCH Forcing Dataset based on ERA-Interim, for the FWI90 indicator. The two
upper panels display the original values. The two lower panels have been rescaled to match
the multi-model ensemble mean in order to highlight the differences in the representation
of the spatial pattern of fire danger. The rescaling factor is indicated in parenthesis,
highlighting the negative bias of WFD with respect to WFDEI.

The selection of the WFDEI dataset against WFD in this study was also moti-

vated by the previous findings presented in Chapter 5 showing the better adequacy

of ERA-Interim for fire danger applications as compared to ERA-40 (Bedia et al.,

2012). In addition, we directly tested both WFD and WFDEI against an ensem-

ble of RCMs (Table 2.4) run for the reference period 1979-2000 (further details are

presented in Chapter 7). The spatial correlations attained in the case of WFD were

lower, and it exhibited a much higher negative bias, requiring a significantly higher

rescaling factor to match the RCM ensemble mean (1.42) as compared to WFDEI

(1.17). The added value of using WFDEI compensates for the different time spans

(1979-2000 vs. 1971-2000), which has a negligible influence in climatological terms

(Fig. 2.12). These previous analyses and the results here indicated are not included
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in the main body of this PhD thesis (see Bedia et al., 2014a), but are here briefly ex-

posed in order to justify the selection of the WFDEI dataset as reference throughout

the following chapters.
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Method Advantages Shortomings
Weather typing (e.g.
analog, SOM, fuzzy clas-
sification, Monte Carlo
methods)

• Yields physically inter-
pretable linkages to surface
climate

• Versatile (can be applied to
any variable)

• Compositing for analysis of
extreme events

• Requires additional task of
weather classification

• Circulation-based schemes
can be insensitive to future
climate forcing

• May not capture intra-type
variations in surface climate

Weather generators (e.g.
Markov chains, stochastic
models, spell length meth-
ods, storm arrival times,
mixture modelling)

• Production of large ensem-
bles for uncertainty analysis
or long simulations for ex-
tremes

• Spatial interpolation of
model parameters using
landscape

• Can generate sub–daily in-
formation

• Arbitrary adjustment of pa-
rameters for future climate

• Unanticipated effects to
secondary variables of
changing precipitation
parameters

Transfer functions (e.g.
linear regression, neu-
ral networks, canonical
correlation analysis . . . )

• Relatively straightforward
to apply

• Employs full range of avail-
able predictor variables

• Wide availability of soft-
ware products

• Poor representation of ob-
served variance

• May make a priory assump-
tions on data distribution

• Poor representation of ex-
treme events

Table 2.6: Summary of main statistical downscaling methods and their characteristics
(After Wilby et al. 2004). Note that the analog method —applied for statistical down-
scaling of fire danger scenarios in Chapter 8— has been highlighted in boldface, and it is
presented in more detail in Section 2.4.1.
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Station name Lon Lat Altitude Province
REUS–AEROPUERTO 1.18 41.15 71 TARRAGONA
BARCELONA–AEROPUERTO 2.07 41.29 4 BARCELONA

SAN SEBASTIÁN–IGUELDO*1 -2.04 43.31 251 GIPUZKOA
BILBAO–AEROPUERTO -2.91 43.30 42 BIZKAIA
SANTANDER–PARAYAS -3.83 43.43 5 CANTABRIA

ASTURIAS–AVILÉS -6.04 43.57 127 ASTURIAS
OVIEDO -5.87 43.35 336 ASTURIAS
A CORUNA–ALVEDRO -8.37 43.31 98 A CORUNA
SANTIAGO DE COMPOSTELA–LABACOLLA -8.41 42.89 370 A CORUNA
VIGO–PEINADOR -8.62 42.24 261 PONTEVEDRA
LUGO–COL. FINGOI -7.55 43.00 442 LUGO
PONFERRADA -6.60 42.56 534 LEON
MONFORTE DE LEMOS -7.51 42.53 291 LUGO
OURENSE -7.86 42.33 143 OURENSE
SORIA -2.48 41.77 1082 SORIA
VALLADOLID -4.75 41.64 735 VALLADOLID
NAVACERRADA PUERTO*2 -4.01 40.78 1894 MADRID
SEGOVIA -4.13 40.95 1005 SEGOVIA
ZAMORA -5.73 41.52 656 ZAMORA

LEÓN–VIRGEN DEL CAMINO -5.65 42.59 916 LEÓN

SALAMANCA–MATACÁN*3 -5.50 40.96 790 SALAMANCA

MOLINA DE ARAGÓN -1.89 40.84 1056 GUADALAJARA
PANTANO EL VADO -3.30 41.00 980 GUADALAJARA
MADRID–BARAJAS -3.56 40.47 609 MADRID
MADRID–RETIRO*4 -3.68 40.41 667 MADRID
MADRIDEJOS -3.53 39.47 690 TOLEDO
CIUDAD REAL -3.92 38.99 628 CIUDAD REAL
BADAJOZ–TALAVERA LA REAL*5 -6.81 38.88 185 BADAJOZ

CÓRDOBA–AEROPUERTO -4.85 37.84 90 CORDOBA

GRANADA–BASE AÉREA -3.63 37.14 690 GRANADA
GRANADA–AEROPUERTO -3.79 37.19 567 GRANADA
SEVILLA–SAN PABLO -5.88 37.42 34 SEVILLA

MORÓN DE LA FRONTERA -5.61 37.16 87 SEVILLA

JEREZ DE LA FRONTERA–AEROPUERTO -6.06 36.75 27 CÁDIZ

TARIFA -5.60 36.02 32 CÁDIZ

ALMERÍA–AEROPUERTO -2.36 36.85 21 ALMERIA
MURCIA–SAN JAVIER -0.80 37.79 4 MURCIA
LORCA -1.69 37.65 320 MURCIA
ALICANTE–EL ALTET*6 -0.57 38.28 43 ALICANTE
ALICANTE -0.49 38.37 81 ALICANTE
CUENCA -2.14 40.07 945 CUENCA
VALENCIA–AEROPUERTO -0.47 39.49 69 VALENCIA
VALENCIA -0.37 39.48 11 VALENCIA

LOGROÑO–AGONCILLO -2.33 42.45 353 LA RIOJA
TORTOSA*7 0.49 40.82 44 TARRAGONA
PALMA DE MALLORCA–SON SAN JUAN 2.74 39.56 8 BALEARES

MENORCA–MAÓ 4.22 39.85 91 BALEARES
IBIZA/ES CODOLA 1.38 38.88 6 BALEARES

Table 2.7: Summary of the stations of the Spanish AEMET network. The stations
marked with an asterisk have been used for the validation of the reanalysis fire danger
ratings presented in Chapter 5 and are the examples in Figs. 2.8–2.11 in this chapter and
in the fire danger time series presented throughout Chapter 3 (excepting Navacerrada).
The numerical codes indicate the position of the stations used in Chapter 5. Position in
decimal degrees and m above sea level (Datum WGS-84).
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Station name Lon Lat Altitude
ANDRAVIDA 21.17 37.55 10
KALAMATA 22.10 37.40 8
KITHIRA 23.08 36.08 166
METHONI 21.70 36.81 52
NEA FILADELFIA 23.40 38.03 136
TANAGRA 23.32 38.19 140
TATOI 23.47 38.60 235
TRIPOLI 22.24 37.32 651

Table 2.8: Summary of the stations of the Greek HNMS network. Position in decimal
degrees and m above sea level (Datum WGS–84 ).
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CHAPTER 3

Fire danger

3.1 The fire-weather influence

As introduced in Chapter 1, most fire regimes are controlled by climate, although

to varying degrees. Indirectly, climate determines the vegetation types and therefore

the physical and chemical characteristics of the fuels. More directly, climate is a chief

driver of fire ignition and spread by acting on fuel moisture, which in turn determines

plant flammability.

The most important effect of fuel moisture on combustion may be described

as a smothering process in which water vapour coming out of the fuel dilutes the

oxygen in the air surrounding the fuel (Byram, 1959). If the resulting pressure

of the water vapour is nearly equal to the atmospheric pressure, then most of the

oxygen, as well as other gases, will be excluded from the surrounding space to the

fuel, thus preventing from the combustion of flammable gases until enough water

has boiled out from the fuels to lower the pressure of its vapour to the point where

the pressure of the oxygen is enough to support combustion. Furthermore, following

with Byram’s (1959) description of forest fuels combustion, flame temperature is

also dependent on fuel moisture because the products of the combustion reaction

must share a part of their heat with the evaporated moisture.

The chief fire-weather variables affecting dead fuels are rainfall, relative humidity

and temperature. Rainfall exerts the more direct effect on fuel moisture content,

especially on very dry fuels (25-30% moisture content) whose moisture content can

only be significantly raised by means of rain (Byram, 1959). On the other hand, due

39
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to the hygroscopic properties of woody materials, fuels can also take moisture out

of the air through adsorption. The main controlling factor of this process is relative

humidity and to a lesser extent, temperature.

Wind is another important fire-weather variable, exerting a direct control on fire

behaviour. The velocity of the air over the fire is an important factor that determines

the rate of spread (Rothermel and Anderson, 1966), in a twofold manner: First, wind

directly affects oxygen supply to burning fuels. Secondly, strong wind increase the

rate of fire spread by tilting the flames forward so that unburned fuel receives an

increased flux of energy by radiation and convection (Byram, 1959).

3.1.1 Fire spread

In essence, fire spread depends on the balance between the heat released by the

flame and the energy needed for the ignition of the surrounding fuels. Every piece

of fuel ahead of the fire receives heat from the burning zone and it is possible from

a dynamic heat balance to relate rate of spread, geometrical and physical properties

of the bed of fuel and variation of heat transfer with distance ahead of the fire

front (Thomas et al., 1964).

As a result, wildland fires can be mathematically modelled through a collection of

equations, whose solution gives numerical values for the spatial/temporal evolution

of the physical variables that drive fire, such as rate of spread, flame height, ignition

risk etc.. A complete review of the different approaches for fire modelling is provided

by Pastor et al. (2003). This type of models are based on balance laws of physics

and are usually developed on a bidimensional domain representing the vegetation

layer, which is considered as a porous medium. Coupled to these equations through

certain parameters, several important physical effects like wind, moisture, tilt or

radiation are evaluated. Despite the relatively wide range of approaches for fire

modelling, the basic structure of the differential equations to be solved is common

to all of them (see e.g. Ferragut et al., 2010, for a detailed review of the equations

used to numerically model fire spread).

In practice, the theoretical models are rarely used in applied fire research studies

because their validation becomes extremely difficult due to the number and nature

of the physical variables involved, although in compensation they are very flexible,

in the sense that they can be extrapolated to a wide variety of fire situations. More

frequently, fire spread is modelled building upon empirically-derived correlations

following flammability experiments undertaken both in laboratory (e.g.: White and

Zipperer, 2010) and field conditions (e.g.: van Wagner, 1977). All that is necessary
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to apply these models are inputs describing the physical and chemical properties of

the different vegetation types and some environmental descriptors of the conditions

in which the fuels are expected to burn. A notable example of this type of models,

is that from Rothermel (1972), currently applied in the context of the National Fire

Danger Rating System (NFDRS) of the United States (Bradshaw et al., 1983). Nev-

ertheless, many other models can be found in the literature and nowadays constitute

the basis of operating tools routinely used by forestry agencies of different countries.

The interested reader is referred to the exhaustive review of Pastor et al. (2003) for

an overview of the different models and their foundations.

Building upon these empirical correlations between fuel moisture and flamma-

bility, many fire danger indicators have been developed in order to integrate the

meteorological information and provide a direct measure of fire danger. Following

Wotton (2009), this term, frequently used throughout this PhD thesis, is defined as

follows:

Fire danger refers to the assessment of both the static and dynamic factors of the

fire environment which determine the ease of ignition, rate of spread, difficulty

of control and impact of a fire. It is important to distinguish fire danger from

fire hazard and fire risk.

Thus, fire danger rating is the process of evaluating and integrating the individual

factors that define the elements of fire danger. Fire danger must not be confounded

with similar terms that are also usually employed in the context of wildfire research:

Fire hazard represents the potential fire behaviour of a fuel complex, without con-

sideration of the state of the fuel moisture: when the fuel structure, composi-

tion and arrangement remain the same, so too does the fire hazard.

Fire risk represents the probability of a fire starting due to the potential number

of ignition sources in the area.

3.2 Weather-based fire danger indices

Weather-based fire danger indices are used as indicators of fire danger. They

are of paramount importance as long as they can be used to anticipate potentially

dangerous conditions (e.g. Stocks et al., 1998; Williams et al., 2001; Carvalho et al.,

2008; Littell et al., 2009a). Fire weather indices were originally developed to help fire

prevention and fire fighting by providing an estimator of the fire intensity once a fire
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breaks out, through the combination of different meteorological parameters. Given

an ignition source, the various weather variables affect differently the probability of

fire ignition and fire spread. Consequently, forest fire agencies have used for decades

several fire danger indices to characterize fire potential in a region by combining the

relevant climatic variables into one or a few values (Fugioka et al., 2009), leading

to indices that act as meters that allow comparisons among fire seasons and across

fire regions. Fire danger rating-based tools for early warning are highly adaptable

and have demonstrated their application to a wide range of users, from independent

remote field stations to global and regional fire information centres (Brady et al.,

2007). The original purpose of fire danger indices as early warning tools has been

extended and these are now commonplace in modelling studies of many kinds, aiming

the reconstruction of historical fire-climate relationships and also to anticipate future

fire danger conditions due to global warming (e.g. Stocks et al., 1998; Brown et al.,

2004; Hennessy et al., 2005; Moriondo et al., 2006).

In the following, we present a non-exhaustive summary describing some popular

fire danger indices. Note that only strictly weather-dependent indices are presented

here, but a number of other indices exist that take into account other environmental

variables affecting fire behaviour and spread such as topography, land use/cover, veg-

etation types . . . , as for instance the National Fire Danger Rating System, officially

established in the United States to provide a measure of the relative seriousness of

burning conditions and threat of fire (Bradshaw et al., 1983). A review of the most

important fire danger and fire behaviour modelling systems is provided in Wybo

et al. (1995) and Fugioka et al. (2009). A description of further national fire danger

rating systems established in Europe is given by Camia and Bovio (2000). The in-

put weather variables required for the calculation of these indices are illustrated in

Figures 2.8–2.11.

The different indices presented in the following, in addition to the full set of

equations for FWI calculation (Sec. 3.3) can be retrieved in the form of R language

code from the fireDanger package (see Sec. 9.2).

3.2.1 Angstrom Index

The Angstrom Index (ANG) was devised in Sweden as a simple index for the esti-

mation of potential forest fire danger (Willis et al., 2001). Its simplicity comes from

the fact that it only provides a measure of air dryness, without accounting for other

important factors related with fire potential such as fuel moisture, precipitation or

wind. The index is computed using weather observation of relative humidity and
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temperature, according to the following equation:

ANG =

(
H

20

)
×
[

(27− T )

10

]
(3.1)

,where T is air temperature (in degrees C) and H the relative humidity (in %)

Conditions in the ranges 4, 4-2.5, 2.5-2, and <2 are considered as unlikely,

unfavorable, favorable and very likely for fire occurrence (Fig. 3.1).
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Figure 3.1: Daily time series of the Angstrom Index for the three-year period 2008-2010
for six locations with different climatic conditions chosen as example across Spain.

3.2.2 Nesterov Index

The Nesterov Index (NI) was developed in former Soviet Union as an empirical

function reflecting the relationship between observed weather conditions and fire

occurrence, defined as follows:

NI =
i∑

∀pi≤3mm

Ti ∗ (Ti − Tdi) (3.2)
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,where T is midday temperature and Td is the dewpoint temperature at that mo-

ment, calculated from relative humidity and T . NI is a cumulative index, but sum-

mation is performed for those days when the daily precipitation (p) does not exceed

3 mm. At p >3 mm, the NI value is reset to zero. Usually, the values from NI are

divided into five ranges to provide an estimate of fire danger potential. Conditions

with NI <300 (regime I) are not considered hazardous. Conditions in the ranges

300-1000, 1000-4000, 4000-10000, and >10000 are considered regimes with low (II),

moderate (III), high (IV), and extreme (V) level of fire hazard. Previous studies

reveal that NI may be unstable in some cases, and a modification on this index has

been proposed by introducing to its values a K scale coefficient, in the range [0,1],

accounting for the amount of precipitation and previous dryness in a more detailed

way than the original NI (equation 3.3). Details on the values of K are provided

in Groisman et al. (2007). Example time series of the modified NI are presented in

Figure 3.2.

MNI = NIi ∗Ki (3.3)

3.2.3 Fuel Moisture Index

The Fire Moisture Index FMI is a dimensionless index closely related to the moisture

content of fuels. Strictly speaking it should not be considered as giving a direct

estimate of fuel moisture content, as such. However, it has been shown that FMI

compares remarkably well to the output of existing models (Sharples et al., 2009).

The main advantage of fuel moisture index lies in its simplicity and good correlation

with other more complex indices. It is computed as follows,

FMI = 10− 0.25× (T −H) (3.4)

,where T is air temperature (in degrees C) and H the relative humidity (in %).

Example series of FMI are presented in Figure 3.3

3.2.4 The Keetch-Byram Drought Index

The physical theory for the Keetch-Byram Drought Index (KBDI Keetch and Byram,

1968) is based on a number of assumptions: The first assumption is that soil moisture

is at field capacity with a water depth equivalent to about 200 mm. The second

assumption is that the rate of moisture loss in an area depends on the vegetation

cover in the area, and vegetation density is a function of the mean annual rainfall.
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Figure 3.2: Daily time series of the modified Nesterov Index for the three-year period
2008-2010 for six locations with different climatic conditions chosen as example across
Spain. Note that the different danger categories are indicated by the coloured horizontal
lines in the graph (see text for details).

Hence, daily transpiration is approximated by an inverse exponential function of

the mean annual rainfall. Finally, the evaporation rate of soil moisture with time is

assumed to be an estimation of relative evapotranspiration from exponential function

of the daily maximum air temperature. Sensitivity analyses from earlier researchers

have revealed that KBDI decays exponentially with an assumed maximum soil water

deficit and is sensitive to the daily maximum air temperature (Dennison et al., 2003).

Its values range from 0 to 800 (inches), with 800 in (203.2 mm after conversion, like in

Fig. 3.4) indicating extreme drought and zero indicating saturated soil. The original

equations of the code presented in Keetch and Byram (1968) were later corrected for

two significant typographical errors affecting the index output (Alexander, 1992).

3.2.5 MacArthur’s Forest Fire Danger Index

McArthur’s drought factor equations (see e.g. Noble et al., 1980) incorporate the

KBDI (Sec. 3.2.4), and it is in turn used to compute the McArthur’s forest fire
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Figure 3.3: Daily time series of the Fuel Moisture Index for the three-year period 2008-
2010 for six locations with different climatic conditions chosen as example across Spain.

danger index (FFDI). The FFDI is a key tool for assessing fire danger in Australia

(e.g. Lucas, 2010), where it is in use since several decades ago, providing a good

indication of the difficulty of fire suppression over a wide range of conditions. The

formulation of the FFDI is based on temperature (T ), wind speed (v) and relative

humidity (H) records, plus a component representing fuel availability called the

Drought Factor (DF ), as shown in Equation 3.5. In Australia, fire danger rating is

based on particular FFDI ranges (Table 3.1, Fig. 3.5).

FFDI = 2e−0.45+0.987 ln(DF )−0.0345H+0.03387T+0.0234v (3.5)

FFDI is probably one of the most widely applied fire danger indices, together

with FWI (Sec. 3.3). A detailed comparison of the FWI and FFDI is presented in

Dowdy et al. (2009). In general terms, both indices (FFDI and FWI), are found

to be similar to each other on a broad scale. On a finer scale, it has been shown

that FFDI is relatively more sensitive to temperature and relative humidity, and

less sensitive to wind speed and rainfall, than FWI (Dowdy et al., 2010).
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Figure 3.4: Daily time series of the Keetch-Byram Drought Index for the three-year
period 2008-2010 for six locations with different climatic conditions chosen as example
across Spain.

3.3 The Canadian Forest Fire Weather Index System

The above mentioned indices are just an example of the diversity of indices

developed throughout the world to combine meteorological information in a way

best suited to characterize fire danger potential for particular areas. However, under

a global perspective, one of the most widely applied rating systems is the Canadian

Fire Weather Index (FWI) system, part of the Canadian Forest Fire Danger Rating

System established in Canada since 1971 (van Wagner, 1987; Stocks et al., 1989).

The Canadian Forest Fire Weather Index System (FWI system), consists of dif-

ferent components that account for the effects of fuel moisture on different fuel layers

and wind on fire behaviour and spread. The combination of the different components

leads to FWI, a daily-based, dimensionless indicator rating the potential fire inten-

sity as a function of the meteorological conditions (van Wagner, 1987). Although

initially conceived to be applied to the forests of Canada, FWI has demonstrated
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Fire danger rating FFDI range
Low 0–5

Moderate 5–12
High 12–24

Very high 24–50
Extreme ≥ 50

Table 3.1: Fire danger rating based on FFDI, after Luke and McArthur (1978). Source:
Dowdy et al. (2009).
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Figure 3.5: Daily time series of the MacArthur’s Forest Fire Danger Index for the three-
year period 2008-2010 for six locations with different climatic conditions chosen as example
across Spain. The different danger categories proposed by Luke and McArthur (1978) are
indicated by the coloured horizontal lines in the graph (Note that these correspond to
Australia, so ‘ extreme’ conditions very rarely occur in the selected locations in Spain).

to be highly adaptable, and it is now routinely used in other regions of the world,

such as the Mediterranean basin (study domain in Chapters 7 and 8 Viegas et al.,

1999; Dimitrakopoulos et al., 2011), Indonesia and Malaysia (deGroot et al., 2006),
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New Zealand (Briggs et al., 2005), Australia (Dowdy et al., 2010) or the South

Pacific (Taylor and Alexander, 2006) among others. In the particular case of the

Iberian Peninsula (the reference study area in Chapters 5 and 6), FWI has been

shown to be a good predictor of actual fire occurrence (Bedia et al., 2014b).

The FWI system is calculated using four input fire-weather variables (namely

temperature, relative humidity, wind speed, and 24 h accumulated precipitation),

which must be measured at noon local standard time according to the data gather-

ing protocol (Lawson and Armitage, 2008). These are used in a number of equations

that end up producing several indices that characterize fuel moisture content, fuel

consumption, fire rate of spread and fire intensity (van Wagner, 1987). A schematic

representation of the FWI system is displayed in Fig. 3.6. Identifying critical con-

ditions is extremely important, taking into account that the relationships between

index values and fire ignition and spread are non-linear (Wotton et al., 2009). In-

deed, fires are extreme phenomena, and few fires account for a large percentage of

the area burned (Strauss et al., 1989; Vázquez and Moreno, 1995). Hence, a correct

calculation for current and future climate and in particular of extreme conditions is

of paramount importance.

As a result, the FWI system is nowadays used for the production of fire danger

maps at the European level in the framework of the European Forest Fire Informa-

tion System (EFFIS San-Miguel-Ayanz et al., 2013), and it has even been proposed

as the rating system for the development of a global early warning system for wild-

land fire in combination with remotely sensed data (Brady et al., 2007). The broad

international interest in the FWI system and its good performance across different

regions of the world has been the main motivation to use it as the target indicator

in the development of the fire danger scenarios developed in this PhD Thesis.

Much of the strength of the FWI system lies in the ability of the different fuel

moisture codes to track the moisture content of the fuels at different layers of the fuel

bed critical to fire ignition, spread and suppression (Wotton, 2009, see Fig. 3.11),

thus encompassing many of the characteristics of the various indices presented in

Section 3.2 into one single rating system. These indices are based on relatively

simple moisture exchange equations, empirically calibrated using weather data and

field-based observations of fuel moisture, fuel consumption and fire behaviour for

a standard type of fuel, in particular mature pine stands of Pinus banksiana and

Lodge Pole Pine (P. contorta), which are similar coniferous species characteristic of

many forested areas of Canada. Nevertheless, the FWI system was envisaged to be

representative of the fire danger conditions without regard to differences in forest

type although obviously, the index and its implications will vary from one region to
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Figure 3.6: Block diagram of the CFFWIS (Adapted from van Wagner, 1987).

another (Fugioka et al., 2009), and from one vegetation type to another, as shown

for instance by Wotton (2009) when comparing the FFCM/moisture response curves

of Jack Pine and Aspen stands. Indeed, some of these indices are used as inputs to

project fire behaviour for various types of stands (Wotton et al., 2009).

Throughout the next subsections we will briefly describe the different compo-

nents of the FWI system represented in Fig. 3.6 and will present some examples

building upon real meteorological data obtained at some example locations in Spain

(Sec. 2.5.1). The meteorological variables used for the calculation of the different

components of the FWI system are presented in Figures 2.8 to 2.11. A more de-

tailed explanation of the equations presented in the next subsections can be found

in the original definition of the FWI system in van Wagner (1987) or the review

by Wotton (2009). The different equations next presented have been programmed
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in R language as part of this PhD Thesis and are publicly available as indicated in

Sec. 9.2.

3.3.1 The Fine Fuel Moisture Code (FFMC)

The FFMC represents the moisture content of litter and other cured fine fuels in a

forest stand, in a layer of dry weight about 0.25 kg/m2. These fine materials are

considered as fast-drying fuels, and they have important implications in the initial

phase of fire spread. FFMC is driven by a simple exponential model of moisture

exchange (Fig. 3.11a). At the start of its calculation each day, the previous days’

FFMC is converted back to moisture content mc via the equation:

mc = 147.2× 101− FFMC

59.5 + FFMC
(3.6)

After the construction of several empirical curves relating FFMC to fine fuel

moisture content it was proven that the rate of change from day to day could be

described by the slope of the semi-log drying curve, called the log drying rate k, and

expressed in units of log moisture content per day. The complete equation in terms

of relative humidity H and wind speed W is:

k0 = 0.424
[
1−

( H
100

)1.7]
+ 0.0694×W 0.5 ×

[
1−

( H
100

)a]
(3.7)

, where k0 indicates the log drying rate at the normal temperature of 21.1 ◦C. The

use of the square root of wind emphasizes the proportionally greater effect of wind

on drying rate at lower wind speeds.

The atmospheric wetting rate is controlled by temperature and relative humidity,

according to an expression similar to equation 3.7 but replacing the term H by

100−H as follows:

k0 = 0.424
[
1−

(100−H
100

)1.7]
+ 0.0694×W 0.5 ×

[
1−

(100−H
100

)a]
(3.8)

, where k0 is in this case the log wetting rate at the normal temperature.

The effect of temperature on drying and wetting rates was empirically derived

from laboratory results on pine needles, resulting in the following expression:

k = k0 × 0.581e0.0365T (3.9)

, where k is either log drying rate (kd) or log wetting rate (kw) in units of log

moisture content per day.
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The values on equilibrium moisture content E are made independent of wind

speed for the sake of simplicity and also because in theory E should be dependent

only on H and T . E is described by the following curves (termed isotherms),

considering the drying (eq. 3.10) and wetting (eq. 3.11) situations (Fig. 3.7):

Ed = 0.942H0.679 + 11e(H−100)/10 + 0.18(21.1− T )(1− e−0.115H) (3.10)

Ew = 0.618H0.753 + 10e(H−100)/10 + 0.18(21.1− T )(1− e−0.115H) (3.11)
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Figure 3.7: Equilibrium moisture content (E) curves (isotherms) for drying (Ed) and
wetting (Ew) conditions in terms of relative humidity, at the normal temperature of 21.1
◦C, used for the calculation of the Fine Fuel Moisture Code (FFMC).

, where Ed is the equilibrium moisture content obtained by drying from above, and

Ew the equilibrium moisture content obtained by wetting from below, in % moisture

content based on dry weight.

The drying phase of the FFMC depends on the conditions of previous days. If

yesterday’s moisture content (m0) turns out to be higher the Ed, a drying regime
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prevails, whereas if m0 is lower than Ew moisture content increases. If m0 lies

between Ed and Ew, no changes in moisture take place:

m =


Ed + (m0 − Ed)× 10−kd if m0 > Ed

Ew − (Ew −m0)× 10−kw if m0 < Ew

m0 if Ew < m0 < Ed

(3.12)

Finally, the effect of rainfall is taken into account. After empirical calibration of

the equations, moisture content and rainfall are related by the following expression:

∆m/rf = 42.5e−100/(251−m0)(1− e−6.93/r) (3.13)

, where ∆m is increase in m due to the effective rain rf . As a result, the rainfall

effectiveness ∆m/r is decreased with increasing m0 and with increasing r. An addi-

tional correction is added to equation 3.13 to prevent from its anomalous behaviour

when both rain amount and initial moisture content are large, that is entered in

equation 3.13 when FFMC is about 5 or less and m0 > 150:

0.0015(m0 − 150)2r0.5f (3.14)

The amount of rain used in the previous equations rf is reduced to allow for loss

in the overhead canopy:

rf = r0 − 0.5 (3.15)

, where rf is net rain amount and ro is observed rainfall in the open, in mm. Thus,

rainfalls of up to 0.5 mm are to be ignored for purposes of the FFMC. In dry

weather, the rainfall equations are not used. The increase in moisture content due

to rain is assumed to occur always before the day’s drying begins. Finally, it must

be noted that the FFMC follows a marked wavelike diurnal variation, and as a

result the FFMC describes the instantaneous state only (derived from the local noon

observations). An example of FFMC series taken from real weather observations

from several stations in Spain is presented in Figure 3.8.

3.3.2 The Duff Moisture Code (DMC)

The Duff Moisture Code (DMC) describes the moisture content of the upper layers

of the forest floor where litter is beginning to decay. The DMC model nominally

tracks moisture in the top 7 cm of the forest floor in a mature jack or lodge pole pine

stand and represents a fuel load of 5 kg/m2 (Wotton, 2009). In practice, the DMC

characterizes the moisture content of some real slow-drying forest fuel, as opposite to
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Figure 3.8: Daily time series of the FFMC for the three-year period 2008-2010 for six
locations with different climatic conditions chosen as example across Spain.

FFMC that characterizes moisture content (M) of fast-drying materials, according

to the equation:

P = 244.72− 43.43 ln(M − 20) (3.16)

, where P is the code value (Fig. 3.11b). The DMC layer gains moisture directly

only from rainfall and dries to a constant equilibrium moisture content of 20%. The

rate of drying depends on both relative humidity and temperature.

In the DMC formulation, the duff layer retains a greater fraction of a light rainfall

than a heavy one, and the wetter the duff the less rain it can absorb. This translates

into an effective rain, re that is calculated according to the following expression:

re = 0.92r0 − 1.27 ∀r0 > 1.5 (3.17)
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The moisture content after rain is given by the expression:

Mr = M0 + 1000re/(48.77 + bre) (3.18)

, where r0 is the observed rainfall. Rainfalls below 1.5 mm are ignored to purposes

of the DMC, and the equations 3.17 and 3.18 are not used unless r0 exceeds that

amount. The coefficient b in equation 3.18 is empirically derived from different initial

code values P0, according to the expression:

b =


100/(0.5 + 0.3P0) if P0 ≤ 33

14− 1.3 ln(P0) if 33 < P0 ≤ 65
6.2 ln(P0)− 17.2 if P0 > 65

(3.19)

In the drying phase, the log drying rate is given by K following the expression:

K = 1.894(T + 1.1)(100−H)Le × 10−6 (3.20)

, where Le is an empirical day length factor (Table 3.3.2). The current DMC is then

calculated according to the following expression:

P = P0 + 100K (3.21)

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
6.5 7.5 9.0 12.8 13.9 13.9 12.4 10.9 9.4 8.0 7.0 6.0

Table 3.2: Monthly values of the day length factor Le in the DMC calculation. Note
that Lawson and Armitage (2008) provide new tables with adjusted day length factors
as a function of latitude, so these values would apply only for the northern hemisphere,
between 30 and 90◦ latitude. The values adapted for the different latitudinal ranges are
considered in the R routine used in this study (see Sec. 9.2).

Although the DMC models a fuel layer in the standard pine stands of the FWI

System, like the FFMC, it is used throughout a range of different forest types in

Canada, where it has been shown to correlate well with moisture content (Wotton,

2009, and references therein). An example of DMC series taken from real weather

observations is presented in Figure 3.9.

3.3.3 The Drought Code (DC)

The FFMC models moisture content of the thin surface layer of fast-drying material,

whereas the DMC applies to organic layers of moderate depth and slower drying
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Figure 3.9: Daily time series of the DMC for the three-year period 2008-2010 for six
locations with different climatic conditions chosen as example across Spain.

rate. However, fire danger is also greatly affected by the moisture content in deeper

organic layers, dead woody debris, and even by the availability of water in small

streams and swamps. Drought in deep organic material is a determining factor for

forest fire severity, as dry conditions allow deep burning and smoldering (Girardin

and Wotton, 2009).

The Drought Code (DC) was first developed by Turner (1966) to serve as an

index of the water stored in the soil rather than to follow the moisture state of a

particular slow-drying forest fuel, in a similar fashion as other drought indices like

the KBDI (Keetch and Byram, 1968, see Section 3.2.4). In fact, DC has been shown

to be a good indicator of drought episodes (Girardin et al., 2004), at least in the

boreal forests of Canada. One function of the DC is to warn of occasions when

the lower layers of deep duff may be drier than the upper, leading to persistent

episodes of deep layer smoldering even though surface fire behaviour may not be

severe (Muraro and Lawson, 1970).
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The DC nominally tracks moisture in a 18 cm thick organic layer with a fuel load

of 25 kg/m2 , though many forests do not achieve organic layers of this depth (Wot-

ton, 2009). This layer does not interact with the atmosphere directly but absorbs

moisture only through rainfall. It dries through the same exponential drying mecha-

nism used in the FFMC and DMC models; however the DC dries toward a constant

equilibrium moisture content of 0%, at a rate that depends on temperature alone.

In order to adapt to the same logarithmic scale as the previous codes, the scale

equation of today’s DC (D) consists of the following exponential expression:

D = 400 ln(800/Q) (3.22)

, where Q represents the unitless moisture equivalent (Fig. 3.11c). The constant

400 represents the maximum theoretical moisture content of the fuel represented by

the DC. The expression 3.22 differs from the equation 3 in (Wotton, 2009, p. 116),

the latter replacing the value of 800 by 400 to force moisture content be equivalent

to one half of the moisture equivalent term at saturation, a modified relationship

that agrees well with observations of forest floor moisture for certain forest types

(Wotton, 2009). In this work, the original definition as presented in equation 3.22

has been maintained.

As in the previous components, rainfall in the DC is first reduced to an effective

rainfall rd and then simply added to the existing moisture equivalent Q0 to give the

new moisture equivalent after rain (Qr), following the equations:

rd = 0.83r0 − 1.27 ∀r0 > 2.8 (3.23)

Qr = Q0 + 3.937rd (3.24)

As it can be seen in expression 3.23, rainfalls up to 2.8 mm are ignored for

purposes of the DC, and therefore equations 3.23 and 3.24 are not used in this case.

In case of dry weather, potential evapotranspiration V is added to DC by means

of an empirical equation taking into account noon temperature T and the seasonal

day length factor Lf :

V = 0.36(T + 2.8) + Lf (3.25)

The value of V is then halved and added to previous day DC (equation 3.22).

The values of the seasonal day length adjustment are presented in Table 3.3.3

D = D0 + 0.5V (3.26)
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Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec
-1.6 -1.6 -1.6 0.9 3.8 5.8 6.4 5.0 2.4 0.4 -1.6 -1.6

Table 3.3: Values of the seasonal day length factor Lf in the DC calculation. Note that, as
in the case of the monthly day length factor (Lf , Table 3.3.2) Lawson and Armitage (2008)
provide new tables with adjusted seasonal day length factors as a function of latitude. The
values adapted for the different latitudinal ranges are considered in the R routine used in
this study (see Sec. 9.2).

An example of DC series taken from real weather observations from several

stations in Spain is presented in Figure 3.10.
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Figure 3.10: Daily time series of the DC for the three-year period 2008-2010 for six
locations with different climatic conditions chosen as example across Spain.

3.3.4 The Initial Spread Index (ISI)

The main function of the Initial Spread Index is to be an intermediate index for

the determination of FWI. It is a combination of the effects on wind speed and
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Figure 3.11: Relationship between the FWI system moisture codes and fuel moisture
content. (a) Relationship between the Fine Fuel Moisture Code (FFMC) and the fine fuel
moisture content in % (equation 3.6). (b) Relationship between the Duff Moisture Code
(DMC) and the duff moisture content in % (equation 3.16). (c) Relationship between the
Drought Code (DC) and the moisture equivalent Q (equation 3.22).

the fine fuel moisture content on fire spread, based on the assumption that these

two variables are the main factors influencing fire spread. Furthermore, the prefix

“initial” is included bearing in mind that the rate of spread of a fire not only depends

on this two variables, but also on the amount of available fuel. As a result, ISI does

not refer so much to the behaviour of a fire during its early life just after ignition,

but rather to the basic rate at which a fire will spread when the fine fuel is dry but

further drying in depth is not well advanced (van Wagner, 1987).

The wind effect on fire spread was chosen after empirical testing of different real

fires and wind speed records, resulting in a simple exponential model of the form:

f(W ) = e0.05039W (3.27)

, where W is 10 m open-wind speed in km/h.

In addition to the effect of wind, a function for fine fuel moisture modelling

was empirically derived from data collected over several decades by the Canadian

Forestry Service. The resulting curve of the relative rate of spread of fire vs the %

moisture content is defined by the empirical function f(F ):

f(F ) = 91.9e−0.1386m
[
1 +m5.31/(4.93× 107)

]
(3.28)

, where m is fine fuel moisture content in % (as determined by the equation 3.6).

The ISI is then computed as the product of the functions of wind (f(W ), eq.
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3.27) and fine fuel moisture (f(F ), eq. 3.28) and a reference constant of 0.208:

R = 0.208f(W )f(F ) (3.29)

, where R is Initial Spread Index.

The ISI has been found to be a good indicator of rate of spread in a range of forest

types, although it must be beared in mind that a certain value of ISI can correspond

to quite different expected rates depending on the fuel type (see Wotton, 2009, for

examples comparing the rate of spread against ISI values of fires on pine and aspen

stands). An example of ISI series taken from real weather observations from several

stations in Spain is presented in Figure 3.12.
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Figure 3.12: Daily time series of the ISI for the three-year period 2008-2010 for six
locations with different climatic conditions chosen as example across Spain.

3.3.5 The Buildup Index (BUI)

Apart from ISI, the second intermediate component leading to FWI is the Buildup

Index (BUI), resulting from the combination of DC and DMC through their har-
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monic mean, according to the following equation:

U = 0.8PD/(P + 0.4D) ∀P ≤ 0.4D (3.30)

, where U is BUI, and P and D are DMC and DC respectively. The BUI is a

unitless index used as a relative indicator of potential fuel available for surface fuel

consumption, i.e., the consumption of material on and in the forest floor by the

passing fire front.

The use of the harmonic mean ensures the following properties of BUI (van

Wagner, 1987):

• When the DMC is zero, the BUI is also zero regardless of the value of the DC.

• The proportional weighting given to the DC is variable, increasing as the ratio

of DMC to DC rises toward 1.

• Except when the DMC is zero, the BUI is always greater than, but never more

than double, the DMC alone.

• After each rain the BUI rises at a faster rate than the DMC. The higher the

DC with respect to the DMC, the faster does the BUI regain a given previous

value.

• Because the DC tends to increase over a whole summer, a slight seasonal effect

is imparted to the BUI. That is, given run of daily weather generally results

in a higher BUI in autumn that in spring (Fig. 3.13).

As stressed by Wotton (2009), the BUI does not take into account the actual

fuel load on the ground for any particular stand type, being a strictly weather-based

indicator. It implicitly assumes a standard load and fuel arrangement (the standard

FWI System pine forest stand) and further assumes that this fuel load would be

adequate to maintain fire spread. The BUI is often used by forest fire management

agencies as an indicator of the potential difficulty in extinguishing smouldering fire,

or the tendency of a fire to remain smouldering deep in the ground or in large woody

material. Higher BUIs indicate a higher potential for this kind of smouldering fire

and thus potentially indicate a longer time for mop-up of the fire.

An example of BUI series taken from real weather observations from several

stations in Spain is presented in Figure 3.13.
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Figure 3.13: Daily time series of the BUI for the three-year period 2008-2010 for six
locations with different climatic conditions chosen as example across Spain.

3.3.6 The Fire Weather Index (FWI)

The Fire Weather Index (FWI) is the final index of the FWI System. FWI represents

fire intensity, defined as the rate of release of energy (or heat), per unit time and

per unit length of fire front. Numerically, fire intensity equals the product of the

available fuel energy and the forward rate of spread, according to the widely used

model of Byram (1959):

I = Hwr (3.31)

, where I represents fire intensity, H is the heat yield per unit mass of fuel, w is

the weight of available fuel and r is the rate of spread of fire, in units distance

per time. The FWI is formed using a formulation similar to equation 3.31, where

w is represented by the BUI and r is represented by the ISI, yielding a unitless

indicator of expected fire intensity. To this aim, BUI is previously transformed from

its original definition into a direct measure of fuel weight consumed following several
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transformation and rescaling equations described in detail by van Wagner (1987).

From an operational point of view, the fire intensity values of FWI provide a

convenient summary description of fire potential. Fireline intensity is used by fire

managers as an indicator of the difficulty of suppression and as a guide to the type of

suppression resources that might be successful in holding a spreading fire (Wotton,

2009).

An example of FWI series taken from real weather observations from several

stations in Spain is presented in Figure 3.14.
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Figure 3.14: Daily time series of the FWI for the three-year period 2008-2010 for six
locations with different climatic conditions chosen as example across Spain.

3.3.7 The Daily Severity Rating (DSR)

The Daily Severity Rating (DSR, van Wagner, 1970) is calculated as an exponential

function of FWI, used to better reflect the expected efforts required for fire sup-

pression. Moreover, DSR was specifically designed to be averaged either in time
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(e.g. seasonally, leading to the seasonal severity rating, SSR) or in space in order to

characterize the average fire danger conditions over certain areas/regions.

An example of DSR series taken from real weather observations from several

stations in Spain is presented in Figure 3.15.
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Figure 3.15: Daily time series of the DSR for the three-year period 2008-2010 for six
locations with different climatic conditions chosen as example across Spain.

3.3.8 Fire danger indicators derived from FWI

Apart from the different components of the FWI system previously described, there

is a number of fire danger indicators convenient for the description and intercom-

parison of fire danger potential over extensive areas/regions. In the next lines the

different FWI-derived indicators used in this thesis are described:

• The seasonal severity rating (SSR), by seasonally averaging the DSR (van

Wagner, 1970).
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• The seasonally averaged FWI. Although SSR was conceived for averaging FWI

values by season, FWI mean values are often found in the literature (see e.g.

Moriondo et al., 2006), so we also computed mean FWI for the sake of better

comparability with previous studies. However, in order to analyse the consis-

tency of this index, in Chapter 7 we did the calculation of mean FWI following

two alternative approaches:

i. By directly averaging the daily FWI values obtained across areas/time

periods (also termed FWI throughout the text) and

ii. By computing the FWI from the resulting SSR values applying the inverse

of the DSR equation. This version of the mean FWI is referred to as SFWI

throughout Chapter 7.

• The 90-th percentile of FWI (FWI90), to account for the extreme range of the

fire danger spectrum. With this regard, fire danger levels are usually assessed

by means of percentiles, and in particular the 90th percentile is often used as

reference (e.g. Andrews et al., 2003; Carvalho et al., 2008; Dowdy et al., 2010).

• The frequency-over-threshold 30 (FOT30), i.e. the number of days with FWI

> 30, expressed as a percentage of the total number of days. This index is

computed considering only the days of the fire danger season (JJAS). While

actual fire danger may vary significantly in different regions for the same FWI

value, indices above a certain appropriate threshold are indicative of very high

to extreme fire danger conditions (see, e.g. Palheiro et al., 2006; Moriondo

et al., 2006). Throughout this thesis it will often used a threshold of 30 to

illustrate the behaviour of threshold-dependent indices. In all cases, similar

results were obtained using other thresholds (i.e. 15 and 45).

• The length of the fire season (LOFS), defined as the number of days per year

corresponding to the fire season. The fire season is defined by the start/end

according to the FWI≥15/FWI<15 threshold values respectively, maintained

for two consecutive weeks in the 7-day moving average annual FWI series.

The rationale behind these values, empirically derived from previous analyses

in Italy and Greece, is provided by Moriondo et al. (2006).
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CHAPTER 4

Global patterns in the sensitivity of burned area to
fire-weather

4.1 Introduction

In this Chapter we investigate how the sensitivity of fire activity (and in particu-

lar burned area) varies globally in response to the fire-weather ‘switch’ (see Chapter

1). Whilst some previous studies addressed the global variability of different fire

drivers (see e.g. Krawchuk and Moritz, 2010; Archibald et al., 2013), a direct em-

pirical relationship between fire-weather and burned area remains to be established,

potentially useful for assessing the most direct, short-term effects of climate change

on fire activity.

The analysis is focused on the fire season, as estimated at the grid-box scale.

The use of a fire season (a “fire year” sensu Boschetti and Roy, 2008) significantly

limits the potential sources of error, particularly when the climatic conditions that

prevail during the fire season are significantly different from the entire year. This

is important to obtain consistent yearly statistics, and ensures that the analysis is

done during the period of bulk fire activity. I empirically identify the world regions

where fire-weather is a chief driver of fire activity, and quantitatively assess the mag-

nitude, direction and degree of future fire-weather projections using a multimodel

of state-of-the-art ESMs from the CMIP5 project (Table 2.2), and two different sce-

narios (RCPs, Table 2.1). The empirical fire-climate links presented are discussed

The contents of this Chapter are part of a published article: Bedia et al. 2015. Agricultural
and Forest Meteorology 214-215, 369–379.
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from a pyrogeographical perspective. It is expected that climate change will alter

the fuel distribution patterns, as well as the fire season onset and duration, affecting

the current fire-climate relationships. Thus, for simplicity, we assume that neither

vegetation types, nor the fire season start and end dates, change during the period of

analysis. For this reason, we present fire-weather projections for the near future (pe-

riod 2026-2045), avoiding the analysis of longer-term projections for the last decades

of 21st century. Furthermore, the period selected is well suited to a reasonable time

horizon potentially useful for decision-makers involved in conservation and forest

management planning.

4.2 Fire data

4.2.1 Fire season determination and ‘non-burnable’ mask definition

The fire season dataset was obtained from the work by Benali et al. (submitted).

Active fires satellite data, acquired by the MOderate Resolution Imaging Spectrora-

diometer instrument (MODIS, Giglio et al., 2003), were screened for non-vegetation

fires (Oom and Pereira, 2013), aggregated at the grid-box level and composited in

16-day intervals for the entire 2002-2012 period. Based on GLC2000 (Bartolomé

and Belward, 2005), all grid-cells covered entirely by land cover classes devoid of

vegetation were masked from the analysis. In addition, the grid-cells with very low

fire activity (less than 10 fire counts in the study period) were also excluded. For the

remaining grid-cells, a mixture of normal circular distributions (von Mises Fisher,

1995) were fitted to the active fire time series for the whole period. The number

of distributions used varied from 1 to 2, corresponding to unimodal and bimodal

distributions, respectively. The single independent variable was the day-of-year.

Model performance was evaluated through the model efficiency index (MEF), and

only grid-cells with MEF above 0.6 were classified. If the difference between the uni-

modal and bimodal MEFs was lower than 0.15, the cell was classified as unimodal,

otherwise it was classified as bimodal. For each fire season, the start/end days ac-

cording to the 5% and 95% confidence intervals were calculated. For unclassified

grid-cells (5% of grid-cells), the fire season was set to the entire year. In the case of

bimodal distributions, the main fire season was defined as the season encompassing

the major number of fire events. In order to focus on the period of bulk area burned,

subsequent analyses were carried out considering the main fire season (Fig. 4.1).
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Figure 4.1: Fire season calculated from the MODIS imagery composites encompassing
the 2002–2012 period. The original daily data have been monthly-aggregated. Left/Right
panels correspond to the starting (a) /ending (b) month of the fire season. Fire season
length (in months) is shown in panel (c).

4.2.2 Burned area data

Monthly burned area data (BA hereafter) were retrieved from the fourth generation

of the Global Fire Emissions Database (GFED4, Giglio et al., 2013), encompassing

the period 1996-2012 (Fig. 4.3b), providing data at 0.25◦ resolution for the en-

tire globe, obtained through the combination of different satellite sources. GFED4

database is freely available via ftp (http://www.globalfiredata.org/Contact/

index.html).

4.3 Global biomes distribution

We used the biomes delineated in the Global Map of Terrestrial Ecoregions (Ol-

son et al., 2001), freely available from the World Wildlife Fund (https://www.

worldwildlife.org/publications/terrestrial-ecoregions-of-the-world). As

biomes are classified according to the predominant climate-vegetation characteris-
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tics, they explicitly bring the fuels into consideration for interpreting the results,

providing a suitable basis for data aggregation. We rasterized the original vectorial

map to match the grid of analysis (see Sec. 4.4.1), resulting in 13 biomes from

the original 14 of the dataset, after exclusion of Mangroves, represented only by

polygons too small for the global scale of our analyses (Fig. 4.2).

Taiga
Desert
FlGrass
Med
MnGrass
TemBrFor
TemConFor
TemGrass
TrConFor
TrDryBrFor
TrGrass
TrMoistBrFor
Tundra Tundra (3.3)

Tropical and Subtropical Moist Broadleaf Forests (15.2)
Tropical and Subtropical Grasslands, Savannas and Shrublands (13.4)
Tropical and Subtropical Dry Broadleaf Forests (2.8)
Tropical and Subtropical Coniferous Forests (0.5)
Temperate Grasslands, Savannas and Shrublands (9.5)
Temperate Conifer Forests (3.9)
Temperate Broadleaf and Mixed Forests (12.7)
Montane Grasslands and Shrublands (2.8)
Mediterranean Forests, Woodlands and Scrub (2.7)
Flooded Grasslands and Savannas (0.8)
Deserts and Xeric Shrublands (11.4)
Boreal Forests / Taiga (21.0)

Figure 4.2: Map of the world’s biomes. Their names are indicated together with the
abbreviated codes used in the next figures. Numbers in parenthesis indicate the percentage
of grid cells occupied after masking. Data are presented in the reference regular grid of
1.5◦ resolution. Land blank areas correspond to the masked grid-cells not considered in
the analyses (mainly deserts and ice sheets, see Sec. 4.2.1).

4.4 Data analysis

Prior to the analysis, all data (FWI, BA and biomes) were interpolated to a

common grid of 1.5◦ resolution, as a compromise between the high resolution of the
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GFED and WFDEI (Sec. 2.5.3) databases, and the coarser resolution of the ESMs

used for the future climate projections (1 to 2.8◦, Table 2.2).

4.4.1 Regression methods

All data were seasonally aggregated according to the fire season at the grid-box

level (Sec. 4.2.1), by summing and averaging the original series of BA and FWI

respectively. Thus, the analysis of interannual variability is equivalent to the analysis

of the variability between fire seasons (Boschetti and Roy, 2008), hereafter referred

to as annual data. We fitted annual BA against fire-weather (FWI) using a simple

linear regression model for each grid-box encompassing the period 1996-2012 period

(N = 17 years). We assume that the fire season (estimated for the period 2002-

2012) is valid for the analysis period, considering the 10-year overlap of both. A

robust regression approach was followed by removing from the regression models

highly influential data points, identified by leave-one-out deletion diagnostics using

the ‘influence.measures’ function in the R software (v3.2.0, R Core Team, 2015).

The regression coefficient was used as an indicator of the sensitivity of BA to fire-

weather. The FWI threshold was calculated as the breakpoint estimate, fitting

a linear regression model with segmented relationships (Muggeo, 2003) between

the slope coefficient and the mean FWI for each grid-box, using the R package

‘segmented’ (v0.5-1.1). Prior to regression, a spatial moving window of 5×5 grid-

cells, centred at each pixel, was applied in order to aggregate seasonal BA and

FWI into larger spatial units (their size is indicated by the black squares around

selected points in Fig. 4.5a). The resulting smoothed predictor (FWI) and response

(BA) allow to reinforce the deterministic component of the FWI-BA relationship by

reducing its inherent stochasticity. At the same time, it helps to minimize the effect

of sub-grid scale processes potentially affecting their relationship.

The linear regression approach allowed the estimation of a breakpoint, describing

a ‘threshold effect’ ( sensu Pausas and Paula, 2012) of fire-weather on fire activity,

based on the slope parameter. Thus, regression coefficients below the threshold

value indicate that BA is insensitive to FWI variability (i.e. increments in FWI do

not produce significant increments in BA), while on the contrary, large coefficients

indicate a high sensitivity. However, one major drawback of this approach is the

existence of multiple confounding factors affecting area burned, that may obscure

the link with fire-weather. In order to ascertain the explained variance attributable

to fire-weather alone, we built a similar linear model using absolute year-to-year

changes in FWI against the corresponding changes in BA (i.e. first-difference time
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series), following a simple attribution approach. This method is intended to remove

the effects of trends in the variables of interest (e.g. FWI and BA). The main

assumption behind the application of this method is that other factors affecting fire

(e.g. land use . . . ) have much lower year-to-year changes than FWI, thus minimizing

their effect on burned areas (see e.g. Lobell et al., 2007; Lobell and Field, 2007; Turco

et al., 2014, the latter focusing on fire activity).

4.4.2 Validation of the historical ESM simulations

The validation of the historical runs for the seven ESMs available was performed

with regard to the observed FWI for the 20-year reference period 1981-2000, as

computed from the WFDEI dataset (Sec. 2.5.3). In addition, we also assessed the

input fire-weather variables simulated by the different ESMs. We computed the

following parameters: spatial correlation (Spearman’s rho correlation coefficient),

root mean square error and standard deviation. All the validation analyses were

undertaken using the fire season data at the grid box scale (Sec. 4.2.1).

4.4.3 Analysis of future fire-weather projections

We analysed both the magnitude of the projected FWI anomalies, with regard to

the observed FWI climatology, and the degree of multimodel agreement. In order to

avoid a misleading spatial representation of the degree of model consensus in areas

of weak signal (i.e., FWI anomalies close to zero, either positive or negative, see e.g.

Tebaldi et al., 2011) we discretized the anomalies in intervals, considering an interval

around zero encompassing both low negative/positive values. All values within this

interval are considered to have a null signal (i.e., no changes with regard to current

FWI). Multimodel agreement was then assessed by comparing the number of models

projecting anomalies within the same interval. For instance, if 2 or less models lie

in the same anomaly interval, agreement is of 40% or less. If 3 models coincide,

agreement is of %60 and so on, until reaching a total agreement (100%) when all

five models project anomalies falling in the same interval.

4.5 Global fire-weather patterns

The recent global fire-weather climatology (1981-2000) depicts areas character-

ized by high FWI values during the fire season (Fig. 4.3a), notably the central and

western part of the Australian sub-continent, the Mexican Plateau and California in
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Figure 4.3: Summary of the datasets used for the analysis. (a) fire-weather climatology
(mean fire-weather Index of the fire seasons 1981-2000). (b) Total (log10) burned area
for the period 1996-2012 (GFED4 database). All data are presented in the reference
regular grid of 1.5◦ resolution. Land blank areas correspond to the masked grid-cells not
considered in the analyses (mainly deserts and ice sheets, see Sec. 4.2.1).

Central and North America, the Sahelian belt and vast land areas south of the Equa-

tor in the African continent. In Europe, the Mediterranean area shows the highest

values of FWI, especially in the East (Greece, Turkey and Balkans; see Chapter 7

for a regional zoom). In Asia, the highest FWI areas lie in the Middle East and

the Arabic Peninsula, Turkey, central India and south of Pakistan, Iran, the steppes
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of Kazakhstan and north-western China. In South America, north-eastern Brazil is

the most remarkable high-FWI region. At the biome scale, the lowest annual FWI

corresponds to the Tundra (median ' 7), the boreal/taiga forests of northern areas

(9), the temperate broadleaf and conifer forest of the intermediate latitudes (11) and

the tropical moist broadleaf forests (11, Fig. 4.4). The last two biomes show a much

higher dispersion. On the other hand, deserts and tropical savannas and grasslands,

two of the biomes with largest coverage at the global scale (Fig. 4.3) exhibited the

highest climatological FWI, although in both cases the spread was large indicating

a remarkable climatic heterogeneity (Fig. 4.4).

FWI
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Figure 4.4: Current and projected distribution of fire-weather climatology across world’s
biomes. The current fire-weather climatology, computed as the mean of the annual FWI
(period 1981-2000) across all pixels belonging to each biome is indicated by the black vio-
lins. Violins are envisaged to provide the same information as standard boxplots (drawn
inside) together with a probability density estimation across the range of values of the
continuous variable. The yellow-shaded areas indicate the corresponding projected distri-
bution for the future period (2026-2045, no boxplot is drawn), according to the RCP 8.5.
FWI threshold (FWI = 17) is indicated by the red dashed vertical line.
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4.6 Relationship between FWI and burned area

FWI and annual BA were significantly correlated over extensive world areas

(Fig 4.5a). The first-order differences regression approach on the same data strongly

reinforced the relationships found over large world areas (Fig 4.5b), particularly

in South and Central America, South East Africa, North East Asia and East of

Australia, supporting the role of climate as a chief driver of fire activity in these

regions.

While a significant relationship between burned areas and fire-weather is found

across a diverse range of climates and biomes, from the boreal regions to the in-

tertropical zone, not all areas exhibit the same sensitivity to FWI variability. The

highest sensitivity is found in Boreal Asia and North America, as well as in Equa-

torial Asia (Fig. 4.6a). These areas are characterized by two contrasting biomes,

mostly boreal forests/taiga and a few tundra grid-boxes in the first case, and trop-

ical moist broadlead forests in the latter. However, from a climatological point of

view both exhibit a relatively low mean FWI during the fire season. In fact, at the

global scale, the BA sensitivity and mean FWI describe a non-linear relationship,

with a saturation FWI threshold above which burned area is insensitive to further

interannual FWI variations (Fig. 4.6b). As a result, sensitive world areas coin-

cide with those characterized by a climatological FWI below this critical threshold.

These biomes are not completely linked to mild climates (e.g. temperate broadleaf

forests), but also to warm climates in which humid conditions prevail (e.g. tropical

moist broadleaf forests, Fig. 4.4).

In line with the intermediate fire-productivity hypothesis (Fig. 1.2), the link

between burned area and fire-weather is completely lost in most arid ecosystems

(deserts and xeric shrublands (Figs. 4.2 and 4.5). In these areas FWI is high (Figs.

4.3a and 4.4) as a result of prolonged water deficits and low relative humidity,

possibly in combination with high temperatures. It must be noted that some desert

areas may still experience rare fire events, although at long return intervals, much

longer than the period of analysis in this study (see e.g. Archibald et al., 2010).

Continuing along the aridity-productivity gradient, fires in the savanna ecosys-

tems are tightly controlled by the seasonal rainfall cycles. Once the dry season

begins, fuels (mostly ephemerals and grasses) dry rapidly and become available to

burn, fuelling large extensive surface fires (e.g., Archibald et al., 2009). As a result,

fire-weather fluctuations during the fire (dry) season do not affect this dynamic sig-

nificantly. An exception is found in south east of Africa, where we found a very

significant correlation between fire-weather and burned area (4.5a-b and lower right
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Figure 4.5: Global relationship between burned area and Fire Weather Index. (a) displays
the results of the regression of (log10-transformed) burned areas against mean fire season
FWI (N = 17 years). The colour map represents the adjusted R–squared of the robust
linear fit between both variables. The red dots in the grid-cells of the map indicate a
significant relationship (p < 0.05). Scatter plots for selected representative locations are
displayed for the ordinary (black) and robust (red) linear fits (for the latter, outlying
points removed are marked with red crosses). X-axis represents FWI, and Y-axis the
log10-burned area (ha). Significance of the linear models is indicated in the scatterplots
by the asterisks next to the r2 values [p.value < 0 ***; 0.001 **; 0.01 *; >0.05 n/s, at
the 95% confidence interval]. In (b) the same is presented, but considering the first-order
differences of BA and FWI delta approach (see Sec. 4.4.1).

scatterplot). Although we do not have an explanation for this particular case, the

regression coefficient indicates a low sensitivity to further changes in mean FWI,
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and therefore interannual FWI variability is not expected to translate into drastic

changes in area burned. Deserts and tropical savannas, areas where fire-weather does

not play a key role, occupy a significant fraction of the total area studied (about one

quarter, Fig. 4.2) and the assessment of climate change impacts on fires should focus

on longer-term changes in precipitation seasonality as the most important climate

driver.

In the same vein, it is expected a higher sensitivity to FWI in productive ecosys-

tems, like the tropical moist broadleaf forests. As a result, significant areas belonging

to intermediate productivity biomes proved sensitive to fire-weather, in particular

the boreal forests, but also the temperate broadleaf forests and the temperate conif-

erous forests, all of them lying on the left side of the FWI threshold (Fig. 4.4). In

consequence, the FWI threshold shown in Fig. 4.6b can be regarded as an empir-

ical climate-based indicator of the transition between drought and fuel-driven fire

regimes, useful for the identification of potentially sensitive areas to fire-weather

fluctuations.

Independently of climatic conditions, the ignition ‘switch’, affected by anthro-

pogenic activity is not homogeneous across the globe (Bowman et al., 2011). Peo-

ple interfere with annual fire cycles in many areas of the world, anticipating as

well as extending the fire season (Le Page et al., 2010). Human intervention thus

affects the ignition ‘switch’ exerting an important control of fire activity beyond

its “natural” constraints, undermining the fire-climate relationship. Its effect is

widespread throughout the globe rather than particular of certain biomes or fuel

types (Archibald et al., 2013), partly explaining why many areas of the intermediate

latitudes, where in principle fire regimes should be weather-driven, did not exhibit

sensitivity to the fire-weather ‘switch’. Some of these regions can be identified for

their relatively long fire season lengths (Fig. 4.1), often characteristic of human

intervention (Le Page et al., 2010), for instance many areas of the Mediterranean

Basin, South east of the United States or east of China among others. In light of

the ongoing global change, burned area in many areas of the world not identified as

sensitive in our analysis, are probably more susceptible to the ignition switch owed

to human action (e.g. through landscape fragmentation, urbanization, etc.; Syphard

et al., 2007; Viedma et al., 2015) than to changes in the fire-weather switch, that

won’t probably have an immediate effect in fire activity. As an example, it has been

shown that the availability of ignitions, and not fire-weather, is the limiting fire

‘switch’ in South African fynbos (Van Wilgen et al., 2010) or Californian chaparral

shrublands.
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Figure 4.6: Global sensitivity of burned area to interannual fire-weather variability. The
slope of the robust linear regression models displayed in Fig. 4.5a is shown in (a). Only
the significant models (p < 0.05, red dots in map of Fig. 4.5a) are represented. Grey
crosses correspond to masked land areas (see Sec. 4.2.1). (b) Scatterplot of mean
FWI (average of the 17 years) plotted against the slope for each grid-cell value displayed
in (a). The red line represents the piecewise linear model fit, with the break point at
FWI = 17, indicating the threshold above which FWI variability has a negligible effect
on the magnitude of burned area. Points are colored according to their biome (Fig. 4.2).

4.7 Future fire-weather projections

The spatial pattern of FWI depicted by the historical run of the multimodel

ensemble (1981-2000, Fig. 4.7a) is in agreement with the observed FWI climato-

logical map for the same period (Fig. 4.3a), with a low to moderate model spread

(Fig. 4.7b). All models attained high spatial correlation coefficients (0.75 < ρ <

0.92) and both low to moderate standard deviation (0.50 < σ < 0.75) and error

(0.50 < RMSE < 0.75, Fig. 4.8). The validation results justify the suitability of

the selected ensemble of ESMs for the global projection of future FW (Table 2.2).

The highest uncertainty is linked to the poor representation of wind velocity in the

models. In this sense, the scale of our analysis and the coarse resolution of ESMs

is not representative of local-scale factors affecting fire regimes. This is particularly

true for wind, highly affected by fine-scale factors (e.g. topography) beyond the

scale of analysis.

With this regard, significant fire-climate relationships not found in this study

may be unveiled at finer-grained scales (e.g. Littell et al., 2009b). Similarly, the

assessment of regional/local future fire-weather shifts would require the use of Re-

gional Climate Model simulations or adequate statistical downscaling methods able

to capture the local scale fire-weather conditions. These particular methods are
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Figure 4.7: Multimodel projections of fire-weather climatology for the historical (1981-
2000) and future (2026-2045) periods. The time period and the color scale in (a) is the
same as depicted in Fig. 4.2, for better comparison of observed and simulated maps.
The spread of the multimodel (standard deviation) is shown in (b). Projected fire season
FWI anomalies by the multimodel ensemble for future period (2026-2045) are shown for
RCPs 4.5 (c) and 8.5 (d). Colour tones in panels (c-d) indicate the magnitude (and
direction) of the projected anomalies, while colour intensities represent the degree of the
multi-model agreement (expressed as the fraction of coincident models, see Sec. 4.4.3).
The hatched areas have a significant FWI-BA relationship according to the first-order
difference regression approach (Fig. 4.5b).

developed in Chapters 7 and 8.

Fire-season FWI projections do not indicate a generalized increment of fire-
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weather in most sensitive areas. On the contrary, most of the biomes show very

weak positive signals or even negative anomalies in mean fire-weather conditions for

both RCPs analysed (Fig. 4.4). However, some particular regions exhibit positive

FWI anomalies, that are cancelled when averaging with other areas where negative

trends are projected, such as the fire-weather sensitive boreal forests/taiga biome

(Fig. 4.7c-d). In spite of the weak positive signal found, the projected anomalies

in fire-weather may translate in important local impacts in burned area, as a result

for instance of an increased frequency of high FWI events (Fig. 4.9). Although the

fire-weather anomalies are positive only locally, in these areas important carbon

losses from the large available stocks may occur as a result of an increased fire

frequency (Thurner et al., 2014).

It is also worthy of mention the significant positive signal in fire-weather con-

ditions projected for the Mediterranean basin and also the rest of mediterranean

climate-type areas of the world (Chile, California, South Africa). Notably, the pat-

tern and magnitude of projected FWI for the Mediterranean is similar to the finer-

scale projections obtained using an independent multi-model ensemble of GCM/RCM

couplings for this region, developed in Chapter 7. These results align with a grow-

ing body of evidence pointing to a transition from drought-driven to fuel-limited

fire regimes in Mediterranean-type ecosystems (Pausas and Fernández-Muñoz, 2012;

Batllori et al., 2013). In south America, the high probability of the projected posi-

tive FWI anomalies (Fig. 4.7) over a particularly sensitive area like the the Amazon

basin, in conjunction with human-induced alterations, may result in widespread,

possibly irreversible changes in the rainforest ecosystems and a massive carbon re-

lease (Cochrane, 2003; Brando et al., 2014). Other tropical moist broadleaf forest

areas identified as sensitive (Papua New Guinea and Indonesia) show a null FWI

anomaly with a high degree of multimodel agreement, with the exception of south-

ernmost Islands (Java, Sumatra . . . ) for the more extreme RCP 8.5, where positive

anomalies are projected.

In the long term, climate-induced fire season length variations can be expected

in many areas of the world (Jolly et al., 2015), and therefore the future fire-weather

shifts described may be aggravated in some areas due to fire season lengthening or

the eventual emergence of a second fire season in some places. Also, start and end

dates of the fire season may experience important shifts in some areas and therefore

caution must be taken in the extrapolation of fire-weather considering the current

fire season to the last decades of the transient period.
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Figure 4.8: Summary of the validation of the different ESM’s with regard to the refer-
ence baseline climatology (WFDEI dataset). Results are presented in the form of Taylor
diagrams (Taylor, 2001). The similarity between model and observations (point labelled
“obs” on the x-axis) is quantified in terms of their spatial correlation (blue lines), their
centred root-mean-square difference (proportional to the distance of the model point to
the “obs” point) and the amplitude of their variations (represented by their standard de-
viations in the y-axis). In addition, the bias of the different ESM’s is represented by the
color bar. The surface variables displayed are the inputs for the calculation of FWI: tas
= (2 m) air temperature; wss = (10 m) wind speed; pr = last 24-h accumulated precip-
itation; hurs = (2 m) relative humidity. FWI and its 90th percentile (FWI90 ) are also
included in the bottom panels. See Table 2.2, to see the ESM numbering used for point
labels. The results presented are referred to the fire season (Fig. 4.1).
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Figure 4.9: Current and projected probability density functions (PDFs) of mean fire
season FWI in sensitive biomes. Black line corresponds to the current FWI. Shaded area
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2026-2045). The FWI threshold (FWI=17) is indicated by the red vertical line. Note that,
unlike Fig. 4.4, only sensitive pixels to fire-weather variations (highlighted in Figs. 4.5
and 4.6) have been used to produce the PDFs.



CHAPTER 5

Sensitivity of FWI to different reanalysis products

5.1 Introduction

The aim of this work was to analyse the consistency of three common reanalysis

products of varying resolutions in the Iberian Peninsula and validate their results

using observational data, in order to make recommendations on their potential uses

and limitations for forest fire research. The details on the reanalysis products and

the observational dataset used in this study are provided in Secs. 2.2 and 2.5.1

respectively.

This study is divided into three main parts: First, the consistency between

the different reanalysis for FWI calculation was assessed by means of correlation

analysis. Then, FWI results, including the sensitivities to input variables, were

validated against an observational dataset derived from a network of weather stations

(in this case, however, only two reanalysis products, NCEP and ERA-Interim, were

tested due to their different overlapping periods). Finally, a percentile analysis was

performed in order to analyse the behaviour of the index under extreme fire danger

events. To this aim, we tested the ability of reanalysis to reproduce extreme FWI

values and also to identify the periods in which extreme events occurred.

The contents of this Chapter are part of a published article: Bedia et al. 2012. Natural Hazards
and Earth System Sciences 12, 699–708.
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5.2 Data analysis

5.2.1 Correlation analysis

The consistency between reanalysis datasets was assessed by means of the Mann-

Kendall’s rank correlation test, a non-parametric test. Its main advantage in the

context of this study is that it does not make any previous assumption on the input

data distribution, and therefore it is less sensitive to outliers and thus more suitable

for trend detection of time series that may contain outliers (Hamed and Rao, 1998),

such as climate data series. The validation of ERA-Interim and NCEP was done

by the same method, using as independent data the observations from the reference

weather stations during the common time period of the three reanalyses. It must

be noted that ERA-40 ends in 2001, and thus it was not used in this experiment as

long as there were not available observations corresponding to this period.

5.2.2 Trend analysis

In the same way, for trend analysis we applied the modified Mann-Kendall’s trend

test (Hamed and Rao, 1998). We computed the seasonal severity rating (SSR),

a seasonal aggregation of daily DSR (van Wagner, 1970, see Sec. 3.3.7) prior to

trend analysis. The classical Mann-Kendall correlation test formulation evaluates

the null hypothesis H0 that a time series ti = {t1, . . . , tn} is random (independent

and identically distributed) against the alternative hypothesis H1 that the series

exhibits a monotonic trend (Mann, 1945). The variance formulation of the test is

expressed as follows:

var(S) =
n(n− 1)(2n+ 5)

18
(5.1)

In its modified version, a correction factor is applied to the original variance

formulation accounting for the effective sample size in the presence of temporal

autocorrelation (Eq. 5.2), thus avoiding the inflation of type-I statistical error (i.e.,

the rejection of the null hypothesis when it is actually true).

V ∗(S) = var(S)
n

n∗s
(5.2)

, where n is the actual number of observations and the effective sample size n/n∗s is
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given by the following empirical expression:

n

n∗s
= 1 +

2

n(n− 1)(n− 2)
×

n−1∑
i=1

(n− i)(n− i− 1)(n− i− 2)ρs(i) (5.3)

, in which ρs(i) is the autocorrelation function of the ranks of the observations.

This test is shown to be robust in the presence of serially correlated time series data

(Hamed and Rao, 1998).

5.2.3 Influence of input variables on FWI values

We computed mean values of the different input variables for ERA–Interim obtaining

maps to draw some conclusions about the influence of input data on fire danger

values and their spatial distribution. In addition, we studied the influence of each

input variable on FWI values by means of percentile analysis and graphical methods

(plots).

5.2.4 Percentile analysis

We compared the frequency distributions of FWI calculated from NCEP and ERA–

Interim and from the observations by means of histograms. Fire danger levels are

usually assessed by means of percentiles, and in particular the 90th percentile is often

used as reference (FWI90, Sec. 3.3.8). Thus, we will refer to FWI90 as extreme fire

danger in the following.

We thus compared the extreme fire danger events as represented by the differ-

ent reanalysis products. We also compared the temporal correspondence between

reanalysis and observed extreme fire danger events in order to analyse the ability of

reanalysis-derived data to identify observed extreme events.

5.2.5 Comparison of reanalysis data

The correlations among the daily FWI obtained with different reanalysis products

is shown in Fig. 5.1. The results indicate remarkable inconsistencies among re-

analyses, more apparent when comparing NCEP against ERA–Interim, specially in

north–western Spain in winter. In general, the highest correlation between datasets

occurred in fall, and the lowest in summer and winter. ERA–40 and ERA–Interim

showed in general better agreement, although there were also inconsistencies in

northern Spain, notably in the north–west in winter, and in the north–east in fall.
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Figure 5.1: Correlations (Mann–Kendall’s Tau coefficient) between the daily FWI values
calculated upon the different reanalysis considering their overlapping time period (1989 –
2001). All grid points are significant at the α = 0.05 significance level. Crosses indicate
the locations of the control weather stations, which have been labelled in the upper left
hand panel according to numeric codes displayed in Table 2.7.

5.2.6 Validation against observations

Table 5.1 shows the validation of the daily FWI and the related meteorological vari-

ables against observations in terms of correlation coefficients. The best correlations

were obtained by ERA–Interim. On the other hand, NCEP was unable to faithfully

reproduce the observed local climate in most occasions, leading to poorly correlated

FWI values, and even yielded non–significant correlations at some locations (H in

Alicante).

5.3 Sensitivity of FWI to input parameters

In order to assess the sensitivity of FWI to the different input variables, Fig. 5.2

shows the mean FWI for ten bins with increasing values of the input variables (as

defined by the corresponding decile ranges). Thus, an increasing/decreasing pat-

tern indicates a direct/inverse association between the FWI and the corresponding
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MAM JJA SON DJF
T H P W FWI T H P W FWI T H P W FWI T H P W FWI

01 - SAN SEBASTIÁN - IGUELDO
NCEP 0.63 0.30 0.46 0.32 0.39 0.57 0.26 0.39 0.28 0.33 0.69 0.29 0.54 0.32 0.37 0.67 0.26 0.54 0.41 0.46
INT 0.78 0.52 0.56 0.44 0.50 0.73 0.50 0.57 0.37 0.46 0.79 0.45 0.62 0.49 0.52 0.75 0.44 0.59 0.49 0.56
02 - NAVACERRADA
NCEP 0.75 0.56 0.51 0.20 0.56 0.74 0.52 0.33 0.08 0.47 0.66 0.62 0.57 0.29 0.63 0.36 0.35 0.55 0.34 0.43
INT 0.78 0.59 0.65 0.31 0.59 0.77 0.65 0.59 0.32 0.61 0.73 0.57 0.66 0.37 0.62 0.44 0.34 0.63 0.29 0.48

03 - SALAMANCA - MATACÁN
NCEP 0.77 0.59 0.51 0.45 0.50 0.65 0.51 0.40 0.24 0.41 0.78 0.63 0.54 0.42 0.57 0.61 0.33 0.51 0.50 0.38
INT 0.82 0.66 0.63 0.58 0.61 0.76 0.55 0.59 0.49 0.51 0.84 0.68 0.61 0.58 0.63 0.65 0.51 0.63 0.63 0.46
04 - MADRID - RETIRO
NCEP 0.75 0.58 0.46 0.37 0.52 0.65 0.37 0.31 0.30 0.40 0.81 0.57 0.45 0.33 0.64 0.50 0.44 0.49 0.32 0.49
INT 0.86 0.70 0.64 0.52 0.68 0.82 0.53 0.62 0.47 0.64 0.90 0.71 0.60 0.46 0.69 0.79 0.72 0.66 0.52 0.68
05 - BADAJOZ-TALAVERA
NCEP 0.78 0.62 0.57 0.22 0.63 0.70 0.46 0.45 0.11 0.40 0.82 0.63 0.55 0.22 0.63 0.54 0.41 0.55 0.39 0.54
INT 0.87 0.69 0.68 0.58 0.71 0.84 0.54 0.61 0.46 0.58 0.88 0.72 0.63 0.59 0.73 0.68 0.61 0.68 0.63 0.70
06 - ALICANTE - EL ALTET
NCEP 0.61 0.36 0.43 0.26 0.41 0.51 0.05 0.25 0.30 0.20 0.73 0.29 0.44 0.31 0.47 0.54 0.39 0.47 0.27 0.30
INT 0.75 0.59 0.52 0.34 0.59 0.63 0.37 0.36 0.30 0.35 0.84 0.62 0.53 0.38 0.66 0.74 0.62 0.52 0.43 0.61
07 - TORTOSA - OBS. EBRO
NCEP 0.67 0.43 0.49 0.22 0.50 0.48 0.13 0.31 0.24 0.29 0.72 0.45 0.46 0.27 0.45 0.43 0.49 0.50 0.18 0.49
INT 0.74 0.60 0.51 0.23 0.60 0.65 0.50 0.31 0.30 0.37 0.78 0.57 0.49 0.33 0.50 0.60 0.62 0.55 0.29 0.57

Table 5.1: Correlation coefficients (Mann–Kendall’s Tau) between observations of the
AEMET stations network (Table 2.7, marked with an asterisk) and the NCEP and ERA–
Interim reanalyses for the variables mean surface temperature (T), relative humidity (H),
precipitation (P) and wind velocity (W), grouped by seasons (MAM = Spring [March,
April, May]; JJA = summer [June, July, August]; SON = Fall [September, October,
November]; DFJ = Winter [December, January, February]). The correlation of the derived
fire weather index (FWI) is also indicated. Non–significant correlations are underlined
(p > 0.05).

variable, with highest sensitivities indicated with highest FWI mean values. This

figure depicts a larger influence of both relative humidity and temperature on the

FWI, with a high agreement between the results obtained for the observations and

for the ERA-Interim reanalysis (the reanalysis with best correlation values). Note

that these results differ from similar studies performed in different regions. For

instance, according to Dowdy et al. (2010), FWI in Australia is most sensitive to

wind, followed by humidity and temperature.

5.4 Fire Danger trend analysis

In Fig. 5.3 we present the trends calculated for SSR using ERA–Interim for the

period 1989-2011 showing a significant positive trend in summer. In agreement

with the sensitivity results in section 5.3, the trends in southern and north–eastern

Iberia seem to be linked to the spatial pattern of positive trends in temperature and

negative trends in relative humidity. We found no significant trends in wind velocity

and precipitation for most grid cells.
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Figure 5.2: Sensitivity of FWI to its input variables according to both observational data
and ERA–Interim reanalysis at six locations. For each variable, the graph represents the
mean FWI values (Y–axis) for those dates in different decile bins of the input variables,
as shown in the X–axis labelled from 10 (values of the variable in the lowest decile) to 100
(values in the highest decile).

5.5 Analysis of percentiles and extremes

In order to analyse the distributional similarity of observed and ERA–Interim

and NCEP FWI values, Fig. 5.4 shows the scatter plots of observed vs. reanalysis

values as well as the corresponding regression lines. Overall, in spite of the depar-

tures of reanalysis FWI from the observed distributions, with a general tendency

to underestimation, more pronounced in the case of NCEP, higher R2 values were

attained by ERA-Interim than for NCEP (e.g., 0.86 vs. 0.65 for Madrid). Again,

better results were obtained for the inland than for the coastal locations. In the

former cases, the distributions are in good correspondence, but the existing biases

must be taken into account when using reanalysis data as surrogates of observations.

In spite of these limitations, ERA-Interim may still be useful in the identification

of extreme fire danger events (e.g. those above the 90th percentile value, as shown in

Fig. 5.4). To this aim, the events with extreme reanalysis fire danger (values above

FWI90, as given by the reanalysis), are ranked according to the paired observed

values, by means of a rank box-and-whiskers plot of the corresponding observed

quantiles. Note that those events over the 0.9 threshold in this plot correspond
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Figure 5.3: Seasonal trends (modified Mann-Kendall’s trend test) for the period 1989–
2011 of the seasonal severity rating (SSR) and the input variables Temperature, relative
humidity, precipitation and wind velocity according to the ERA–Interim reanalysis. Leg-
end represents Mann–Kendall’s Tau correlation coefficient. Significant trends (p < 0.05)
are indicated by crosses.

to reanalysis extreme fire danger events which are also ranked as extreme cases

according to the observed datasets —the corresponding probabilities that an event

is extreme for observations, given that it is extreme in the reanalysis are given in

Table 5.2—. Although there are some outliers, ERA–Interim achieved moderate to
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good results, revealing its higher performance in the identifications of extreme fire

danger situations than NCEP, with probabilities of detection over 60% for inland

locations. Therefore, ERA-Interim can be a suitable choice for the detection of

historical extreme fire danger events in those areas with lack of historical records.

Finally, in Fig. 5.6 we show the spatial distribution of FWI90 across the Iberian

Peninsula according to the different reanalysis datasets. The spatial patterns are

similar between ERA–40 and ERA–Interim, whereas NCEP exhibits a smooth north–

south gradient. The main differences in the magnitudes were found in central Spain.

Station NCEP ERA-Int
01 - San Sebastián 20 29
02 - Navacerrada 48 58
03 - Salamanca 43 54
04 - Madrid 51 72
05 - Badajoz 40 63
06 - Alicante 25 46
07 - Tortosa 40 42

Table 5.2: Percentage of correct extreme fire danger events (above FWI90) given by the
reanalysis —computed as the probability (in %) that an event is extreme for observations,
given that it is extreme in the reanalysis.— Details of each weather station are provided
in Table 2.7.

5.6 Conclusions

In this Chapter we evaluated the consistency of FWI calculated from three re-

analysis products of varying original resolutions (Sec. 2.2). The results indicate

significant inconsistencies between NCEP and the other two reanalysis products

compared, reflected in low correlation values between their respective fire danger

predictions for extensive areas of Iberia. In general, ERA-40 was in good agreement

with ERA-Interim predictions, whereas NCEP and ERA-Interim attained the lowest

cross-correlation values indicating important inconsistencies in their respective FWI

historical series.

The comparison of NCEP and ERA-Interim predictions with real observations

revealed a much better accuracy of ERA-Interim in reproducing both the mean

and the extreme fire danger regimes, although this ability was notably diminished

in the case of coastal locations compared to inland ones, due to more pronounced

departures of the FWI series from the observed distributions. Findings show that
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ERA-Interim is the most advisable reanalysis product for the reconstruction of FWI

series, although caution must be taken in its application to impact studies due

to biases introduced in FWI magnitude. In spite of these shortcomings, ERA-

Interim proved fairly effective for the detection of extreme fire danger events in

most situations analysed and also for the definition of danger levels/classes (with

level thresholds adapted to the observed/reanalysis distributions).
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Figure 5.4: Scatter plots of observed vs ERA–Interim and NCEP reanalysis FWI values
for the period encompassed since the beginning of the observations to June 2011. The
dashed lines indicate the corresponding FWI90 values and the regression lines.
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Figure 5.6: Spatial distribution of the FWI90 as calculated from different datasets in
the Iberian Peninsula, using their common period (1989-2001). Blue circles indicate the
locations of the control weather stations, which have been labelled in Fig. 5.1 according
to numeric codes displayed in Table 2.7.



CHAPTER 6

On the temporal resolution of FWI input variables

6.1 Introduction

The special characteristics of the temporal resolution of the FWI inputs (in-

stantaneous variables at noon local standard time, Sec. 3.3), may complicate the

retrieval of adequate data from climate data repositories. As a result, the lack of

appropriate data for FWI calculation has been a major limitation for many climate

change studies using AOGCM and RCM simulations. For instance, in Europe the

state-of-the-art public climate databases providing regional climate scenarios, such

as PRUDENCE (Christensen et al., 2007) or the most recent ENSEMBLES (Sec.

2.3.1), store most RCM output variables as daily means.

As a result FWI has been often computed using daily mean values, rather than

noon values due to their better availability. Although some studies justify the use

of daily mean data by the good correlation with instantaneous values (e.g. Carvalho

et al., 2010), a number of potential problems must be considered. For instance,

FWI is commonly used to define fire danger categories (e.g., normally five: low,

moderate, high, very high and extreme) using appropriate threshold values which

vary depending on the geographical area (see, e.g. Wotton, 2009). Since daily mean

values are usually lower than noon values, such calculations tend to underestimate

critical events, important when we attempt to identify conditions leading to large

fires or to project FWI under more extreme conditions in a future climate.

The contents of this Chapter are part of two published articles: Herrera et al. 2013. Climatic
Change 118, 827–840 and Bedia et al. 2014a. Climatic Change 122, 185–199.

97
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In the same vein, other threshold-dependent indicators derived from FWI, such

as the number of days (or the frequency) above a certain threshold used to define

the length of the fire season and frequency of certain high risk days (Moriondo et al.,

2006; Giannakopoulos et al., 2009; Moreno et al., 2010) can be seriously affected.

While some studies take into account this issue and use the appropriate instanta-

neous model outputs (Stocks et al., 1998; Flannigan et al., 2005), others compute

FWI using the daily means stored in these databases (e.g., Moriondo et al., 2006;

Giannakopoulos et al., 2009; Carvalho et al., 2010). The effect of using daily mean

inputs as opposed to noon values on extreme event detection and index magnitude

has not been addressed yet by any study, thus impairing the interpretation and

implications of a number of previous analyses using daily mean data.

The aim of this chapter is twofold:

• First, we analyze the effect that these two choices of temporal aggregation

(instantaneous vs. daily means, i.e., 12 UTC FWI and daily mean FWI here-

after) have on index magnitude, frequency distribution and detection skill of

extreme fire danger events. To this aim, we have focused on the particular

case of fire danger projections of one RCM and on the ERA-Interim reanalysis

on the Iberian Peninsula and part of the North African coast, a region with a

sufficiently wide range of climatic conditions in order to obtain representative

results. We emphasize that the aim of this study is neither to provide fire

danger scenarios for this region (these are presented in Chapters 7 and 8),

nor providing a general rule for daily mean FWI correction, but to analyze

the effect on FWI of the temporal aggregation of its input variables and to

highlight the possible deleterious effect that this may have on climate impact

studies.

• Next, the performance of different approximations (proxys hereafter) to the

instantaneous input variables are explored, in order to find-out if any of the

proxy combinations could be successfully used for the calculation of current

and future fire danger FWI maps using data from the ENSEMBLES database.

6.2 Model Data

Two main different data sources were considered in the analyses: reanalysis data

and RCM simulations. From the latter, two different RCMs were considered, one

for the comparison of daily mean and 12 UTC FWI and another one for the proxy

analysis:
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1. The ERA-Interim reanalysis was used as a reference gridded data set (Sec.

2.2)

2. RCM data were used in order to provide high resolution variables and future

FWI projections (Sec. 2.3). In this case, we considered two different RCMs:

(a) The WRF model (Weather Research and Forecasting; Skamarock et al.,

2008) nested into the ERA-Interim reanalysis (i.e. “perfect” lateral bound-

ary conditions, Sec. 2.3.1), was used for the comparison of daily mean

vs 12 UTC FWI. In this case, we considered the 1990-1999 period, over-

lapping between the RCM simulation and the reanalysis periods. This

simulation belongs to the ESCENA project as a contribution to the Span-

ish national scenarios programme Escenarios-PNACC 2012 (Sec. 2.3.2).

The reanalysis-driven simulation of the RCM provides a physically con-

sistent realization of the regional climate and provides 3-hourly instan-

taneous data and also daily mean values. We used this simulation to

compare the sensitivity of FWI to daily mean/instantaneous inputs in a

climate modelling framework. We also analysed a transient future projec-

tion obtained with the RCM driven by a single AOGCM (ECHAM5-MPI-

OM, run 2; Roeckner, 2007) forced by the SRES-A1B emissions scenario

(Sec. 2.1.1) for the period 2011-2050.

(b) The KNMI-RACMO RCM (Table 2.4) was used for the proxy analysis.

This model belongs to the ENSEMBLES project (Sec. 2.3.1). We used

the KNMI model due to its full data availability, obtained directly from

the modelling center. The good performance of this RCM has been re-

ported in different studies and for different sub-regions of Europe (e.g.,

Herrera et al., 2010; Kjellström et al., 2010; van Meijgaard et al., 2012).

Furthermore, using this model is consistent with the proxy-based projec-

tions based on ENSEMBLES models presented in Chapter 7.

The testing area for the experiments was geographically restricted to the Iberian

Peninsula, given that this is an area of pronounced climatic variability and repre-

sentative of the different fire danger areas throughout the European domain of the

study. We computed FWI and different FWI-derived indicators commonly used in

the assessment of fire danger, namely SSR, FWI90 and FOT30 (Sec 3.3.8), both

for ERA-Interim reanalysis and for the RCM data, for inter-comparison purposes.

These indicators are representative of fire danger mean and extreme conditions,
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and from threshold dependent fire danger indices, respectively. In addition, we re-

tained the data for the fire season as defined in the Mediterranean, encompassing

the months from June to September (JJAS Camia et al., 2008).

For spatial comparability both ERA-Interim and RCM datasets were interpo-

lated to a common regular grid of 25 km resolution, using the nearest-neighbour

algorithm only to land grid-boxes, as determined by each model’s land mask. In

doing so, we avoided artifacts due to the transition between sea and land climatic

conditions in coastal areas.

6.3 Comparison method of Daily mean and 12 UTC FWI

In order to assess the skill of daily mean FWI to detect extreme events, defined

as values above FWI90, we identified extreme events using the 12 UTC FWI and

then we computed the probability of detection (POD) as the percentage of those ex-

treme events detected by the daily mean FWI, in addition to the previous indicators

(explained in Sec. 6.2)

We considered again SSR, FWI90 and FOT30 and analyzed the results of the

A1B transient projections obtained with the RCM. In particular, we chose a 20-year

future time-slice (2031-2050) and compared the results with those corresponding to

the control 20C3M scenario (1981-2000). The climate change signal was obtained

by applying the delta method (Sec. 2.1.3).

6.4 Calculation method of the FWI System with proxy vari-

ables

The calculation of the FWI System requires four variables: daily accumulated

precipitation, instantaneous wind speed, instantaneous humidity and instantaneous

temperature, all measured at noon, as described in Sec. 3.3). Since the latter three

variables are not available in the ENSEMBLES database (used in this study for

regional projections over Europe, Sec. 2.3.1), we consider alternative proxy variables

and test the suitability to compute FWI values from different proxy combinations.

To this aim, minimum daily humidity and maximum daily temperature were tested

as proxys, assuming that they are representative of the atmospheric conditions at

noon. However, for wind speed no suitable proxy variable was found and the daily

mean value is used instead in all cases. Thus, we tested different combinations of

wind speed and precipitation with the two proxy variables, as shown in Table 6.1, in
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order to construct the different FWI System components and the derived fire danger

indices previously indicated (Sec. 6.3).

The resulting values were compared with the reference version built upon instan-

taneous variables at 12 UTC (C0, Table 6.1) using data from the KNMI model.

Temp. R. Hum. Precip Wind vel.
C0* 12 UTC 12 UTC 24h 12 UTC
C1 DM DM 24h DM
C2 Max DM 24h DM
C3 DM Min 24h DM
C4 Max Min 24h DM

Table 6.1: Temporal aggregation of the FWI System input variables tested in this study.
12 UTC correspond to instantaneous model outputs at that time. DM corresponds to
daily mean values, and Max/Min to maximum/minimum daily values. Precipitation is
always the 24-hour accumulated value. The asterisk indicates the combination following
the original definition of the FWI System (not available through the ENSEMBLES data
server) whereas the remaining combinations (C1-C4) are different surrogates of C0 (the
actual FWI system input definition), available in the ENSEMBLES database.

6.5 Daily mean vs instantaneous FWI

6.5.1 Reanalysis Data

In spite of the marked differences in SSR and FWI90 between 12 UTC and daily

mean values, their spatial pattern was similar in both versions, showing a rather

constant ratio (Fig. 6.1). Therefore, the relative fire danger at different locations is

at least preserved by the daily mean SSR and FWI90 when compared to their 12

UTC counterparts. In fact, we found a fairly good linear matching between both

versions (Fig. 6.1j-k), with R2 values over 0.9 (i.e. correlation values R over 0.95),

in accordance with the findings of other authors using observations data (Carvalho

et al., 2010). This suggests the possibility of correcting daily mean FWI to approx-

imate instantaneous FWI by means of a simple empirical linear function. However,

a more serious inconsistency was found between different FOT30 versions. For this

index, there is not an obvious transformation to correct daily mean FOT30 (Fig.

6.1-l). Thus, the use of threshold-dependent FWI-derived indices should be avoided

when computing daily mean FWI.
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Figure 6.1: Seasonal severity rating (SSR), 90th percentile of FWI (FWI90) and
frequency-over-threshold 30 (FOT30, in %), calculated according to ERA-Interim instan-
taneous data at 12:00 UTC (panels a-c) and ERA-Interim daily mean data (panels d-f).
The ‘M’ values inside the panels show the spatial mean of all grid point values. The
differences between 12 UTC and daily mean indices are spatially represented as the ratio
of daily mean over 12 UTC values (panels g-i) and as a scatter plot of daily mean vs.
12 UTC values (panels j-l). The slope ‘s’ of the regression lines and the corresponding
goodness-of-fit R2 values for SSR and FWI90 are also displayed in panels j-k. Note that
for SSR (panels a and d) an upper bound of 30 has been set for a better visualization of
the spatial pattern.

6.5.2 Regional Climate Models (RCMs)

As expected, the results using the reanalysis-driven RCM simulation reproduced

similar spatial patterns of fire danger than ERA-Interim (Fig. 6.2). We found a

similar relationship between daily mean and 12 UTC FWI, as previously shown
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Figure 6.2: As Figure 6.1, but for the RCM simulation corresponding to the 12 UTC
(panels a-c) and daily mean model outputs (panels d-f). The ratio of the indices daily
mean over 12 UTC (panels g-i) and the corresponding scatter plots are shown in panels
j-l. Note that for SSR (panels a and d) an upper bound of 30 has been set for a better
visualization of the spatial pattern.

using reanalysis data: (i) a lower magnitude of the indices when using daily mean

data (Fig. 6.2g-i) and (ii) a linear relationship for SSR and FWI90 (Fig. 6.2j-k),

while (iii) FOT30 shows a markedly different spatial pattern (Fig. 6.2-l).

6.5.3 Fire Weather Index System Components

Similar linear relationships between daily mean and 12 UTC versions were obtained

for the different FWI components, as reflected by the high cross-correlation values

obtained (Table 6.3). The results obtained with the reanalysis and with the different
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Figure 6.3: Linear fits of the daily mean vs. instantaneous fire danger indicators accord-
ing to the projections of the RCM coupled to the GCM in 20C3M (1990-1999) and A1B
(2041-2050) scenarios.

RCM simulations were almost identical. Thus, for the sake of simplicity, in Table 6.3

we only display the results from the reanalysis. The ratio, computed as the quotient

of the spatial means of daily mean over 12 UTC FWI, gives an indication of the

magnitude of the bias. With this regard, our results highlight a remarkable negative

bias of some of the daily mean components, in accordance with our findings for

SSR and FWI90. All correlation values were high (> 0.90 in all cases), although

the lowest ones were obtained by the wind-dependent FWI components (FFMC

and ISI), pointing to daily mean wind as the main source of error in the linear

fits between 12 UTC and daily mean FWI values. The magnitude of the daily

mean component biases differed markedly. In the case of FFMC, the bias was small

(ratio=0.94, Table 6.3). On the contrary, the largest bias was found for ISI, in which

the magnitude of daily mean version was nearly half that of the 12 UTC version

(ratio=0.55). In order to disentangle the relative contribution of each input variable

on the FWI component biases, we ran a simple sensitivity analysis. To this aim,

we replaced one by one each of the instantaneous variables by their daily mean
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counterparts, and calculated for each combination the resulting cross-correlation

and ratio. The sensitivity analysis (Table 6.3) reveals the input variables involved

in the calculation of each component (those that have a correlation with the 12 UTC

version lower than 1). In all cases, daily mean relative humidity produced larger

negative biases, followed by temperature. Conversely, the replacement of 12 UTC

by daily mean wind had the lowest effect on bias.

All DM RelH DM Temp DM Wind DM

FFMC
ratio 0.937 0.956 0.984 0.998
rho 0.983 0.992 0.998 0.999

DMC
ratio 0.634 0.748 0.852 1.000
rho 0.984 0.990 1.000 1.000

DC
ratio 0.859 1.000 0.859 1.000
rho 0.997 1.000 0.997 1.000

ISI
ratio 0.547 0.673 0.873 0.927
rho 0.966 0.986 0.999 0.994

BUI
ratio 0.690 0.810 0.855 1.000
rho 0.992 0.995 0.999 1.000

FWI
ratio 0.601 0.717 0.884 0.955
rho 0.977 0.990 0.998 0.997

Table 6.2: Results of the comparison of different daily mean versions of the FWI compo-
nents (Sec. 3.3) vs. the 12 UTC instantaneous ones. Data presented correspond to the
ERA-Interim reanalysis (results are similar for RCM simulations, not shown). Statistics
presented correspond to the spatial means of the results, namely: the ratio daily mean/12
UTC and the Spearman’s correlation coefficient (rho). In the first column (“all DM”), the
results of the daily mean versus 12 UTC version are compared. In the following columns,
the comparison is done against a modified 12 UTC version in which only one of the in-
stantaneous variables is replaced by its daily mean version. Larger biases (as revealed by
lower ratios) are highlighted in boldface.

6.5.4 Future Projections of fire risk

In order to explore the relationships between the deltas derived from 12 UTC and

daily mean data, we depicted scatterplots (Fig. 6.3) corresponding to both the

20C3M and the A1B scenarios of the RCM. We found that an accurate linear model

can be fitted between daily mean and instantaneous delta projections of SSR and

FWI90 in both scenarios (R2 > 0.90 in both scenarios), although in the case of

FOT30 there is no linear model adequately relating both deltas (R2 < 0.5). The

promising results achieved in the analysis of 20C3M and A1B projections of SSR
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and FWI90 separately are nevertheless deceiving when the corresponding deltas are

computed, given that the climate change signal is altered both in magnitude and

spatial pattern when daily mean data are used instead of noon data, as depicted in

Fig. 6.4. According to our results the different slopes found for the linear fits of the

20C3M and A1B scenarios (Fig. 6.3) lead to worse linear fits of the resulting deltas

(Fig. 6.4g-i).

For SSR, the delta signals (Fig. 6.4a and d) show that 12 UTC and daily mean-

based indices exhibit similar spatial patterns (notice the high spatial correlation,

R = 0.93), although the magnitude of the climate change signal is higher for the 12

UTC version. Conversely, the climate change signal for FOT30 (Fig. 6.4c and f)

shows different spatial distributions depending on the use of 12 UTC or daily mean

data. Using 12 UTC data, a FOT30 decrease is projected over many areas of the

Iberian Peninsula (blue colors), mainly over the western part. The spatial extent

of this FOT30-decrease shrinks significantly when using daily mean data, becoming

restricted to southwestern Iberia (Fig. 6.4f). A pattern mainly dominated by a

FOT30 increase is shown and the spatial correlation is much lower than for SSR

(R = 0.6). The same result was found after testing other reference thresholds

(FOT15 and FOT45). These results indicate that by computing FWI with daily

mean data instead of instantaneous values, contradictory FOT30 projections can be

obtained, even if the same RCM is used. This highlights the significant effect of

12 UTC vs. daily mean input data on the future projections of FOT30. FWI90

(Fig. 6.4b and e) shows an intermediate behaviour (spatial correlation R = 0.76),

with slight to moderate inconsistencies in its spatial pattern, depending on the sub-

regions.

6.5.5 Detection of Extreme Events

In order to test the ability of daily mean data to detect fire danger extremes, we

considered the ERA-Interim 12 UTC data as the reference series for extreme event

detection and computed the POD attained by the ERA-Interim daily mean ver-

sion (Fig 6.5a). There is an average detection POD of 55%, and thus 45% of the

extreme events occurring in the instantaneous FWI climatology are missed by the

corresponding daily mean counterpart for the reference period (1990-1999). Simi-

larly, Fig. 6.5b shows the probability of detection of daily mean output data of an

extreme event defined by a RCM reanalysis-driven simulation (1990-99) using the

12 UTC data. As it can be seen, in the case of the RCM simulation, the average

POD is only marginally higher than for ERA-Interim.
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6.6 Comparison of proxy and 12 UTC FWI

6.6.1 Best proxy selection for FWI calculation

A number of simple calculations was done in order to assess the performance of

the different proxy combinations for the definition of FWI (C1-C4, Table 6.1) with

respect to the reference FWI values (C0). In particular, we computed the spatial

mean and Mean Absolute Error (MAE) and the spatial correlation (Spearman’s

rho) for the different versions of the fire indices. Figure 6.6 depicts the results for

SSR, FWI90 and FOT30 for the 1971-2000 control period of the 20C3M scenario,

showing that the combination C3 is the proxy version that more closely matches

the reference values, whereas C1 and C2 notably underestimate the spatial values

and C4 overestimates specially SSR and FOT30. The inter-comparison of proxies

for the FWI System components (spatially averaged for the same period) are shown

in Table 6.3. Note that DC does not depend on relative humidity, but only on

precipitation and temperature (see Wotton, 2009, for a detailed review of FWI

System components) and therefore, the pairs C2-C4 and C1-C3 show identical results

for this component.

The above results also indicate that the different proxy versions of FWI-based

fire danger indices (as well as all FWI System components) yield highly correlated

outputs, both spatially (as depicted in Fig. 6.6), and when considering the temporal

cross-correlation of the respective time series (not shown). This is in accordance

with the previous analysis using C1 presented in Sec. 6.5. However, correlation is

insensitive to the bias magnitude, which is remarkable in some cases, with a high

positive bias in the case of C4, and a negative bias in the case of C1 and C2 Ta-

ble 6.3. The effect of these biases in the future climate projections is analysed in

Fig. 6.7. The climate change signal of FWI90 is fairly similar among the different

proxy versions, being C4 and C3 the closest to the reference value. On the other

hand, C3 provided the most accurate representation of C0 for the mean fire regime,

represented by the seasonal severity rating (SSR), and for the threshold-dependent

index FOT30. Furthermore, C3 was the only proxy version yielding high correlation

values (Spearman’s ρ > 0.9) for all the fire danger indices. The largest differences

occurred in northwestern Iberia, an area under the Atlantic climatic influence, where

FWI values are generally low during most of the year (see e.g. San Sebastián FWI

series, in Fig. 3.14). It is also noteworthy the failure of proxies C1 and C2 to

represent FOT30 deltas; this combination was used by Moriondo et al. (2006) in

the calculation of the length of future fire season, using threshold-dependent mea-
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sures similar to FOT30 (in particular FOT15 and FOT45, Moriondo et al., 2006).

Thus, the results of this previous study should be considered with caution, provided

the poor performance attained by this proxy version in the case of future FOT30

projections (Spearman’s ρ = 0.59, Fig. 6.7).

C0* C1 C2 C3 C4
Mean
FFMC 84.9 78.8 80.8 85.5 87.3
DMC 130.1 82.1 105.0 121.0 153.3
DC 560.5 482.0 594.2 482.0 594.2
ISI 6.9 3.8 4.6 7.2 8.7
BUI 153.9 106.6 134.6 140.1 176.2
FWI 26.2 16.2 19.1 26.9 31.1
DSR 11.0 5.1 6.7 11.6 14.6
90-th percentile
FFMC 93.2 89.0 90.4 93.5 94.8
DMC 269.9 170.8 220.3 248.8 319.6
DC 883.7 770.6 932.1 770.6 932.1
ISI 11.9 6.6 7.9 12.1 14.3
BUI 291.0 205.0 258.8 264.7 335.7
FWI 42.0 27.5 31.8 42.3 47.8
DSR 21.1 10.3 13.2 21.5 26.5
Spearman’s ρ
FFMC – 0.96 0.97 0.97 0.97
DMC – 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00
DC – 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
ISI – 0.93 0.94 0.94 0.94
BUI – 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00
FWI – 0.89 0.92 0.93 0.93
DSR – 0.89 0.92 0.93 0.93

Table 6.3: Spatial mean, 90-th percentile and correlation (Spearman’s rho) of the different
FWI System components with respect to the reference FWI System (C0, Table 6.1),
according to the different input proxy combinations, considering the mean values of the
period 1971-2000 (20C3M scenario). Boldface highlights the closest value to C0.

Therefore future projections of FOT30 built upon daily mean FWI are not con-

sistent with 12 UTC FWI, neither in magnitude, nor in their spatial pattern. More

importantly, the spatial pattern and magnitude of the climate change signal is sig-

nificantly altered, yielding potentially misleading results. In the absence of instanta-

neous data, however, some proxy versions may provide an acceptable approximation
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of 12 UTC FWI. In particular, the most adequate proxy definition of the FWI Sys-

tem for future scenario development is C3 (i.e. minimum relative humidity combined

with daily mean temperature), so this proxy will be the choice for the development

of the ENSEMBLES RCM scenarios in Chapter 7, to produce future FWI scenarios

for the Mediterranean region.

6.7 Conclusions

The FWI indices based on instantaneous data at noon, as originally defined by

van Wagner (1987), provided higher values of SSR, FWI90 and FOT30 than their

daily mean counterparts, whose magnitudes were in all cases negatively biased.

According to reanalysis and RCM data, a simple linear model might be used to

approximate 12 UTC fire danger present climatologies from daily mean data, in the

case of SSR and FWI90. This is not the case for FOT30, for which a more complex

relationship was unveiled.

In the case of future regional fire danger projections, differences found between

daily mean and 12 UTC data were critical, to the extent that climate change signals

were not consistent in some cases. Future increases projected for daily mean-based

SSR preserve the spatial pattern of the 12 UTC version. However different delta

values (even of opposite signs) were obtained for FWI90 and, specially, FOT30 when

using instantaneous or daily mean data. As a result, future delta patterns of daily

mean-based SSR might be corrected using a linear transformation, but there is no

obvious reliable cure for FWI90 and FOT30 in order to approximate their 12 UTC

values. In the context of climate change studies in Europe, this could be particularly

problematic, since some of the most popular regional climate databases provide only

daily mean values for the variables required for FWI calculation. This is the case,

for instance, of the ENSEMBLES RCM database, which is to date the best available

source of high resolution projections for Europe (Sec. 2.3.1).

Moreover, using reanalysis and RCM data our results indicate that the use of

daily mean FWI produces a slight to moderate loss of extreme event detection skill

with respect to the 12 UTC original version, an issue of critical importance in the

framework of fire research.

Thus, our results warn against the use of daily mean data for the computation of

the FWI set of indices, in spite of the possible adjustment that could be carried out

in some particular cases. Further research on this subject might be needed in order

to ascertain if the linear correction coefficients are similar between different RCMs

and/or geographical domains or, on the contrary, corrections require a more specific
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analysis for each particular case, although in any case the most reasonable solution

seems the use of adequate input data prior to FWI calculation, given the misleading

results obtained with the daily mean data sources used in this study. Although mean

fire danger patterns are preserved in future daily mean projections, no consistent

conclusions can be extracted about future fire danger regime, including the frequency

and magnitude of extreme events, unless the appropriate instantaneous input data

are used. Furthermore, no possible adjustment of daily mean estimates can be

accomplished unless the appropriate 12 UTC data are available.

One possible solution to overcome the limitation of data availability in the case of

the ENSEMBLES database might be the use of daily-aggregated variables that may

serve as proxies of their instantaneous counterparts at 12 UTC. With this regard,

the results indicate that proxy version C3 (minimum relative and the rest daily mean

values) was the best proxy to actual FWI, outperforming C2 (maximum temperature

and rest of daily mean values), the former being positively biased and the latter

negatively with respect to actual FWI. Besides, proxy version C4 (combining both

minimum humidity and maximum temperature) lead to a larger positive bias of fire

danger estimates. Input combinations C3 and C2 gave upper and lower bounds of

the actual FWI projections respectively, although C2 was outperformed by C3 in

the representation of FOT30 deltas. Overall results show that C3 is the best proxy

in order to give realistic estimates of fire danger scenarios using the ENSEMBLES

RCMs in current climate, and also a realistic estimation of the climate change signal.
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Figure 6.4: Climate change signal of SSR, FWI90 and FOT30 obtained from the RCM
transient (A1B) and control (20C3M) simulations applying the “delta” method (see section
2.1.3). The first row shows 12 UTC indices as deltas for the period 2031-2050. The second
row shows the deltas for the same indices computed from daily mean data. The spatial
correlation R among each pair of fields is given in the figure. The last row compares
the spatial patterns of the deltas as a scatter plot of daily mean vs. 12 UTC values.
Moreover, the slope and goodness-of-fit R2 of the linear model fitted to the scatter plots
are also shown.
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(a) ERAInt 12-UTC vs DM (b) WRF 12-UTC vs DM

01.95=m52.55=m

POD
(%)
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Figure 6.5: Probability of detection (% of days, POD) of extreme fire danger events
(as given by 12 UTC data) using daily mean data, according to (a) ERA-Interim and (b)
RCM simulations nested into ERA-Interim. Spatial means indicated by the m values.
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(C0) and the different input proxy versions tested (C1-C4, see Table 6.1). The delta values
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CHAPTER 7

ENSEMBLES regional FWI scenarios

7.1 Introduction

Building upon the previous findings presented in Chapter 6, in this Chapter fu-

ture fire danger scenarios for the Mediterranean using the optimal proxy combination

are presented. To this aim, I consider the multi-model ensemble of ENSEMBLES

RCMs detailed in Section 2.3.1, driven by two different GCMs (Table 2.4).

Previous studies of FWI System-based fire danger projections in the Mediter-

ranean (Moriondo et al., 2006; Amatulli et al., 2013) are based on the regional

scenarios of the EU-funded project PRUDENCE (Christensen et al., 2007), the pre-

cursor of ENSEMBLES. Their results point to an increment of fire danger potential

over large areas of the Mediterranean, although both studies are based on a single

RCM driven by a single GCM, thus preventing from a proper assessment of model

uncertainties. Furthermore, in the absence of the necessary instantaneous variables

—the data archive of both projects includes similar variables— the aforementioned

studies used a suboptimal proxy version of actual FWI System. In the present study,

for a better comparability of results, we use the same reference areas as (Moriondo

et al., 2006).

The fire danger scenarios developed were calculated by applying the delta method

(explained in Section 2.1.3), by considering the climatological anomalies at the grid-

box level of the fire danger indices defined in section 3.3.8: SSR, FWI, FWI90,

The contents of this Chapter are part of a published article: Bedia et al. 2014a. Climatic
Change 122, 185–199.
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FOT30 and LOFS for the future periods 2011-2040, 2041-2070 and 2071-2100, con-

sidering the baseline period 1971-2000.

As a result of the analysis we highlight the need of multi-model ensemble projec-

tions in order to obtain an estimation of model uncertainties and to identify those

areas where the projections can be considered robust, and therefore potentially use-

ful for planners and decision-makers. In addition, we provide a number of practical

recommendations regarding the adequate indices for future fire danger assessment,

in the light of the uncertainties derived from their use in climate change conditions.

7.2 Analysis of FWI Projections in Present Climate Conditions

The comparison of the mean FWI against the SFWI (defined in Section 3.3.8)

indicates that both calculation procedures yield similar results. We obtained a very

high linear relationship between FWI and SFWI, according to the linear equation

FWI = 3.4452+0.9777×SFWI with a R2 = 0.999. Similarly, the delta values were

unaffected by the FWI aggregation version used (not shown). Thus, henceforth we

will use mean FWI, and will refer to it as FWI throughout the paper.

The results for present climate conditions obtained with the ensemble of RCM-

GCM couplings considering the 20C3M scenario (1971-2000) highlight the spatial

consistency of the fire danger representation, regardless of the relative magnitudes

exhibited by the different models, resulting from their inherent biases (see Sec-

tion 2.3). The results of FWI90 are presented in more detail in Fig. 7.2, although

the same conclusions can be drawn from the analysis of the remaining fire danger in-

dices, attending to the low spread (measured as the multimodel standard deviation)

attained by all FWI-derived indicators (Fig. 7.1). The geographical pattern of the

FWI90 maps is consistent across the two driving GCMs (HadCM3 and ECHAM5),

with the exception of the HC RCM, which yields an anomalous positive bias in the

Iberian Peninsula, Morocco and Turkey. Note that even the C4I model, which is also

driven by the HadCM3 GCM (Table 2.5), but with the more extreme Q16 perturbed

parametrization setting (Collins et al., 2006) is consistent with the results from the

rest of models.

Thus, in the following, the results of the HC model will be excluded from the

multi-model ensemble projections. It is worth reminding that the previous projec-

tions by Moriondo et al. (2006) are based solely on the projections of the HC RCM.

In this sense, our results highlight the importance of adopting a multi-model en-

semble approach, allowing the analysis of the different members of the ensemble in

order to discard those RCMs likely to introduce large errors.
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Figure 7.1: Mean (Left) and standard deviation (Right) of the multi-model ensemble
projections of the fire danger indices (SSR, FWI, FWI90 and FOT30) and LOFS according
to the 20C3M scenario (1971-2000)..

7.3 Future FWI Projections

The magnitude of the climate change signals for SSR, FWI, FWI90, FOT30 and

LOFS are displayed in the central and right panels of Fig. 7.3. For brevity, only the

deltas corresponding to the last part of the transient period (2071-2100). In addition,

the deltas expressed in relative terms (i.e., as a percentage increment/decrement with

regard to the baseline climatology) are shown in Fig. 7.4.

The vast majority of the study area exhibits a positive climate change signal,
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Figure 7.2: FWI90 projections for the 20C3M scenario (1971-2000) according to the
different ENSEMBLES RCMs and proxy version C3, and the corresponding C3 reference
calculated using the WFDEI dataset. Numbers in parenthesis indicate the Spearman’s
rho spatial correlation coefficient of each RCM against WFDEI.

leading to increased values of the fire danger indices analysed. Remarkable incre-

ments are expected to occur for FOT30 and LOFS in areas with very low initial

values (see Fig. 7.3), pointing to a lengthening of the fire danger season. How-

ever, both FOT30 and particularly LOFS, exhibit a large multi-model spread. The

rest of fire danger indices, particularly SSR and FWI, but also FWI90 and FOT30,

are projected to increase over the Mediterranean, specially SSR and FWI in the

Iberian Peninsula and Turkey, and FWI90 and FOT30 in the Iberian Peninsula and

southern France. Furthermore, the multimodel projections exhibit low standard de-

viation values, higher at those areas where the climate change signal is more intense,
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Figure 7.3: Control (1971-2000) and future projections (deltas, 2071-2100) of the fire
danger indices for the Mediterranean for the period 2071-2100 according to the multi-model
ensemble of five RCM-AOGCM couplings, corresponding to the SRES A1B emissions
scenario (Sec. 2.1.1) for the fire season (JJAS). Delta values (central panel) are calculated
as the anomalies of the future scenario with regard to the multi-model ensemble mean of
the 20C3M values (left panel). The panel on the right represents the delta spread of the
multi-model (standard deviation).

highlighting the robustness of these projections.

7.4 Regional Analysis of Future FWI Projections

We computed spatial averages of present and future fire danger indices over

selected Mediterranean areas (indicated in the top panel of Fig. 7.2) and the re-

sulting deltas were successively stacked on the initial values of the baseline scenario

(Fig. 7.5). Note that the range of the projected changes (i.e. minimum and maxi-

mum of the multi-model) is shown, rather that the standard deviation.
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the different FWI-derived fire danger indices used in this study, for three time slices of the
transient period (2011-2040, 2041-2070 and 2071-2100).

The deltas obtained for the different future periods using the FWI are propor-

tionally similar to those of SSR, although the multi-model spread of FWI is more

limited, especially in the second and third time slices (2041-2070 and 2071-2100).

FWI projections exhibit in all regions a clearly distinct and positive signal, as de-

picted by the non-overlapping vertical bars, which indicates a lower degree of un-

certainty, as compared to SSR. Thus, FWI seems to have more desirable properties

than SSR for climate change studies on account of the smaller spread of the future

mean projected values. The projected future increases exhibit similar trends for all

regions, with FWI means growing consistently with a non-linear law. Future fire
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Figure 7.5: Mean values of the fire danger indices in different countries/regions of the
Mediterranean, for the 20C3M scenario (1971-2000) and the three future periods of the
A1B emission scenario (2011-2040, 2041-2070 and 2071-2100). Vertical lines indicate the
minimum and maximum values of the four periods analysed, in ascending order from left
to right. See Fig. 7.2 (top left panel) for country/region area definition.

danger scenarios elaborated for the Mediterranean by Moriondo et al. (2006) also

reported a similar summary by regions, although their results can only be partially

compared with these ones, since the latter are built on a single RCM for the last
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time slice using a different emission scenario. The high multi-model uncertainty

of the regional delta projections of most fire danger indices, particularly FOT30

and LOFS, warns against the use of a single RCM for projecting future fire danger

conditions. In addition, the use of the multi-model ensemble approach is further

supported by the fact that uncertainties (as depicted by the vertical bars) are well

centred around the mean values, thus confirming the robustness of the projections.

It is worth noting that in all regions but France, the projected end-of-the-century

multi-model average of FWI90 would be above 50, which is a critical level for large

fires potential in Europe (see e.g. San-Miguel-Ayanz et al., 2013).

The results attained by regionally averaging FOT30 and LOFS reveal some short-

comings in their use in the context of future fire danger assessment. Their multi-

model spread is remarkable and for most periods analysed it is large enough to

reach significantly overlaps among contiguous periods (though more moderately in

the case of FOT30). Although there are also some overlaps in the case of FWI

and FWI90 in some regions (e.g. France, Balkans), these are less frequent and of

lesser relative magnitude. For instance, the ranges of LOFS projections in 1971-

2000 significantly overlap with the 2071-2100 ranges in Portugal, Italy, the Balkans,

Greece and Turkey and in all these cases the overlap with 2041-2070 is such to

render the projections substantially undistinguishable. The steep increase of the

projected LOFS in France compared to the moderate to negligible increase in the

other countries/regions, might suggest a saturation effect which would tend to grow

more in areas with lower starting values and reduce the increments when getting

around 200 days. It is also an indication that future climate conditions will in-

duce a “mediterranean-type” fire danger season in areas that are currently under

the Atlantic influence. On the other hand the quite strong inter-regional variability

observed for FOT30 projected trends, and the absence of any comparable pattern

in the other indices, would rather indicate a problem of stability of this index. We

consider similar concerns to be applicable to any FWI threshold used, i.e. to any

FOT-like, threshold-dependent index applied to FWI future projections.

7.5 Fire-Climate Relationship

In order to illustrate the potential application of the above results to estimate

future fire impact, we analysed the actual link between fire danger conditions (as

represented by FWI90) and fire impact (burned area), calculated using the observa-

tional data from the WFDEI dataset (Sec. 2.5.3) and the burned area data from the

European Fire database of the European Forest Fire Information System (EFFIS,
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Figure 7.6: (a) Climatological mean of 90th percentile of FWI (FWI90) averaged by EU-
Med regions according to the WFDEI dataset (see Sec. 2.5.3) for the period 2001-2012.
(b) Mean relative burned area (RBA) of each of the EU-Med regions (in ha) for the same
period. (c) Relationship between (log-transformed) FWI90 and RBA. Full circles indicate
the FWI90 vs. RBA means as represented in (a) and (b). Small crosses correspond to
the annual values for each region (n = 10 years). Bluish symbols correspond to French
regions, reddish for Italian and greenish for Greek. Dashed lines represent the regional,
inter-annual linear fits (their r2 and significance are indicated using the same colors in
the left-hand side of the panel). Global linear fit is indicated by the grey straight line.
All data displayed correspond to the fire danger season (JJAS) and the period 2001-2012.
Signif. codes: ***P < 0.001; **P < 0.01; *P < 0.05; .P < 0.1; ns, non-significant.

Camia et al., 2010). The obtained results are shown in Fig. 7.6, where each of the

regions represents a spatially continuous climatic (2001-2012) gradient encompass-

ing a representative range of fire danger conditions (Fig. 7.5). The figure shows how

and increase in FWI90 leads to larger burned areas, both along the whole FWI90

gradient —considering the 10-year averages of the different regions (full circles)—,

and for the local FWI90 gradients within each particular region —coloured crosses—

. Similar results are also found using different indices (particularly FOT30, FWI

and SSR). It is therefore expectable an increased severity of fire impacts in the

Mediterranean regions in the forthcoming decades, especially in those areas where

the magnitude of projected changes is larger. In this sense, it must be also acknowl-

edged the evidence that fire in resource-limited ecosystems, such as those in the

most arid and hotter Mediterranean areas, is not so dependent on fire danger condi-
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tions but instead driven by fuel amount and structure (Krawchuk and Moritz, 2010;

Pausas and Paula, 2012). This is reflected in the weak links attained in the hotter

and drier regions with highest FWI90 records in Fig 7.6c, posing the question of

how climate-induced changes in ecosystem properties will affect future fire regimes

as a result of climate-vegetation feedbacks, an important subject out of the scope

of this study.

7.6 Conclusions

A consistent positive signal in terms of fire danger potential over large areas

of the Mediterranean was unveiled, accentuated in the latest part of the transient

period. The degree of model uncertainty was particularly low in the case of FWI,

highlighting the usefulness of this index for the assessment of future fire danger

scenarios, regardless of the a priori best suitability of SSR to this aim. In addition,

we found no significant differences between mean FWI and SFWI scenarios, neither

in spatial pattern nor in magnitude. On the other hand, the use of threshold-

dependent indices related to fire season length, often applied in impact studies (i.e.

FOT30 and LOFS), is not recommended in the context of future impacts assessment,

due to the particularly high uncertainty associated to their future projections.

We undertook a robust assessment of future fire danger projections by applying

a multi-model ensemble approach. By comparison with previous studies (Moriondo

et al., 2006) we found that the multi-model uncertainty (we considered 5 RCMs,

but a single scenario) is even larger than the scenario uncertainty, highlighting the

importance of adopting a multi-model ensemble approach. Moreover, the existing

link between fire danger and fire impacts (burned areas in this study) evidences

the potential applicability of the future fire danger scenarios for decision-making in

those areas in which forest fires represent a relevant conditioning factor.



CHAPTER 8

Statistical downscaling of fire danger scenarios

8.1 Data and Methods

This chapter is devoted to statistical downscaling, in order to obtain local-scale

future fire danger projections. We analyse two fire-prone Mediterranean areas (Iberia

and Greece, Fig. 8.1), and consider data from observations, reanalysis and AOGCM

projections in order to compute and project the FWI in those regions. The following

sections describe the particular datasets used.

8.1.1 Weather observations

Local weather observations are described in Chapter 2, Section 2.5 for Spain and

Sec. 2.5.2 for Greece. All observational data used in this study, both in Greece

and in Iberia (Spain), correspond to the main station networks of their respective

national meteorological services. All data have been recorded using standard au-

tomatic stations (the only ones providing records at short time-steps, allowing the

extraction of noon values), and therefore data quality (outlier filtering, etc.) is

guaranteed, as well as a missing data percentage always below 20%. The result-

ing observed climatologies of the variables used to calculate FWI are displayed in

Figure 8.2. It becomes apparent the high climate variability present in Iberia as

compared to Greece. The stations in northern Spain (northwestern Atlantic and

The contents of this Chapter are part of a published article: Bedia et al. 2013. Climatic
Change 120, 229–247.
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IBERIA
GREECE 1

GREECE 2

Figure 8.1: The two domains used in this study, Iberia and Greece. The positions of the
observation locations are indicated by the white circles. The two domains in Greece are
used for sensitivity purposes in Sec. 8.2.

north coast of the Cantabrian Sea) correspond to the Atlantic range of Spain, char-

acterised by milder temperatures in summer and higher precipitation and relative

humidity, leading to lower FWI magnitudes (Fig. 8.3). However, the rest of stations

in central and Mediterranean coastal areas of Spain exhibit comparable climatolo-

gies than those found in Greece. Note that, in both study regions, the magnitudes of

FWI during the fire danger season are significantly higher than in the annual case,

but preserving a similar variability (Fig. 8.3).

We computed FWI from the AEMET and HNMS observational datasets. In

the time span experiment, we alternatively kept the whole annual time series and

only the data corresponding to June-September (both included, in the following

referred to as JJAS), thus focusing only in the season of critical fire danger over the

target area (see previous Chapters 6 and 7). Fig. 8.3 shows the mean and standard

deviation of the resulting FWI values for each country and period analysed (annual

vs JJAS). In addition to FWI, we also computed two FWI-derived indices, SSR and

FWI90 (Sec. 3.3.8).

8.1.2 Reanalysis and GCM projections

The different predictor variables tested in this study for the statistical downscal-

ing method are shown in Table 8.1. On the one hand, predictors were taken from
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Figure 8.2: Observed annual climatology (1979-2003) in Spain (left) and Greece (right)
at the weather stations used for downscaling Fire Weather Index (FWI). The variables
represented in rows correspond to the input variables used for FWI calculation. Spatial
mean values (for the whole year and for the fire season —JJAS—, the latter in parenthesis)
are indicated in the figures within each panel.

ERA-Interim reanalysis (Sec. 2.2), covering from 1979 until present; this product

has proven the most suitable reanalysis for FWI estimation as shown in Chapter

5. On the other hand, the same predictor variables were also taken from a single

AOGCM (the IPCC-AR4/CMIP3 ECHAM5 model, run 3) for the control 20C3M
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Figure 8.3: Observed FWI climatologies (1979-2003) in Spain (left) and Greece (right)
at the weather stations used for downscaling in this study. Values indicated in the panels
correspond to spatial mean (upper panels) and standard deviation (lower panels), for the
whole year and for the fire season —JJAS— (the latter in parenthesis).

scenario (1979-2000) and for the transient A1B scenario (whole 21st century). Due

to their different native horizontal resolutions, both reanalysis and GCM data were

re-gridded —using bilinear interpolation— to a regular 2◦ grid considering the do-

mains shown in Fig. 8.1, following the standard practice in statistical downscaling

applications. We considered 12-UTC in addition to 00-UTC and daily mean values,

since FWI is calculated at noon (Sec. 3.3). Regarding surface relative humidity,

this was calculated from the surface temperature and the dew point, following the

classical Clausius–Clapeyron equation (Lawrence, 2005).

Note that in this chapter we do not intend to provide final products regarding

future FWI projections over the regions of interest, but only to assess the suitability

of the analog methodology for this task. Therefore, for illustrative purposes we used

a single AOGCM, although in a different context a multi-model ensemble approach

should be considered, accounting for the variability of different AOGCM projections

(see e.g. Chapter 4).

Finally, it is worth to remark that all the predictors considered (Table 8.1) are

well reproduced in southwestern Europe by most of the AOGCMs used in the EU-

funded project ENSEMBLES (van der Linden and Mitchell, 2009) after bias removal
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(Brands et al., 2011) and, in particular, by the ECHAM5 model used here.

Code Name level time unit
T Temperature 3D 12/00 UTC K
R Relative humidity 3D 12/00 UTC %
U U-wind 3D 12/00 UTC ms−1

V V-wind 3D 12/00 UTC ms−1

SLP Sea-level pressure 2D daily mean Pa
2T Surface (2m) Temperature 2D daily mean K
2R Surface Relative humidity 2D daily mean %
10U 10m U-wind 2D daily mean ms−1

10V 10m V-wind 2D daily mean ms−1

Table 8.1: Predictor variables used in this work. 3D variables contain information at the
850 and 500 hPa levels. 2D variables refer to mean sea level.

8.1.3 Application of the Analog Downscaling Method

Previously in Section 2.4.1, the analog method was presented. A critical step in the

configuration of the analog method is the appropriate definition of the atmospheric

pattern X —defined by a geographical domain and a set of large-scale variables—

suitable to downscale the local variables of interest.Here, we build on the results

obtained in the Spanish national program on regional scenarios Escenarios-PNACC

2012 (Gutiérrez et al., 2012). In this project, different geographical domains and

predictor sets were compared over the Iberian peninsula in order to asses the perfor-

mance of different downscaling methods (see Gutiérrez et al., 2013, for the results

for temperature). The optimum results found for temperature and precipitation in

both Atlantic and Mediterranean climatic regions were achieved with the smallest

geographical window considered, this is, a window centered on the Iberian Peninsula

with bounding box coordinates 45◦N, 35◦N, 10◦W, and 5◦E (Fig. 8.1).

In the case of Greece, we considered a geographical domain of the same area, but

centered over the area of study (labelled as Greece 1 in Fig. 8.1: 44◦N, 34◦N, 31◦E,

16◦E), and tested the sensitivity of the downscaling results to the window size and

position, following a similar procedure as in Gutiérrez et al. (2013). In this case, due

to the smaller area covered by the observations (Peloponnese and Attica regions)

we considered also a smaller domain covering the network of stations (40◦N, 35◦N,

26.0◦E, 18.5◦E), labelled as Greece 2 in Fig. 8.1. Similarly to the case of Iberia, the

best results were obtained with the domain Greece 1. Thus, in the following onlythe

results for the Greece 1 domain will be reported.
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The different predictors tested in this study (Table 8.1) include the typical vari-

ables used in the statistical downscaling studies carried out for different European

regions (see e.g. Maraun et al., 2010; Gutiérrez et al., 2013, and references therein).

The predictor combinations were chosen to meet the needs of fire danger climate

change studies, and in particular of FWI, and include “signal-bearing” predictors

(e.g. temperature) in order to capture a potential climate change signal (Table 8.2).

Pattern P1 is defined based on the variables involved in the calculation of FWI,

considering their values in the middle troposphere, since surface variables are not

properly represented by AOGCMs due to their coarse orography; as the only excep-

tion we also consider 2m temperature, since near surface temperature has been found

to be the optimum predictor for temperatures in several studies (see Gutiérrez et al.,

2013, and references therein). The surface version of P1 (pattern P2) is considered

only for benchmarking purposes in “perfect model” conditions (i.e., reanalysis-driven

simulations, Sec. 2.3.1). Other alternative configurations were also tested (patterns

P3 and P4), attaining no significant improvements, although these are not shown

for brevity.

Moreover, for every predictor combination, two static definitions were set, con-

sidering the values at 12-UTC and 00-UTC, respectively. In addition, a dynamic

pattern was also considered, joining both 00 and 12-UTC values in the same pattern

for downscaling. Similar results were obtained in all cases. Therefore, we selected

the static pattern at 00-UTC, since this output is available in the ENSEMBLES

driving AOGCMs (Table 2.5) unlike the 12-UTC data.

Pattern Variables
P1 2T T850 R850 U850 V850
P2 2T 2R 10U 10V
P3 2T R850
P4 SLP T850 U500 V500 Q850

Table 8.2: Predictor combinations selected for statistical downscaling. For each combi-
nation, both the static (12 and 00-UTC) and dynamic (00+24 UTC) temporal setup have
been tested. Variable names are indicated in Table 8.1.

8.2 Results in Perfect Model Conditions

We applied the above described downscaling method to the four input FWI vari-

ables, calculating the downscaled FWI values from the resulting downscaled inputs.

First, we analysed the performance of the method in perfect model conditions, so we
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downscaled the reanalysis data used for calibration within the same calibration pe-

riod. In this case, some form of cross validation is necessary, since the same dataset

is used for calibrating and testing the model. In particular we considered a k-fold

cross-validation approach for the 25-year calibration period, using k = 5 different

combinations of calibration and test periods, each containing 20 years for calibration

and 5 years for testing. We considered a stratified regular sampling, where the first

test sample was formed by the years: 1979, 1984, 1989, 1994, 1999, the second by

the years 1980, 1985, etc. (see e.g. Gutiérrez et al., 2013, for more details). The re-

sulting five test periods cover the whole validation period (1979-2003), so they were

concatenated into a single final test series which was used to compute the different

validation scores.

In order to assess the predictive performance of the downscaling, the Spearman’s

rank correlation coefficient was used as association measure between the observed

and the predicted series. As opposite to the Pearson’s correlation, it is robust to

outlier values and can deal with possible non-linear relationships between downscaled

and observed time series. Hence, it is the preferable association measure for the

different components of the FWI system and the rest of variables analysed. The

results obtained with the two predictor sets, P1 and P2, in terms of the Spearman

correlation and bias, are shown in Fig. 8.4 for Iberia and Greece. This figure shows

that the results for the benchmarking pattern P2 are slightly better than P1 in

Iberia, while they perform similarly in Greece. Therefore, P1 seems to be a good

pattern both in terms of skill and AOGCM reproducibility for the downscaling of

climate change projections.

In order to further analyse the performance of the analog downscaling method,

correlations for the daily and JJAS-averaged series were obtained for the P1 pattern

(see Table 8.3). Results are shown for the different components of the FWI (Section

3.3) and for its input meteorological variables. In general, the method performs

adequately considering the annual daily time series, which is the native time reso-

lution of FWI, for the two study regions. However, not all input FWI variables are

downscaled with the same level of skill, and the relatively high performance of the

method for temperature and relative humidity contrasts with the poor correlations

attained in the case of wind, and to a lesser extent, precipitation (the latter attain-

ing better results in Greece than in Iberia). This has an effect on the resulting FWI

components: for instance, components tracking fire spread, more directly dependent

on wind (like ISI, Sec. 3.3.4), are less accurately predicted than components that

predominantly rely in relative humidity and/or temperature (e.g. DMC and DC),

although these are still dependent to some extent on precipitation (Sections 3.3.2
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and 3.3.3). As depicted in Table 8.3, the performance of the analog downscaling

decreases notably when considering the cross-correlations of averaged JJAS data.

This is explained by the lower variability of the fire danger indices during the sum-

mer, that maintain high values due to the prevailing dry and warm conditions. In

contrast, when computing the correlations with the annual daily series, the method

is able to properly capture the seasonal cycle yielding better results. In conse-

quence, performing the downscaling on the whole annual series is the recommended

approach.

IBERIA GREECE
min mean max min mean max

WSS
daily 0.16 0.27 0.38 0.20 0.29 0.34
JJAS -0.35 0.12 0.48 -0.22 0.14 0.63

HURS
daily 0.22 0.51 0.72 0.23 0.53 0.68
JJAS -0.24 0.30 0.67 0.09 0.42 0.61

PR
daily 0.23 0.35 0.53 0.37 0.49 0.55
JJAS -0.21 0.21 0.50 0.23 0.42 0.60

TAS
daily 0.79 0.89 0.92 0.92 0.93 0.94
JJAS 0.27 0.79 0.93 0.65 0.84 0.93

FFMC
daily 0.37 0.64 0.82 0.62 0.78 0.83
JJAS -0.17 0.37 0.68 0.45 0.58 0.69

DMC
daily 0.61 0.80 0.90 0.82 0.89 0.93
JJAS -0.16 0.28 0.66 -0.26 0.31 0.62

DC
daily 0.33 0.67 0.89 0.57 0.81 0.91
JJAS -0.43 0.23 0.56 -0.26 0.28 0.47

ISI
daily 0.32 0.54 0.79 0.49 0.65 0.74
JJAS -0.20 0.28 0.71 0.21 0.35 0.47

BUI
daily 0.58 0.80 0.90 0.81 0.89 0.93
JJAS -0.28 0.27 0.62 -0.29 0.33 0.75

FWI
daily 0.41 0.63 0.82 0.71 0.79 0.83
JJAS -0.14 0.31 0.64 0.10 0.44 0.59

Table 8.3: Results of cross-validation in terms of Spearman’s rho obtained by the daily and
seasonally (JJAS) averaged downscaled series, using the variables of the static atmospheric
pattern P1 at 00 UTC.

8.3 Climate Projections and Comparison with RCM Results

Using the AOGCM variables, we computed FWI projections for the 20C3M

scenario (for the control period 1971-2000) and for the transient A1B scenario (for
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the 21st century). We first evaluated the performance of the downscaling method in

the control period, considering the predictors from the 20C3M scenario and using

the period overlapping with the ERA-Interim reanalysis (1979-2000) to compare

the results. Note that, as opposite to the downscaled series from the reanalysis,

in this case there is no day-to-day correspondence between the model outputs and

the observations, even though the projections are done within the historical period.

Therefore, we just compared the climatological downscaled and observed values for

the annual and the seasonal JJAS series, displaying also the results in perfect model

conditions for comparison (Table 8.4).

We found moderate biases in both the mean and standard deviation in the 20C3M

scenario, with similar magnitudes than the reanalysis, and even smaller in some

cases. In general, relative AOGCM biases are below 10% with some exceptions,

particularly in the JJAS precipitation in Greece, with relatives biases both in the

mean and the standard deviation larger than 20%. However, the mean JJAS precip-

itation in Greece is small (0.37 mm/day vs. the 0.48 obtained with the downscaling

method) and, hence, the relative errors are not very informative in this case.

IBERIA GREECE
Annual JJAS Annual JJAS

REA CTL REA CTL REA CTL REA CTL

T
µ 0.1 1.1 -0.5 -0.1 0.2 0.5 -0.2 -0.5
σ -1.9 -0.9 0.8 8.1 -0.8 -1.2 -2.2 14.5

H
µ -0.4 -1.0 0.5 -0.9 0.7 -1.0 0.6 0.0
σ -2.0 -0.1 -1.5 0.6 0.8 2.5 -0.7 10.9

P
µ -8.8 -0.6 0.0 1.1 -0.6 -4.9 -2.7 29.7
σ -8.6 -2.8 -9.3 -10.4 -0.3 -4.7 1.5 21.4

W
µ 0.1 2.1 -1.1 0.6 -1.9 3.7 -1.8 2.3
σ -1.8 -0.3 -2.3 -0.6 -2.1 3.6 -1.4 3.8

FWI
µ 2.6 3.4 0.6 2.7 -4.2 1.9 9.9 12.5
σ -4.1 -1.5 -5.3 -4.2 4.1 11.4 -6.2 5.8

Table 8.4: Relative errors of the mean µ and standard deviation σ climatological values
of the downscaled w.r.t. the observed values (pred/obs − 1 in %) according to pattern
P1 (see Table 8.2) for ERA-Interim reanalysis (REA) and the ECHAM5 20C3M control
scenario (CTL). Results correspond to the primitive FWI variables: temperature (T),
relative humidity (H), precipitation (P) and wind velocity (W), and also to the resulting
Fire Weather Index (FWI).

Once verified that the AOGCM outputs are suitable for the statistical down-

scaling method, we proceeded with the calculation of the FWI increments/deltas
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for three different future periods: 2011-2040, 2041-2070 and 2071-2100. The deltas

have been obtained as the period-averaged differences from the A1B and the 20C3M

downscaled values. The results for JJAS are shown in Fig. 8.5 for SSR and FWI90

(columns 2 and 4). In both regions and for both indices, the deltas obtained with

the analog method exhibit a similar pattern for the first two periods considered.

The projected anomalies are larger for the FWI90, representing extreme fire danger

conditions, than for SSR, representative of average conditions. Note that this is in

accordance with recent results on the projected changes in climate extremes (Senevi-

ratne et al., 2012). However, in the last period (2071-2100), the spatial pattern of

these deltas is not consistent any more, pointing to problems linked to the analog

method. In this case, deltas show a high spatial variability, particularly for Greece,

with large or small increments depending on the location; this may be the result of

the complex interaction of the deltas for the four variables forming the FWI and

is also an indication of the lack of robustness of the analog method in the period

2071-2100.

In order to check the consistency of the analog method with a dynamical down-

scaling model output, specially for the 2071-2100 period, we compared the per-

formance of the statistical approach with the results of a dynamically downscaled

scenario. To this aim, we considered the RACMO2 RCM simulations (van Meij-

gaard et al., 2008), whose characteristics are presented in Sec. 2.3.2. One major

advantage of using this RCM is that it is driven by the same AOGCM as the one

used for the statistical downscaling (ECHAM5, run 3), and thus the uncertainty

linked to AOGCM projections in the final results can be ruled-out. Furthermore,

the good performance of this GCM/RCM coupling has been reported in different

studies (e.g., in the Iberian Peninsula by Herrera et al., 2010).

The resulting deltas of the RCM are shown in Fig. 8.5 (columns 1 and 3), which

can be compared to the deltas obtained by the analog method for the same periods

at the coincident grid cells. These results show that the spatial patterns and magni-

tudes of the climate change signal obtained using the analog method is comparable

to that obtained by the RCM simulations for the first two future periods considered

(2011-40 and 2041-70), and only in the last decades of 21st century (2071-2100) a

departure between both types of projections becomes evident, with a tendency of

the statistical method to underestimate the climate change signal compared to the

RCM. For the case of Iberia, this issue is further illustrated in Fig. 8.6, which shows

the point-based values of the statistical downscaling method versus the RCM ones

in the corresponding nearest grid-boxes. This result is in agreement with previous

findings reporting the lack of robustness of the analog method in non stationary
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conditions for some of the variables involved (see e.g. Gutiérrez et al., 2013). On the

other hand, RCMs have been shown to over-estimate temperature and dryness in

the last decades of 21st century (Christensen et al., 2008; Maraun, 2012), thus pos-

sibly inflating fire danger projections. Therefore this departure between dynamical

and statistical projections accounts not only for limitations of the analog method,

but also to known problems inherent to dynamical downscaling methods.

8.4 Conclusions

The performance of the analog method to project FWI from global model outputs

both in Iberia and Greece has been assessed. Overall, the method produce good

results, although not with equal success in all points considered and for the four

relevant variables (temperature, relative humidity, wind and precipitation). The

method exhibited a high skill for temperature and relative humidity, and worse

results in the case of precipitation and especially wind, limiting the performance of

those components of the FWI depending on those variables.

Our results also reveal that the downscaling method presented is able to properly

capture the seasonal cycle of FWI and faithfully reproduce the fire danger regimes of

the 25-year period considered, both the mean fire danger conditions, as represented

by the SSR, and the extreme fire danger conditions, defined by the FWI90. However,

due to the nature of the analog method, the downscaled series do not preserve the

daily temporal sequencing of the different FWI codes tracking drought and fuel

moisture, and thus caution must be taken in the eventual case of day-to-day analyses.

The results of the cross-validation experiment show that component downscaling

performs better than direct FWI downscaling in terms of correlation and spatial

homogeneity of biases. However, both versions reproduce similarly projected FWI

anomalies for the future, and in the case that only FWI projections are needed (and

not of the different components and input variables), direct downscaling may be a

suitable choice for the sake of simplicity.

The analogs method is the most advisable in order to preserve the physical

coherence between all variables involved in FWI calculation, but problems due to

the inability of the method to extrapolate beyond the historical records may limit its

applicability when projecting future climate scenarios. Thus, we recommend the use

of this technique for future projections of fire risk only for the first half of the 21st

century, and warn on the potential problems with projections for the last decades

of 21st century.
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season (JJAS).
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Figure 8.6: Climate change signals (deltas) for the three future periods (2011-2040, 2042-
2070 and 2071-2100) at the point locations in Iberia for a) the seasonal severity rating
(SSR) and b) 90th percentile of FWI (FWI90), according to the statistical downscaling
method (X–axis) and the dynamical downscaling projections of the RCM (Y–axis).



CHAPTER 9

General conclusions and Future Work

This PhD thesis is aimed at the development of fire danger scenarios at various

scales, from global to local. In particular, I have focused on the Canadian Fire

Weather Index System (FWI) as one of the most widely applied climate impact in-

dicators regarding fire weather characterization. First, we have illustrated how the

relationships between fire activity and fire-weather work from a theoretical perspec-

tive, based on the principles of the modern pyrogeography. Then I have empirically

analysed the sensitivity of global fire activity to fire-weather, unveiling that a large

proportion of the global land areas (excluding from the analysis those regions devoid

from vegetation, like deserts and ice sheets) are sensitive to fire-weather variabil-

ity. This allowed to identify those regions where climate change may cause severe

impacts on fire activity in the following decades. Among these sensitive regions,

the Mediterranean basin is likely to experience important impacts, being the se-

lected region for the generation of downscaled future fire-weather scenarios, using

dynamical model simulations and statistical methods to this aim. Critical aspects

for the reliability of the projected changes, such as the time resolution of the in-

put variables, the downscaling methodology and the validation of numerical model

predictions have been analysed and discussed.

In this final Chapter I will summarize the main conclusions of this work, and

I will briefly describe the on-going lines of work directly connected with the topics

addressed in this PhD Thesis regarding the generation of fire danger scenarios. I

will also enumerate the publications in scientific journals related with the contents
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shown here and the software tools developed specifically for the accomplishment of

the various tasks and analysis.

9.1 Conclusions

The global fire–climate relationship: current and future impacts on a global perspective

1. The global patterns of the sensitivity of burned area to fire-weather variability

(i.e. the fire-weather ‘switch’, see Sec. 1) were investigated in Chapter 4. We

found significant relationships over extensive land areas of the world, but not

all proved equally sensitive to these changes.

2. The areas of the world most sensitive to changes in fire-weather are those

characterized by a lower climatological FWI in the fire season. In particular,

the most sensitive areas have been empirically identified as those with a FWI

below 17, where fire regimes can be considered mostly driven by fire-weather

variability.

3. The spatial extent and strength of the fire-climate relationship in these regions

was globally reinforced when other confounding factors were removed using

a first-difference regression approach, as compared to the results from the

ordinary regression analysis that enabled the estimation of the FWI threshold.

4. Future fire regimes in large areas of the world proved insensitive to current fire-

weather, and may be more susceptible to factors related to other fire switches

not explicitly modelled, such as vegetation productivity or human action. As

a result, in these areas, future fire-weather projections are of lesser importance

in order to assess near-future climate impacts on fire activity.

5. On the contrary, our FWI projections anticipate impacts that may be locally

important in sizeable areas of the current boreal forests of Canada and Siberia,

particularly at the East of the Urals, and in the tropical moist broadleaf forests

of the Amazon basin and south of Indonesia. These are sensitive areas in terms

of biodiversity conservation and are important global carbon stocks. The

Euro-Mediterranean Basin, particular the Eastern part, also proved highly

sensitive. Here, fire-weather indices may prove the most adequate tools for

the assessment of future fire risk.
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Reconstruction of historical fire-weather from reanalysis data

1. The findings of Chapter 5 show that ERA-Interim is the most advisable re-

analysis product for the reconstruction of FWI series, although caution must

be taken in its application to impact studies due to biases introduced in FWI

magnitude.

2. In spite of this shortcoming, ERA-Interim proved fairly effective for the de-

tection of extreme fire danger events in most situations analysed and also for

the definition of danger levels/classes. In all cases, it outperformed alternative

reanalysis products like NCEP and ERA-40.

Temporal resolution of input data

1. The results obtained in Chapter 6 warn against the use of daily mean data

for the computation of FWI and the derived set of FWI-derived fire danger

indices, in spite of the possible adjustment that could be carried out in some

particular cases.

2. Whilst mean fire danger patterns are preserved in future daily mean pro-

jections, no consistent conclusions can be extracted about future fire danger

regime due to the misleading delta changes obtained.

3. One possible solution to overcome the limitation of data availability in the case

of the ENSEMBLES database might be the use of daily-aggregated variables

that may serve as proxies of their instantaneous counterparts at 12-UTC

4. With this regard, the results indicate that the combination of minimum relative

humidity and the rest of daily mean values was the best proxy to actual FWI,

yielding good estimates of fire danger in current climate, and also a realistic

estimation of the climate change signal.

Future fire danger scenarios for the Euro Mediterranean region

1. In Chapter 7 a consistent positive signal in terms of fire danger potential was

described over large areas of the Mediterranean, accentuated in the latest part

of the transient period.

2. The degree of model uncertainty was particularly low in the case of FWI,

highlighting the usefulness of this index for the assessment of future fire danger

scenarios, regardless of the a priori best suitability of SSR to this aim.
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3. The use of threshold-dependent indices related to fire season length, often

applied in impact studies (i.e. FOT30 and LOFS), is not recommended in the

context of future impacts assessment, due to the particularly high uncertainty

associated to their future projections.

4. The multi-model uncertainty was quite large, highlighting the importance of

adopting a multi-model ensemble approach.

5. The existing link between fire-weather and fire impacts (burned areas in this

study) evidences the potential applicability of the future fire danger scenarios

for decision-making in those areas in which forest fires represent a relevant

conditioning factor.

6. This relationship was consistent with the results found on a global scale for

the Euro-Mediterranean region (Chapter 4)

Local-scale future fire danger scenarios

1. In Chapter 8, the performance of the analog method to project FWI from

global model outputs both in Iberia and Greece has been assessed.

2. The method exhibited a high skill for temperature and relative humidity, and

worse results in the case of precipitation and especially wind, limiting the

performance of those components of the FWI depending on those variables.

3. The analog method is able to properly capture the seasonal cycle of FWI and

faithfully reproduce the fire danger regimes of the 25-year period considered,

both the mean and extremes of fire danger conditions

4. However, due to the nature of the method, the downscaled series do not

preserve the daily temporal sequencing of the different FWI codes tracking

drought and fuel moisture, and thus caution must be taken in the eventual

case of day-to-day analyses.

5. The analog method is the most advisable in order to preserve the physical

coherence between all variables involved in FWI calculation, but problems

due to the inability of the method to extrapolate beyond the historical records

may limit its applicability when projecting future climate scenarios.
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9.2 Publications and Software

The work presented in this PhD Thesis has lead to several publications in inter-

national journals, next enumerated:

• Bedia, J., Herrera, S., Gutiérrez, J.M., Benali, A., Brands, S., Mota, B.,

Moreno, J.M., 2015. Global patterns in the sensitivity of burned area to fire-

weather: implications for climate change. Agricultural and Forest Meteorology

214-215, 369–379. doi: 10.1016/j.agrformet.2015.09.002

• Bedia, J., Herrera, S., Camia, A., Moreno, J.M., Gutierrez, J.M., 2014. Forest

Fire Danger Projections in the Mediterranean using ENSEMBLES Regional

Climate Change Scenarios. Climatic Change 122, 185–199. doi:10.1007/s10584-

013-1005-z

• Bedia, J., Herrera, S., Gutiérrez, J.M., 2014. Assessing the predictability of

fire occurrence and area burned across phytoclimatic regions in Spain. Natural

Hazards Earth System Sciences 14, 53–66. doi:10.5194/nhess-14-53-2014

• Bedia, J., Herrera, S., Mart́ın, D.S., Koutsias, N., Gutiérrez, J.M., 2013. Ro-

bust projections of Fire Weather Index in the Mediterranean using statistical

downscaling. Climatic Change 120, 229–247. doi:10.1007/s10584-013-0787-3

• Herrera, S., Bedia, J., Gutiérrez, J.M., Fernández, J., Moreno, J.M., 2013. On

the projection of future fire danger conditions with various instantaneous/mean-

daily data sources. Climatic Change 118, 827–840. doi:10.1007/s10584-012-

0667-2

• Bedia, J., Herrera, S., Gutiérrez, J.M., Zavala, G., Urbieta, I.R., Moreno,

J.M., 2012. Sensitivity of fire weather index to different reanalysis products

in the Iberian Peninsula.Natural Hazards Earth System Sciences 12, 699–708.

doi:10.5194/nhess-12-699-2012

Furthermore, it has been necessary to develop software tools in order to access,

handle and analyse the relatively large volume of data in an efficient way. An

important part of the work has benefited from already existing tools developed

in MatLabTM by the research Group in which this PhD Thesis is integrated, and

in particular the MeteoLab toolbox (https://meteo.unican.es/trac/MLToolbox/

wiki).
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Furthermore, the R Language for Statistical Computing and Analysis (R De-

velopment Core Team, 2012) has been chosen for other tasks, given the increasing

popularity of this open source software. In particular, several specific functions have

been developed during the realization of this PhD Thesis, integrated in the following

packages:

fireDanger: A suite of functions to compute some popular fire danger indices,

including the Canadian Fire Weather Index. https://github.com/jbedia/

fireDanger

downscaleR: R package for bias correction and downscaling of daily climate model

outputs (both seasonal forecasting and climate predictions/projections). The

package allows loading and handling observations, reanalysis and global and

regional climate model data. In particular, there is an implementation of the

analog method used in Chapter 8 and functions to read numerical climate

model outputs and gridded and station observation datasets, both from local

and remote locations. https://github.com/SantanderMetGroup/downscaleR

9.3 Future work

As indicated in Chapter 1, fires in the Mediterranean regions constitute the most

important natural hazard and a serious concern, causing important economic and

environmental damages and life loss. Thus, estimating the fire risk a few months in

advance is a most needed achievement, allowing the fire protection agencies a timely

reaction and an adequate provision of human and material resources. However, to

date the studies addressing the seasonal predictability of fire danger are still rela-

tively scarce in the literature, and almost all of them follow an empirical approach to

the problem, by statistically linking antecedent climatic variables used as predictors

with observed fire activity (e.g.: Chu et al., 2002; Gudmundsson et al., 2014; Preisler

and Westerling, 2007). Furthermore, other fire-prone areas of the world would ben-

efit enormously from the development of effective seasonal forecasting systems able

to anticipate potentially dangerous fire seasons.

More rarely, a few studies make use of GCM outputs to seasonally predict fire

danger (Roads et al., 2005). With this regard, seasonal forecasting models provide

information about how average weather conditions are likely to be from a few months

up to one year into the future. These forecasts have a great number of applications

and help decision-making in many sectors of society. However, their potential ap-

plications for fire-weather forecasting is still insufficiently developed, constituting a
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field of further research in continuation with the lines developed here. In particular,

the following aspects are of interest:

1. Development of validation strategies able to cope with the probabilistic nature

of the seasonal forecast predictions, considering the different FWI components

and the most relevant FWI-derived indicators analysed in this PhD thesis (Sec.

3.3).

2. Exploring possible “windows of opportunity” (i.e. the predictability of the

skill in particular years or regions) for the seasonal prediction of dangerous

fire-weather conditions a few months in advance.

3. Development and analysis of particular downscaling methodologies best suited

to the characteristics of FWI, in the framework of seasonal forecasting.
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